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INTRODUCTION

In safety problems of nuclear plants interest centres on various

types of rare events . These may extend from rare modes of failures

in the component parts of the system and plant, the simultaneou s

occurrence of a very low resistance of a structural member and a n

extremely high load, to rare catastrophic failures which affect

whole plant and system complexes . The obvious need is therefor e

to understand the patterns of behaviour of these events in spac e

and time domains and be able to make some adequate estimate o f

their probability of occurrence .

The problem naturally centres round the definition of what i s

to be considered a rare event, the analysis and interpretation

of small samples and methods of treating and combining extreme

values in space (intensity) and time .

As the practical and theoretical information on the problem o f

rare events is very sparse - despite its importance for th e

reliability analysis of nuclear plants - the Committee on th e

Safety of Nuclear Installations decided at its third meeting, hel d

on November 4th and 5th 1975 and summarized in document SEN/SI N

(75)27, to set up for an initial period of one year, a Task Forc e

of Experts on the Statistical Analysis of Rare Events in Nuclea r

Installations, the main objective being to explore methods fo r

handling the problems of reliability analysis involving rare

events . CSNI also agreed that the Task Force should be compose d

of a small number of leading experts, selected only for thei r

widely recognized scientific competence and their ability t o

contribute significantly to the work of the Group . A small meeting

of specialists on the statistical analysis of rare events and

engineers who specialize in the reliability analysis of structure s

such as pressure vessels and containments and also systems as use d

for the automatic protection of the plant was considered a n

appropriate means to stimulate and intensify the discussion between

the experts of the three fields .

Two informal preparatory meetings of experts were held in Munic h

and Paris respectively, with the result of identifying

V

f- .
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,all members of the Task Force and experts to be invited to present

papers on pa rticular subjects, outlining the programme of the final

meeting then held in Tspra and defining in more detail the objective s

Iof the Task Force . The main topic area concerns the statistical analysi s

of structures such as containment and pressure vessels, automatic .

protection systems, and allied items, with a view to giving a quantifie d

probabilistic statement on particular reliability characteristics . The

particular subjects covered by the invited experts who would normally

be working in specialised fields, includes, specifically, statistical

modelling of are events, decision theory applied to rare evente, smal l

sampling theory in the case of rare eveuts . Man-made phenomena as well a s

natural phenomena are to be considered, as they involve different

approaches to mcde?.lin_g.

In particular the participants of the preparatory meetings agree d

on the following points s

(i) taking into account the scope delineated by CSNI and th e

necessity of producing useful results before the end of Summer

1976, the investigation of the Task Force is limited, at leas t

as a first step, to nuclear power plants ; experts would concentrat e

their attention, on the one hand on possible design errors relating

to rare events with significance for nuclear safety, on rar e

natural phenomena (such as abnormally strong earthquakes, tornadoes ,

floodings, etc .) on the other hand .

(ii) one of the main advantages of the meeting of the Task Forc e

would be to bring together structural engineers, automatic protect-

ion systems engineers and statisticians .

(iii) . thus, one of the basic objectives of the Task Force would b e

to give advice on fundamental questions such as what are rare events ,

what events should be treated liké rare events, what are the correc t

methods for analysing rare events from a statistical viewpoint and

for handling the problem of reliability analysis involving rar e

events, what errors are made currently by engineers and why som e

procedures are sometimes applied wrongly, how to use results, what

aspects of the problems need further consideration, etc . It was

agreed that the problem of sabotage would be outside the scope
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of the Task Force .

The programme of the final meeting was carried out as agreed upo n

during the preparatory meetings . At this point the equal balanc e

between statisticians, structural as well as systems engineer s

h and their role as chairmen of each of three the discussion groups

(Session ' ) - should be stressed .

The Task Force also received Communicated Papers by non-member s

as by Mr.Farmer, Dr .Lieblein and Mr .6stberg, which were considered

relevant to the topics discussed . The papers were discussed briefly

and listed in this report . In addition there was a survey con-

ducted with the purpose of locating people and/or organization s

who are currently working on problems associated with the analysi s

of rare events ( apart, of course, from the members of the Tas k

Force themselves) . The result of this survey is summarized herein .

Finally it should be mentioned that each participant of the Task

Force was confirmed by his or her national. delegates to CSNI .

e
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Meeting of the CSNI Task Force on Problems of Rare Event s

in the Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants ;

Euratom JNRC, I sera, Italy ; June 8-10, 1976 . .

RELIABILITY OF A NUCLEAR REACTOR PRESSURE-TUBE IN CASE OF

LOSS OF COOLANT

by S . Garribba

(CESNEF, Nucl . Engng . Dept ., Politecnico di Milano, Via G .

Ponzio 34/3, Milano, Italy 20133 )

1 . Introduction

Safety of heavy-water moderated light-water cooled

reactors is significantly affected by the integrity of the

pressure-tube system . In this study .the reliability of a

Zr-2 pressure-tube to be installed in a CIRENE-type Di nu-

clear reactor is assessed for the case of loss of coolant .

Pressure and temperature transients following the assume d

accident develop from the nominal reactor operating con-

ditions .'For the structure might survive to the resultin g

load, stress must nowhere exceed strength . In this respect ,

let us suppose that we are able to define a load or stres s

ordemand, D and a resistance or strength or capacity, C .

On the basis of a probabilistic model of failure, reliabi-

lity R will be expressed by thé symbolic form ,

R = h { C > D =,J'L 1 C - D>O j= $

	

> 1 } . (1 .1 )

In•words by the probabilitY iz that allowable strength

is not exceeded by applied stress .

•
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In what is going to follow we will refer to the fa i

lure of the pressure-tube wall in regions where end effect s

can be neglected (Table 1) . Moreover, it will be suppose d

through the entire study that we can gain a complete know -

ledge of all statistical variables . The direct use of (1 .1) ,

however, originates a number of difficulties .

Before considering stress and strength define d

through scalar variables as in (1 .1) we need to analyze the

main modes of mechanical failure of the structure . A few fai -

lure modes may occur sequentially/ or coexist . In genera l

a criterion of failure H entails a particular choice and typ e

of comparison of two sets of variables CH = { C'
H,

CH , C"' , . . .

H
and

AH =
[DH , DH , DH "

0' l . It may be written

R

	

iCH> H[ H } ,

to denote that reliability is conditional to the state o f

knowledge Hanot a state of things .

We will assume the validity of the maximum shear

theory, H ns , as a criterion for failure . Although other fai-

lure criteria may given better representations of the rea l

behaviour of the structure, it is desirable to develop a me-

thod which is simple for the designer to use . Considering th e

internal pressure P, the maximum shear criterion results in
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where Di = 106,1 mm is inner diameter, d = 3,15 mm i s

I wall thickness and O'R is ultimate tensile strength i n

uniaxially loaded bar .

Now C and D vary for different time instant s

t ft o , t f) and for different points within the space o f

the structure EL . In complete generality, we are fa-

' céd with two space and time stochastic processe s

C = tC : ÿ, t
)
and D = iD : L, t ) and equation (1 .2) ta-

kes the form

R

		

C
D ms

EA, t e rto ,t f ]

r.J
D

R
P

	

2
2d

(1 .4 )

te L, t F [to ,t f ]

However this formulation, establishing a definite connexio n

with the microscopic structure of solids and variation o f

properties in time, makes the problem extremely complex [2] .

To find at least approximate solutions we should move fro m

simpler descriptions .

We note that loads (that is pressure and tempera -

ture) change abruptly in time owing to the loss of coolant

accident (LOCA) so that the resulting stochastic processes ,

C and D, are highly nonstationary in time (Figure 1) .

.
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Therefore a simplified treatment of the problem can mak e

reference to the most dangerous time instant, let us sa y

tie,, which occurs durin g . the transient ( to , t f ] . Or, as far

as

4(

	

Q' ~p
i

~

	

> P
R

	

2d
w

R

	

2d

LFL, te [to , t f]

	

. 1E 1. , t

it can be said that instant reliability approximates interval

reliability .

t*
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2 . Pressure and tem perature transient s

The evolution of coolant pressure p and tempera- .

ture

	

during the time of accident . Cto ,t f ] has been deter-
»

mined by means of computer codes under slightly conservativ e

hypothèses . Calculated values are quoted in columns two and

three of Table 2 . Time profiles are displayed by Figure 2'.

But there is complete lack of knowledge as for th e

statistical structure of p and g3 . p has a definite influen-

ce on stress, whereas t/ affects strength . On the other hand ,

it has been noticed that the choice of the type of probabilit y

distribution may have substantial effects on reliability

computation . Stress versus strength interference is very de -

pendent upon the extremes or tail areas of the distributions .

To overcome this obstacl es it has been thought o f

p and 3 in terms of two stochastic processes

~~••

	

N

qq f cç}
p = [p : t F Lt 1 , t f] } ,

	

v = L 1/ : te tt 2 , tuJ} . (2 .1 )

It is supposed that the mean value functions of the two pro

	

* v

cesses E { p J and E l 9}coincide with the calculated profi-

les of Figure 1 .

Let us first refer to p. We assume that the proces s

can be approximated by the simple death process or linear

death process . We have indeed a strictly decreasing mean

E [51 . TS' = ( 171 - pu ) . exp C ï/t,(t-t 1 ), + pu

	

. (2 .2 )

where /" - = 1 .85 ' 1 0-2s-l , pu = 3 ata, and overbar denote s

expected (that is calculated) quantities .
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Moreover, for the variance it must b e

r ) [ p)j= O

With these assumptions we define

when t». 0

	

(2 .3 )

the state variabl e

x

	

-- 1
10u .

of state between the two extremes 18 .03 p 1 /pu-1

	

x1 and

obtain the conditional probability ,

assuming x 1 , that at time 1r ; O the system is in the stat e

(x, x+dx) ,

0, it is possible to

If we admit a continuityand time ''c' ; t -- t i .

r (x1 +1 )

r(x+1) r(x 1_ x+1)

•-x~ at, x x
e

	

(e -1) 1 dx .Px (tl x 1 ) dx

w

Hence, it result s

Px ('r ) =

	

P x (1îx 1 ) f(x1) dx1 )

	

(2 .5 )

ail X~

where f(x 1 ) stays for the / supposedly normal, p .d .f . of x 1 .
It can be verified tha t

x oo

P(Tl ldx ti 1

	

Px (-0 3)<

	

(2 .6 1 ) .
0

	

0

xP('rk ' )dx

	

x 1 ex

co

X P Cr') d.X l

	

(2 .6 2 )

0

( x--x1 e
_ /

t' ) 2 Px(,t,l~dx

	

e-Pe.r
P (1-e

	

) .
(2 . 6 3 )
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from .Q ft

	

r

Values obtaine dYfor mean 'p and standard deviation Sp are in

columns four and five of Table 2 .

A similar procedure applies to 0 . We assume that

the process can be approximated by a nonhomogeneous Poisso n

process . Equality should hold as follows

6191 z-

	

2(t-t 2 ) -/U,(tt 2 ) 2 + . 2 , (2 .7 )

where q = 3 .55 s-1 , A= 0 .56 . 1o- 2 s-2 and 12 243 .9°C .

On the other hand, a value like

fort = tui (2 .8 )

seems to reflect some uncertainties of numerical computation s

concerned with_LOCA . We may thus introduce the state varia-

ble

	

- t̀12
x

	

and time `t' t-t 2 . From the hypothesi s

of continuity, for 0tx <+oo , we derive the functional gamm a

p .d .f . Co l

oa

	

ljXP() dx =
1

* T' .. ./tL- 'Y2

	

(2 .10 }
.0

(x-tT+)Ll't 2 ) 2 Px ('c) dx = ).*-C/U*`'2) (2 .1 02)

where A * _ A l 1,- ;

	

/v , * = 5 .11°C . Values obtained

for
4
and S_ are in columns six and seven of Table 2 .

X
C 1 . i ._

/u *T2j

	

+*-C2
Px

(,Y)
= r(x+1 )

	

e

	

(2 .9 )

The expressions for the mean and the variance ar e

0
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3 . Stress and strength distribution s

The aim

t
is at finding the most dangerous tim e

instant (instants)Yduring the pressure and temperatur e

transient . We then refer to a generic spatial point withi n

pressure-tube wall, let us say e6 , and perform a preliminary

reliability computation through the statistical interferen -

ce method . Stress and strength will be treated as statisti -

cal variables . Formula (1 .5) becomes

D .
R(t) = ,J~ O (t)>

P ( t ) d
e=e

o

(3 .1 )
for to t <tu

We will assume tie in correspondence with R( t * ) = min { R(t)] .

Now steps are as follows . Define the effective

pressure P = P k 1 . k 2 . . ., where the nominal pressure value

and the factors k are random variables . The pressure fac

tors kj should account the difference of the real servic e

conditions from the ideal situation which has been assume d

as a basis for the stress calculations . We introduce the relat i

ve pressure P = p-1 .033 and individuate four effects ,

thermal stresses

	

k 1 = 1 .025 ,

loads due to constraints k 2 = 1 .025 ,

loads due to vibrations

	

k3 = 1 .0,

S

	

= 0 .0 1
k 1

S
k2

= 0 .0 2

S

	

= 0 .0 1k
3

thrust from fuel elements k4 = 1 .025,

	

S

	

= 0 .02 .
k4
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d = 3 .15 mm, Sd = 0 .12 mm . All these variables are suppo-

sed statistically independent and normally distributed . '

Then stress D has mean and standard deviation as shown

by Table 3 . It must be noted that, since pressure ha s

p .d .f . of the type (2 .4), also the p .d .f . of stress result s

skewed and far from having

	

normal or gaussian profile .

Define the effective strength CR
= O,R

. 1 h 1 . h 2 . . . ,

where the nominal strength value GJR and the factors hi are

random variables . Modifying factors hi evaluate the effect s

and conditions which characterize the final structure an d

which are not represented (or which are ignored, missed ,

etc .) in the reference set cf experimental data . Effects con-

sidered are ,

Furthermore, it is assumed D i = 1061 mm, SD = 0,51 mm,

w

h 1 = 1 .01 , Sh = 0 .0 1
1

Sh = 0 .04
2

Sh
3

= 0 .0 2

Sh = 0 .02
4

loading velocity

low cycle fatigue

	

h 2 = 0.98 ,

radiation damage

	

h3 1 .02 1

hydrogen embrittlement

	

h4 = 0 .98

fretting corrosion h~

	

= 0,98 Sh

	

= 0 .02

	

M

• 5
hot spot h6

	

= 0,99 Sh

	

= 0 .01

	

.
6

nonuniform cold
working h

7
= 0 .99 Sh

	

= 0 .01 .
7
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It results h = hi . h2• . . . = 0,95, Sh = 0 .055 . It must be

recognized that many of these effects correspond with cu-

mulative (often damaging) processes . Obviously, a correct

view would require the analysis of each process to deter -

mine its statistical characteristics from a sound descrip -

tion of the underlying physical phenomena . The procedure

that we adopted certainly lacks rigor . It has, however, the

- advantage of showing how computations should be carried out

and where simplifications lay .

V
As for the dependence of CSR on the temperature,

we found convenient to adopt a relations which interpolate s

a large set of data from different laboratories ,

A is a statistical variable . Its p .d .f . has been postulated

normal with

	

= 65, SA 6,5, B =. 1,20
.
for 20 °<

g
V <500° C

and A = 820, SA = 82, B = 2 for 500°C ; ?/. Furthermore, tempera-

ture statistics has been modified through a corrective facto r

9) which evaluates the possible eccentricity of fuel ele-

ments and local heat transfer effects through the pressure -

tube wall . It is 7 = 1 .00, S ., = 0 .03 . The resulting value s

of C and Sc are given by Table 3 . For temperature has p .d .f .

(2 .9), the resistance C will hardly exhibit a normal distri-

bution .
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4 . Instant reliability computation a

Reliability computation is based on equation (3 .1) .

Attention will be first focused on the case of C and D both

normally distributed . A new statistical variable Z C-D i s

defined, which results also provided by gaussian p .d .f . Since

C and Dare assumed uncorrelated, it is Z = C -15 and S
Z

=

2

	

2 *
={S

c
+ S

D
} . The normal (instant) reliability Rn at '

eo can be then expressed as

2
'o

	

1
R(t) T- 1Z0+=

	

exp (-- 2 ) dz

	

(4 .1 )

Values for the unreliability, 1-Rn, are given by Table 3 . It i s

seen how 1-Rn happens to be extremely low (f.)10
-10

-10 12 ) in

the region of moderate temperatures (9 < 500°C) . There is ,

however, a jump towards consistently higher values ('/10 ~3 )

when temperature is increased ( V 50 0 0 C) . The diScon1inUftLj a 5::.500°C '
•$ caused

t

by the two-temperature correlation (3 .2) that has been adopted .

	

1

Now C and D do not present a gaussian p .d .f . I n

the treatment of C we admitted normal densities for h, A and

Le, while in the treatment of D we admitted normal p .d .f .' s

for d, Di and k . But distributions of p and O are not normal ,

a fact clearly shown by relations (2 .4) and (2 .9) . Therefore

the correct p .d .f .'s for C and D (f(C) and g(D), regspectively )

must be determined and (instant) reliability reassessed . I t

gU

1

to

is



C

r

R° (t)=

	

g(D)

	

f(C) dC dD =)( f(C) g(D) dD dC . (4 .2 )

0

	

D

	

0

	

0

The new values of 1- R9 have been obtained through the use

of a computer code and quoted by Table 3 . It appears how th e

tail effect of distributions reduces the highest values o f

R°, on the contrary tails improve the lowest figures .
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5 . Overall reliability computation

From data of Table 3 it emerges that the most

dangerous time is t * = to = 220 s . It makes then sens e

to set for interval reliability R ( t o , tu ) = R( t * ) = R( tu ) .

Evaluation must then be extended to express the probabilit y

of no failure for all points pp L E L . We have from equation

(1 .5) the overall reliability

R= ,

	

{C -D >0 i

where C and D are stochastic processes which develop in t. .

More precisely, since we are concerned with points lying o n

the surface of the pressure-tube, C and D are two-dimensio-

nal stochastic processes. A transverse coordinate may be taken

along the circumference of .the tube and a longitudinal coordinate
along its axis .

Referring to ( 5 . 1 ) we are interested in the proba-
-.s

	

iv p I

bility that the process Z a C -- D does not go below the le -

vel zero in L . Let us assume that Z is a stationary stocha-

stic process . Let us furthermore consider the case of gaus-

sian distributions and confinq ourselves to the one-dimensiona l

situation -g [O,L] . Then the relation holds ,

-- R = rt-Pe

	

01,5 1 exp - A. (S ) 2

	

(5 .2 )
1,

	

z

where L is a characteristic length (or size) of the structur e

and Ais the effective recurrence length (or effective period )

of the process [.5] .
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In order to compute (5 .2) it is necessary to kno w

A . ',,/
Vf~e may suppose that many kinds of stationary stochasti c

(normal) processes act on thé structure

.~ Z . .

	

(5 .3 )Z = z 1 . + z 2 + . . . . =

	

i

	

1
i

For sake of simplicity they will be considered uncorrelated .

Let si and
Ai

with i = 1,2, . . . be the standard deviation

and the effective period of the i-th process . It result s

(5 .3 2 ).

Finally, let us consider an illustrative numerica l

example where two types of processes aÇFect the pressure-tube .

Let z = z1 + z2. 1 denotes a long range process affectin g

mechanical properties, while 2 accounts for short range

periodicities likesliding--sholes of fuel elements . At tim e

t = t , we choose EC,

	

== 0, s2 = 3 .57,

	

1 ao and Etz2 i =1~.ff5

== Et Z l' s2 = 0 .5,

	

= i(Di/3

	

Di . It is obtained A =j()6 mm.
Then,for L- ;.z, Di , overall reliability becomes R

	

g '10

.. ,

.
.
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Table 1 . •General characteristics of the pressure-tube ,

Material : seamless Zircaloy-2 grade RA-1
r

Design tensile stréngth(transverse) :O 37 .0 Kg/mm2 at 270° C

Design yield strength(transverse) :Q = 30 .0 Kg/mm2 at 270° C

Inner diameter : D . = 106..1 ± 0 .25 mm

Di max Di

	

= 0 .51 mm
max

	

min
Thickness

	

d = 3 .15 ± 0,24 mm

Length

	

: L = 5 278 .-0 mm
+5 mm

Coolant : sature.ted H2O, pressure p = 52 .6 K.g/cm 2 absolut e

Neutron flux 0V1 = 4 .5 . 1 022 n/cm2 (0 .2 <En < 1 .35 MeV )

0vn= 0 .8 . 10 22 n/cm 2 (1 .35 'En . MeV)



Table2 . Values of pressure and temperature during LOCA .

tim e
t(s)

pressure
p(ata)

temperature
(°C)

mean
pressure
p(ata)

standard
deviation
Sp (ata)

mean
temperature
5 (C)

standard

	

s
deviation
So (°C )

t o = 0 52 .6 265 .9 (1 .19) (1 .43 )

t 1 -t o =4 57 .1 271 .1 57 .1 1'. .28 (1 .44 )

t 2-t o =30 36 .5 243 .9 36 .4 6 .18 243 .9 9 .8 2

50 26 .0 315 26 .1 6 .33 312 .7 21 .1 6

100 12 .0 465 12 .2 4 ..77 464 .7 35 .00

150 6 .0 570 6 .6 3 .18 588 .5 43 .1 0

t~ t o=220 3 .0 715 4 .0 1 .72 715 50 .00

t f-to=230 3 .0 132 .9



Table 3 . Values for stress, strength and instant reliability ,

t(s) 5(Rg/mm 2 ) SD (Kg/mm 2 ) C(Kg/mm 2 ) 0(Kg/mm2 ) Z/SZ = 1-Rn 1-R° exp_ Z .Z'

-- -

	

2

	

2 2C- 5/ (s+sD)
C,5

0 9 .35 0 .'515 37 .6 4 .42 6 .35 1 .1

	

.

	

1 o-10 1 .1 .10 1G i .9

	

.10'-v

4 10 .2 0 .558 37 .7 4 .38 6 .24 2 .2

	

.

	

10-10 6 .1

	

.10- 9 3 .6

	

.10- 9

30 6 .42 1 .16 39 .6 4 .65 6 .93 2 .1

	

.

	

10-12 5 .5

	

.1010 3 .8

	

.1 ;-ï 1

50 4 .55 1 .17 34 .9 4 .27 6 .85 3 .7

	

.10-12 5 .8

	

.10-9 6 .4

	

.1C-1 1

100
2 .02 1 .01 26 .5 3 .50 6 .72 9 .0

	

.

	

10-42 1 .4 .10 1 . .5

	

.10 10

	

v

f50 L0.1 0_. 505 13 .2 4 .21 2. 8T 2 ..D

	

.
J0"3 J .3_ • 1o:4 1 .6 • i0-2

= 220 0 .53 0 .265 5 .+8 2 .00 2 .46 6 .9

	

.

	

10r3 2 .1

	

.10_
4

4 .9 .10- 2
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INTRODUCTION

joint in . The main objective has been to determined the reliabilit y

of the primary components of a nuclear power reactor (specificall y

the steel pressure vessel for 'a light water reactor) .

The method is based on first principles and is supposed t o

have the highest possible freedom in choosing parameters, probabilit y

density functions, failure criterias and the ability to calculat e

even very small failure probabilities .

Recognizing the very limited (or even complete lack of) Heavy

Section Steel Research (and industry) in Denmark, we have tried t o

set up collaborations with reactor vendor (like KWU, Westinghous e

etc .) and other institutions . Later on the very necessity of these

collaborations will be clear .

For a given failure mode and failure criteria the governin g

parameters are established . And the failure probability is determine d

by the pdf/cdf for these parameters . The important part of thi s

functions are of course the low probability tails as long as we are

. dealing .with low failure probabilities .

The Monte Carlo method has been selected to attain the highes t

possible freedom in choosing parameters, pdf/cdf's and failure criteria .

To keep down the computertime the use of Importance Sampling is in-

evitable . Furthermore the Monte Carlo method makes it possible t o

incorporate correlated parameters (yet this could complicate the

Importance Sampling considerably) . . . Recognizing the inherent .limi-

tations (i .e . mainly regarding computertime) in the Monte Carl o

method, we have also developed an analytical program based on numerica l

integration .

THE METHOD IN GENERA L

To come up with the failure probability of a given component ,

one has to consider with regards to pdf/cdf's the following points :

The project was originally started at Rise) and later on KWU
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a. The physical properties of the component s

i .e . physical size, thickness etc .

Material

Method of manufacture

etc .

b. Loading

i .e . functional description of the component listing o f

the possible functional loads :

Normal operatio n

Testing .

Operational transient s

Emergency condition s

Faulted conditions .

c. Actual loadin g

i .e . Stresses

Temperatur e

Number of transients .

d. Comparison between design and actual loading .

e . Divide the components into parts with regards to loading ,

manufacturing, defect suspetability, inspection ,

material devastation as a function of time etc .

f. Failure mode .

g. Failure criteria .

h. Governing parameters for the particular failure criteria .

i. Last but not the least one has to determine which dat a

are already available, which are not and where one has t o

use engineering judgement .

EXAMPLE

As an example let us look at a steel pressure vessel for a

BWR. Lets furthermore say that the failure mode is governed by

I

1 .

t
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L .E .F .M . which means that the failure criteria is K1 - K IC , wher e

K I is the stress intensity factor,while K IC is the critical valu e

(with regards to crack propagation) of K 1 . Furthermore the area o f

interest is the cylindrical part of the pressure vessel . ' KI and K
IC

are determined by

K1 = S VM . a'

KIC
= Y

	

(CV

	

SY - 0,05 • Sy 2 ) (the Corten-Sailor correlation )

where the governing parameters are :

S = stress at the crack tip

M = geometrical factor

a = crack depth

A = correlation factor

CV = Charpy-V

SY = Yield strength

These parameters must be supplied as pdf's/cdf's taking 'int o

account the following phenomena :

The pdf for S must apart from the uncertainty on the stress-

calculation itself take into account the uncertainties regardin g

geometry, loading, residual stresses etc .

The pdf for M must include uncertainties on the exact locatio n

and type of defect .

The pdf for a must give the joint probability of manufac-

turing a . defect of a given size and the probability of overlooking

that . same defect during the inspection .

The pdf for A must contain the uncertainty regarding th e

empirical correlation .

The time-dependency will be introduced through the pdf fo r

the crack depth a . The crack growth will tend to make the probability

of a given crack size higher . If the crack growth is governed by a

formula like

da/dN = C x AK"
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again one has to come up with pdf's for N (number of stress cycles) ,

C and n (the crack growth caracteristics)and AK .

The periodic inspection will hopefully tend to lower th e

probability for at least defects . of a certain size .

Other types of material degeneration (like neutron embrittlemen t

etc .) could be introduced by lowering the value of the factor A

thereby lowering the value of _KIC . But anyway one has to repeat th e

calculation to introduce the timedependency for 1 year, 5 years etc .

of operation .

Before the actual calculations are performed, one has to de-

termine which values of the governing parameter will lead to failure .

This to set up an efficient Importance Sampling . For the example o f

hand it is rather easily determined that high values of S, M,and a

and small values for A, C v and SY will lead to failure . This give s

the general tendency for the Importance Sampling .

If K I and/or K IC has a upper/lower bound a more efficien t

Importance Sampling can be established and eventually Splitting may

be used . Anyway it is very important to establish upper and lowe r

bounds for any parameter . This bounds can also be a result of th e

physical limitation for the failure criteria used, i .e . for very

deep defects extented yielding will occur and LEFM will no longe r

be. valid .

FEATURES AND PROBLEMS

Among several features the , more important are :

1. Different failure modes/criteria are clearly separated .

2. By carefully selecting the failure mode/criteria, on e

should be able to come up with the highest failur e

probability .

Having established the failure mode/criteria the governin g

parameters are easily determined .

4 . . . Any kind or type of pdf/cdf can be use d

5 . Possible correlation between different parameter can be .

included .
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Regarding problems it is quite clear that :

1. A lot of information and actual data are needed .

2. One only gets one point on the failure probability curve .

The figures you will get are entirely governed by the

failure mode/criteria you have established .

4. The computertime needed could be prohibitive .

5. People working in different areas (i .e . .Material-Stress-

•System-Fracture mechanics-Reliability-operation-N .D .T .

etc .) should be involved . And•these people should think '

• in terms of probabilities

6. It can be difficult 'to set up an efficient Importanc e

Sampling procedure and anyway a very fast computer i s

needed .
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DEPARTEMENT DE SURETE NUCLEAIRE

SERVICE D'ETUDES TECHNIQUES DE SURET E
ET DE SURETE RADIOLOGIQU E

--------------- -

APPROCHE PROBABILISTE DES ETUDES RELATIVES A L'ENCEINTE
DE CONFINEMENT DES PUR .

M . AVET FLANCARD'

M . COSTAZxx

Un certain nombre de phénomènes rares sont liés à la conceptio n
de l'enceinte . I1 s'agit principalement de l ' accident de perte de réfrigéran t
primaire (APRP) et des diverses agressions externes : séismes, projectiles, explo-
sions . Actuellement les critères de conception sont essentiellement déterministe s
bien que le choix et la combinaison des actions élémentaires soit partiellemen t
probabiliste .

Nous nous proposons de décrire les méthodes que nous employons e
pour le calcul des enceintes en cours de réalisation et d'évoquer les possibilités
d'applications ultérieures des méthodes probabilistes .-

	

•

I - DETERMINATION DE LA PRESSION DE CALCUL DE L'ENCEINT E

Les principaux paramètres agissant sur la pression maximale du
mélange air-vapeur d'eau en cas d'APRP sont les suivants :

1 - débits a la brèche ,

2 - volume libre intérieur de l'enceinte ,

3 - pression initiale dans l'enceinte ,

4 - température initiale dans l'enceinte ,

5 - surface des parois en béton ,

C .E .A . - DSN

*xEdF - SEPTEN
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6 - surface des parois métalliques ,

7 - conductivité thermique des peintures appliquées sur les parois ,

8 - nature du contact entre peau d ' étanchéité et béton .

La valeur de chaque paramètre ne peut être connue exactement .
Elle peut être caractérisée par une valeur moyenne et des domaines de variation
ou par la valeur la plus probable et des marges d'incertitudes . Actuellement le s
calculs sont menés en affectant à chaque paramètre la valeur extrême qui condui t
à majorer la pression d'accident . On obtient ainsi une valeur pessimiste qui es t

• encore majorée forfaitairement d ' environ 10% .

Une autre méthode pourrait consister à mener le calcul avec le s
valeurs les plus probables en affectant à chaque paramètre une loi de distri-
bution, par exemple :

- densité équiprobable dans un intervalle fermé ,

- loi normale (ou de Gauss) .

Une tentative d'application de cette méthode a eu lieu récenment
mais par manque de données, les paramètres (1), (7), (8) ont conservé leur valeu r
extrême conservatrice .

Par ailleurs, les hypothèses pessimistes du code de calcul EdF PAREO 6
ont été également conservées ainsi que la prise en compte de la défaillance d'un e
file d'aspersion . Néanmoins, l ' utilisation de lois de distribution pour les autre s
paramètres ont permis de montrer que la probabilité d ' atteindre la pression calcu-
lée . lorsque tous les paramètres sont conservatifs est de l'ordre de 10' 6 .

Cet exemple montre à l'évidence l ' intérêt de poursuivre dans cette
voie, mais il confirme déjà que la pression de calcul de l'enceinte telle qu'ell e
est déterminée aujourd'hui peut être considérée corme un maximum dont les chance s
d'être dépassé sont infimes .

II - COMBINAISONDES ACTIONS ELEMENTAIRE S

On considère actuellement les cas de charge suivants :

a) Situations normales .

- Construction .

- Fonctionnement normal .

b) Situations d ' environnement sévère s

- Fonctionnement normal + surcharges . climatiques normales .

• Fonctionnement normal + séisme normal admissible .



c) Situations d'environnement extrêmes .

- Fonctionnement normal + surcharges climatiques extrêmes .

-1 Fonctionnement normal + séisme majoré de sécurité .

d) Agression externes .

- Fonctionnement normal + explosion extérieure à l'enceinte .

- Fonctionnement normal + projectile externe .

e) Situations accidentelles .

- Accident de perte de réfrigérant primaire .

- Accident .de rupture de tuyauterie secondaire .

- Projectiles internes .

f) Situations d'essais .

- Epreuve de résistance ou d'étanchêïté .

.g) Vérifications de calcul .

- Accident de perte de réfrigérant primaire + séisme majoré de sécurité .

- 1,5 pression de calcul .

Il convient d'attirer l'attention sur le caractère très pessimist e
du . cumul suivant :

- Accident de perte de réfrigérant primaire + séisme majoré de sécurit é

pour lequel l'étanchéité de l'enceinte es t . exigée . La probabilité d'occurrence
d'un séisme majoré de sécurité (déjà très faible) occasionnant un APRP tel qu e
la pression dans l'enceinte correspond au maximum envisageable est sans dout e
inférieure à 10- 7 . -

Néanmoins, en l'absence d'un calcul probabiliste canplet permettan t
d'éliminer ou d'atténuer ce cumul, nous continuons a le prendre en ccmpte .

III - PRISE EN COMPTE DES AGRESSIONS EXTERNES .

Comme indiqué dans les cumuls du paragraphe II, on considère le s
agressions externes suivantes :

- séisme majoré de sécurité ,

- explosions ,

- projectiles externes .
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3 .1 Séisme majoré de sécurité (S .M .S . )

La détermination du niveau sismique d'un site nucléaire est basé e
sur la notion de séisme maximal historiquement vraisemblable (SM) qui corres-
pond au plus fort séisme recensé dans la région éventuellement majoré pour teni r

compte ;de la tectonique locale .

Un niveau d'intensité dans l'échelle Mercalli modifiée ou MSK es t
affecté au SMHV . Le SMS correspond au niveau d'intensité immédiatement supérieur .

Il est clair que le choix du SMS ne repose sur aucun critèr e
probabiliste, car sa prebabilitéserait nulle en se basant sur une statistique de s
phénomènes sismiques . La difficulté vient de la faible durée d'observation (500

. ou 1000 ans) et de la méconnaissance de la fréquence d'appararition des séisme s
forts dans une région donnée .

3 .2 Explosions

La doctrine EdF repose actuellement sur l'existence de deux
niveaux de protection correspondant à des probabilités d'occurrence différentes . '

- un premier niveau de 20 mbar pour l'ensemble des installations nécessaires au x
fonctions de sûreté correspondant à l'explosion d'une péniche de 3 .000 m3 à 570 m

- un deuxième niveau de 50 mbar correspondant à l'explosion d ' un pétrolier de
300 .000 t à 1300 m .

Le premier niveau est pris en compte systématiquement .

Le deuxième niveau n ' est considéré que lorsque l'explosion 20 mbar
a une probabilité d ' occurrence supérieure à 10- 7 par an . Dans ce cas, on assur e
une protection permettant de limiter les conséquences à un niveau comparable à celle s
des accidents de catégorie équivalente .

3 .3 Projectiles

On distingue :

" s

	

- le projectile turbine causé par l'éclatement de la turbine principale .

- les projectiles avions dus à la chute d'avions sur l'enceinte .

3 .3 .1 Le projectile turbine actuellement retenu correspond à la ruptur e
fragile du disque

	

basse pression en 4 parties . La probabilité d ' émi .ssion
est actuellement estimée à 0,5 10- 4 par an et par turbine . Des études complémen-
taires sont en cours pour préciser cette valeur .

La probabilité de chute sur l'enceinte quand l'axe de la turbine n e
passe pas par l'axe de l'enceinte est évaluée à 0,9 10- 7 .

Dans ce cas, le deme de l ' enceinte est dimensionné pour résiste r
à ce projectile .
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3 .3 .2 Projectiles	 avions

La prise en compte du risque dû aux chutes d'avions civils ,
commerciaux ou militaires dans le dimensionnement de l'enceinte résulte d'un e
évaluation probabiliste de ce risque .

.

	

L'analyse du risque tient compte :

- Des catégoriesd'aviation qui comprennent :

- l'aviation générale, c'est-à-dire tous les petits avions dont la masse es t
inférieure ou égale à 5,7 tonnes ,

- l'aviation commerciale c'est-à-dire tous les transporteurs de fret ou de
passagers ,

- l'aviation militaire .

- Des zones aériennes qui comprennent :

- les zones d'aérodrome ,

- les zones éloignées des aérodromes (couloirs aériens, zones réglementée s
dévolues aux vols militaires, zones libres) .

L'examen des accidents aériens permet de mettre en évidence le s
points suivants

- les chutes d'avions de l'aviation générale se produisent sur toute le térritoire ,

- les chutes d'avions commerciaux sont essentiellement localisées auteur des aéro -
ports ,

- les chutes d'avions militaires sont localisées autour des aérodromes et des zone s
réglementées .

Du point de vue des conséquences pour le dimensionnement d e
l'enceinte, on retiendra les éléments suivants :

- pour l'aviation générale l'étude probabiliste est valable pour tous les sites ,

- pour l'aviation commerciale, on tiendra compte des sites hors zones d'aérodrom e
et des sites en zone d'aérodrane .

Les critères de probabilité proposés par la sûreté pour la pris e
en compte des chutes d'avion dans le dimensionnement de l'enceinte sont actuelle -
ment les suivants :

- si la probabilité de l'accident est supérieure à 10-6/an, il faut le prendre e n
• compte dans le dimensionnement ,

- si la probabilité est inférieure à 10 -8/an on peut négliger l'accident dans l e
dimensionnement ,

- entre 10 -6 et 10-8/an on doit faire une étude plus poussée afin de prendre le s
dispositions qui conviennent .

:•
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IV - PROGRAMME DE SURVEILLANC E

4 .1 But

L'enceinte de confinement doit assurer une protection radiologiqu e
satisfaisante dans tous les cas de fonctionnement de la centrale-et surtout dans l e

cas de l'accident de perte de réfrigérant primaire . Pour les réacteurs à eau du

type PMR, l'accident pris en compte est la rupture circonférentielle complète la plu s
grosse tuyauterie du circuit primaire .

L'enceinte doit donc assurer les fonctions suivantes :

- tenue à la pression interne en cas d'accident de perte de réfrigérant primaire ,

- confinement des produits radioactifs en cas d'accident ,

- protection contre les agressions externes (séismes, explosions, projectiles) .

Un programme de surveillance comprenant des essais de résistance
et d'étanchéité a été mis en oeuvre pour vérifier l'aptitude de l'enceinte à
remplir les fonctions ci-dessus pendant le fonctionnement de la centrale .

4 .2 Organisation du programme de surveillanc e

Les essais sont groupés de la façon suivante :

- .essais avant démarrage de la centrale appelés habituellement essais de réception ,

- essais pendant le fonctionnement de la centrale ou essais . périodiques .

4 .2 .1 Essais de réceptio n

- Avant mise en service de la tranche, l'enceinte est soumise à une épreuve d e
résistance effectuée par mise en pression à température ambiante jusq u ' à 1,15 p ( p
étant la pression de calcul de l'enceinte) .

- Des essais partiels d'étanchéité sont réalisés sur tous les points singulier s
de l'enceinte (traversées, organes d'isolement) avant de procéder a l'essa i
global d'étanchéité qui permet de vérifier que le taux de fuite de l'enceinte
est inférieur aux spécifications imposées dans le calcul des conséquences ra-
diologiques . L'essai est réalisé par gonflage de l'enceinte à la pressio n
d'accident et mesure du taux de fuite pendant 24 heures .

4 .2 .2 Essais périodique s

- En exploitation, aucune épreuve de résistance n'est exigée actuellement . Bien
que les risques de dégradation de l'enceintesoie rttrès faibles, EdF envisag e
maintenant d'effectuer des épreuves de résistance . Les fréquences des essai s
ne sont pas encore définitivement arrêtées .

Par contre, des essais périodiques d'étanchéité sont effectué s
à une pression réduite égale à la moitié de la pression d'accident et suivan t
une périodicité conforme à la réglementation américaine (en moyenne 3 essai s
tous les 10 ans) .
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- Une autre méthode envisageable consisterait à effectuer des essais périodique s
de résistance et d'étanchéité à la pression d'accident tous les 10 ans . Les
contrôles partiels d'étanchéité sur . les points singuliers seraient maintenus A
la fréquence actuelle .
Une approche probabiliste pourrait être envisagée pour déterminer la meilleur e
procédure à retenir pour les essais périodiques . Il faut cependant être conscien t
qu'unetelle approche sur une enceinte de confinement posera des problèmes ca r
un ouvrage de génie civil ne peut être assimilé à des matériels en fonctionnement .
De plus, on ne dispose pas de statistique sur le vieillissement des structure s
en béton précontraint .
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C .S .N.I . Task Force on Problems of Rare Events in the Reliability

Analysis of Nuclear Power Plant s

• THE PROBABILITY FAILURE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE CROSS-SECTIONS UNDE R

ULTIMATE (EXTREME) LOAD CONDITIONS

by

G.I . Schaller .

Institut fur Bauingenieurwesen III

Technische Universitat Munchen, Germany .

1 . INTRODUCTION

Reinforced concrete structures are for instance of major importanc e

for the design of protection devices of nuclear reators agains t

external natural and man made hazards . In the case of a PWR-System

those devices are part of the secondary containment and are expecte d

to resist hazards such as airplane crashes,

	

external pressure '

waves caused by explosion and earthquakes, etc . In order to determine

the risk of failure of a containment structure one has to b e

interested in the frequency of occurrence and the intensity of thes e

events as well as in the ability of the structure to resist thes e

loads . In other words, both the load and the structural restistanc e

have to be considered as random variables in space and time . Th e

:reliability analysis of true risk of failure is based on th e

definition of the safety factor, i .e . the ratio between an extremely

low resistance and an unexpected extremely high load . By this .

definition,therefore,the only physically germane and realisti c

distribution functions are those of the extreme values r11 of th e

population of the variables describing the load and the structural

resistance . Without going into details of a structural risk concept -

for this purpose it is referred to ref . {2I - it is concentrated her e

on the probability ultimate load of failure of a reinforced concret e

cross-section undér a single load application, which forms an inte -

gral part of the overall structural risk of failure .
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Containment structures mainly consist of cylindrical and spherica l

shells . As to now their inelastic behaviour is even for determinsti c

parameters not well understood . . The formation of failure mechanisms

is still subject of extensive experimental and theoretical research .

As far as a probabilistic analysis of such structures is concerne d

Augusts and Baratta [4] showed, that even the simple plate proble m

requires a considerable amount of effort . In addition to th e

structural mechanics problem of determining a failure mechanis m

associated with its probabilityof occurence the problem of th e

calculation of the probability of failure of a structural cross -

section given a particular mechanism still remains . In th e

following this very problem is discussed in detail, keeping i n

mind the statistical uncertainties of the input parameters used

for the calculation of the structural resistance of the reinforce d

concrete cross-section, i .e . the compressive strength of concrete ,

yield strength of reinforcement and geometrical parameters etc . [51 .

2 . STATISTICAL APPROACH TO DESCRIBE MATERIAL AND GEOMETRICA L

PROPERTIES

2 .1 . General Aspect s

Detailed information concerning the distribution of the

design parameters i .e . strength, dimensions etc . is essential

for a realistic statistical structural analysis . In particular

the influence of each individual parameter on the probabilit y

of failure of a given system is to be sought .

2 .2 . Discussion of Statistical Uncertaintie s

An analysis of standard concrete cube test data showed a very

good fit for the normal or Gaussian distribution to high-strengt h

concrete data, while the lognormal distribution fits best t o

the moderate-strength concrete data (Fig.1) . Furthermore th e

.variability of the compressive concrete strength fc decreases

with increasing concrete strength as shown in Fig .2 . In this

1

t

4 .
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figure the sample standard deviation is plotted as a functio n

of the mean strength fc .

This fact is directly related to the quality control . Th e

variability of the yield strength fy of the reinforcement i s

extensively discussed in the literature . The lower yield stres s

can be regarded as being normally distributed with a coefficien t

of variation ranging from 1% to 7% . In the numerical exampl e

shown below, a mean value of 2 .5% and a bilinear stress-strain

relation is being utilized .

Geometrical parameters such as width b, depth d and the positio n

of the reinforcement h' have been subject of numerous investi-

gations . Coefficients of variations reported range from lo% - 5o% .

Due to the properties of the boundary consitions a Beta dis-

tribution seems to be most suitable, which is also used fo r

the parameters b and d .

2 .3 . Distribution of the Resistanc e

If shear failure is excluded by supplying ample reinforcement

against shear, a reinforcement concrete cross-section in

flexure may fail in two modes :

(a) Exceedance of a defined value of plastic strain of rein-

forcement (5% )

(b) Exceedance of the compressive capacity of the concret e

(3 .5% ) .

Both criteria correspond with the provisions of the German

code DIN 1045 [61 . As a first approximation independence between

the two failure modes may be assumed . The ultimate moment base d

on either conditions (a) or (b) can be defined a s

R

	

MR = f (fc , f, b, h , d, As, E l , e2 )

	

( l )

where A
s
is the cross-sectional area of the reinforcement an d

E l and E2 indicate the strain at the boundary of the cross- .

section under consideration . For the determination of the
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density function of the resistance based on mode (a) and (b) .

a simulation procedure (Monte Carlo) is applied .

The resulting ultimate bending moments represent a sampl e

which can be evaluated by statistical methods . In order t o

achieve the distribution of extremely low resistance, th e

simulated data, i .e . realizations may be divided into lots .

From each lot the lowest value is then selected to make u p

the sample data for the distribution of the extreme low

resistance [71 .

3. CALCULATION OF PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

The probability of failure is illustrated, treating both failur e

modes, in tension (a) and in compression (b), respectively . The

probability of failure under a single load applications can b e

expressed by the following convolution integral [81 .

PE
s

	

4s (S) • FR (s) d s

	

(2)

where fS (s) is the PDF of the load, FR(s) the CDF of the structural

resistance . Assuming that the occurence of failure in tension (mode (a) )

and in compression (mode (b)) can occur over the entire range of th e

random variables the distribution of the resistance can be expresse d

in the following form s [5]

	

0O

	

`
r

,(S) = R+ 1
R1b(T)dr - f,,aÇ?)dr

	

bib(?) dr

	

l3)
-40 )

	

-co -go

	

-00
=Pa(s) tPb (s) -lacs) •-i% (5)

where Pa(s) and Pb (s) . are the probabilities that R s s in failure

mode (a) and (b) respectively .

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The ideas presented in the previous section are now illustrated by
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45-marrying out a numerical example . Suppose the probability of failur e

.of a simple beam under uniform load is to be sought . For this problem ,

the determination of the probabilities of occurrence of variou s

failure mechanism does not arise . The failure mechanism for the bea m

problem is shown in Fig .3 . The structural data of the beam are shown

in Fig .4 . The distribution of the ultimate bending moment accordin g

to the modes (a) and (b) as described in section 2 .3 can be determined

using Monte Carlo simulation procedures . The parameters of the basi c

variables are listed in Table 1 . One extreme (smallest) value was

selected out of 50 simulations until 50 data points were obtained .

This amount of data was considered to provide sufficient informatio n

for a statistical fit . The best fit to the simulation results fo r

both modes of failure is the Fisher-Tippett Type III (Weibull )

distribution . In Fig .5 the results - based on normally distribute d

concrete strength - are indicated .

If a Fréchet distributed load with a sample mean of 12 .28 Mpm and

a sample standard deviation of 1 .81 Mpm is assumed and eq . (3) and

(2) are utilized, a probability of failure of 7 .6 x 10-3 is obtained

(Fig .6) .. In other words, one out of 132 beams may fail on th e

average under ,extreme load conditions . The expected frequency o f

occurrence of extreme loads,which have to be considered as rar e

events, will then determine the threshold value of the risk whic h

is still considered to be acceptable .

5. CONCLUSIONS

One of the main purposes of this contributions is to point out ho w

little risk analysis of concrete shell structures - as used fo r

nuclear reactors - is developed, particulary if compared to th e

methods used in system analysis . Although - as shown here - th e

problem of determination of the risk of failure of a reinforce d

concrete cross-section can be tackled, the problem of the overal l

probability of failure, including all possible failure . mechanisms is

far from being solved . It might be mentioned at this point that the
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Monte Carlo simulation method requires a considerable amount o f

computational effort . Since a credible risk analysis can only b e

carried out by emphasizing on extreme (rare) events, the approximat e

- and therefore shorter - method of the first and second moment s

is of little use . It is the opinion of the author that in the are a

of stochastic structural mechanics considerable research effort s

have to be made in order to answer the problem of risk of failure

of reinforced concrete structures satisfactorily.
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Fig .3 : Failure Mechanism of simple beam
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Load mi = 12 .28

[Mom) 6L =

	

1 .8 1

Resist . mR = 19.4 5

Ppm) 5R =

	

0.50
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EX III
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EX 1 I

Pig.6 : Probability of failure based on extreme valu e
distributions for numerical example .

Random
Variabl e

compressiv e
strength o f
concrete fg

Nomina l
Valu e

175kp/cm 2

Type o f
Distributio n

.Norma l
lognorma l
Carm e
Bate *
(a•126kp/cm 2
b•336kp/cm 2 )

Parameters Coafficionts o f
moa n
valu e

231kp/cm'

standard
deviatio n

•3 5kp/cm 2

variation in %
cale . min max

2515 5

yiel d
strength o f
reinforce -
ment fy

2
4200kp/cm

lognormal 4600kp/c m2 11Skp/cm2 2 .5 1 S

avg.widt h
of compr .
arma b .

19 cm Rota •
ia•17 .1cm
b•20 .9cm)

19 cm 0 .76 cm 4 2 6

depth o f
cros s
section d

50 cm Dota *
la•47 .5cm
b•52.Scm)

50 cm 1 .0 cm 2 1 3

Concret e
cuver h'

3.2f.cm Bata *
(a•1 .75cm
b•4 .75cm)

3.25cm 0.a1cm •25 10 40

a,b = lower and upper bounds respectively

Table 1 : Summary of the parameters of the random variable s
used in the numerical example .
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Pour parler d'évènements rares, on se sent très gêné ; en effe t

à partir de quelle probabilité d'apparition doit-on considérer que l'on s e
trouve devant un évènement rare? On peut proposer carme seuil une fréquenc e
d'apparition telle que pour une période d'observation donnée assez longue, l a
vie humaine par exemple, l'évènement ne sera pas observé . La difficulté es t
alors l'estimation de cette fréquence : il n'existe pas d'échantillon de donnée s
statistiques permettant une estimation sûre par les théories habituelles e t
de plus le temps d ' observation est encore très limité dans le domaine nucléaire .

En attendant que des théories statistiques mieux adaptées à ce s
problèmes aient été développées, le problème a été abordé de la façon suivante :
puisqu'une probabilité aussi faible ne peut être tirée de l'expérience, on essaye
de la calculer par des probabilités élémentaires qui la compose . S'il s'agit d'u n
accident, on calcule sa probabilité d'apparition par le produit de la probabilit é
de l'évènement initiateur de l'accident par les probabilités de défaillance de s
systèmes de sécurité destinés - lorsqu'ils fonctionnent - à contenir l'acciden t
dans le bâtiment réacteur par exemple - Mais très souvent le problème se repos e
au niveau du calcul de la probabilité de l'évènement initiateur ou même dan s
l'évaluation de la probabilité de défaillance de certains composants : l'évènemen t
initiateur est rare lui-même, les gros composants mécaniques sont peu nombreu x
et sont presque des "prototypes" dont les défaillances sont encore mal connues et
le temps cumulé de fonctionnement encore réduit . Cependant, les systèmes automatique s
de protection comportent des composants plus éprouvés et mieux connus : il n'y a
en général pas de problèmes pour l'estimation des probabilités de défaillance de s
composants . Ces systèmes ont un rôle extrêmement important, non seulement en ca s
d'accident, mais aussi en fonctionnement normal car ils arrêtent un grand nombr e
de transitoires dont les conséquences pourraient être grandes .

Modes communs dans les systèmes de protection .

Devant le rôle essentiel de ces circuits de protection, on es t
conduit à exiger d ' eux une excellente fiabilité . Cette fiabilité est réalisé e
en grande partie par une redondance au niveau du schéma du circuit . Mais l'orsqu'on
examine de plus près la fiabilité d ' un système de protection, on s'aperçoit très
rapidement de l'influence de ce que l'on appelle les"modes communs" .
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Un mode commun de défaillance est un évènement nu une défaillanc e
qui entraîne une cascade de défaillance d'éléments telle qu'elle suffit à amener l a
perte du système et à rendre illusoire le gain en fiabilité qu'on pourrait in-
troduire par la redondance . Ce vocable de mode commun cache bien souvent un e
ignorance de notre part . En fait quels sont les phénomènes qui peuvent apparteni r
à cette famille de modes communs : les points communs des circuits, des phénomène s
externes catastrophiques, des modifications d'environnement , . . . défaut d'ori-
gine ou erreur humaine .

On peut distinguer les 5 grandes familles de causes de défaillance .
de mode commun décrites ci-dessous : .

Effets de l'environnemen t

Ces effets sont si nombreux et variés qu'on peut à leur tour le s
.subdiviser . On peut distinguer un environnement (normal ou accidentel) d'origine
interne à la centrale, que l'on peut donc contrôler, et un environnement externe
à la centrale (d'origine naturelle ou non) que l'on ne peut pas contrôler .

Environnement externe norma l

Il s'agit des facteurs suivants :

- poussière, saleté
- humidité
- température
- vibration
- aspersion de fluide (fuite de système voisin par exemple )
- atmosphère saline . .

L'analyse systématique de l'influence de ces facteurs sur l a
fiabilité des composants peut être faite en 2 temps :

1 - Sélection des facteurs susceptibles d'avoir une influence sur les composants
et valeurs des seuils au-delà desquelles cette influence commence à se fair e
sentir . Les constructeurs devraient être à rgine de fournir toutes ces indications .

2 - Détermination de l'étendue des variations des facteurs ci-dessus dans tous le s
cas de fonctionnement normal de la tranche .

Environnement externe accidentel d'origine intérne à la Central e

I1 s'agit des facteurs suivants :

- conditions d'environnement consécutives à un accident (Cf la liste des situation s
de la tranche de catégories II, III, IV) . Les études d'accident doivent, permettr e
de définir ces conditions sous forme de valeurs prises par les mesures des facteur s
définis ci-dessus ou d'autres facteurs encore (corrosion chimique, pression, irra-

diation etc . . .) .

- fouettement de tuyauterie ,

▪ projectile (volant de pompe, missile de turbine . . .) ;

- inondation locale ,

- incendie ,

- explosion .
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Pour chacun des facteurs précédents, l'étude de fiabilité doi t
montrer si ladÉfaillance de mode commun que constituent la défaillance initial e
et ses conséquences inrédiates est supportable par l ' installation compte-tenu
des critères de sûreté que l'on s'est donnés par ailleurs .

Environnement externe accidentel d'origine externe à la tranch e

I1 s'agit de :

chutes d'avion ,

- inondations â la suite d ' effacement d'ouvrages ,

- explosion dans une installation voisine du site ,

- incendie à proximité du site .

L'étude de chacune de ces causes possibles de défaillances de
mode canmun consiste à examiner si les effets sur la Centrale n'empêchent pa s
de maintenir celle-ci dans des états considérés comme sûrs .

Environnement naturel extrême

Il s'agit des grands phénomènes naturels tels qu e

- conditions météorologiques extrêmes (gel, vent etc . . .) ,

• inondations ,
séismes .

L'étude des effets de ces phénomènes sur l'installation doit êtr e
conduite de la même manière que l'étude des facteurs définis dans le paragraph e
ci-dessus .

En conclusion, pour ce qui concerne les défauts de mode comnu n
dus à l'environnement, on peut dire que les études de définitions d'un systèm e
is;portant pour la sûreté et de ses composants doivent comporter une étude justi -
ficative des protections â assurer contre chacune des causes énumérées précédem-
ment. Les résultats de ces études doivent apparaître dans le plan de classement ,
les Cahiers de Spécifications Techniques et sur les plans d'installation .

Erreurs de conception

Les nombreux types d'erreurs de conception qui peuvent se traduir e
par. des défaillances de mode commun ont été répartis ci-dessous en 5 groupes .

Système (ou composant) inadapté à sa mission .

Les moyens disponibles pour limiter la probabilité de telle s
erreurs sont de deux ordres :

essais destinés à mieux connaître'les conditions dans lesquelles le système aur a
à intervenir et qui ont servi à le définir . Il s'agit en particulier d'essai s

de simulation de certains accidents qui permettent un recoupement des représentation
théoriques (codes de calcul) .

essais de mise en service du système et de vérification de ses performances, telles
re définies dans les études de conception .
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Schéma	 de système_présentant desdéfauts	 de mode commiun potentiel s

Le schéma d'un système_ ou de ses liaisons avec d'autres système s

peut se traduire par le fait que la défaillance d'un composant peut provoquer cell e

du système tout entier, voire de plusieurs systèmes . De telles causes de défaillan-
ces peuvent être mises en évidence par l'analyse de fiabilité du système (analys e

par arbre de défaillance par exemple) .

Système (ou composant) difficile à exploite r

Concevoir un système dont la conduite ou la surveillance par l'opé-
rateur sera difficile, c ' est augmenter le risque de défaillance humaine . D'où l a

nécessité de concevoir des systèmes aussi simples que possibles (minimiser l e

nombre des composants) et dont le fonctionnement soit aussi simple que possibl e

également .

Dans tous les cas où la fiabilité de l'opérateur risque d'être

faible (conditions accidentelles en particulier) il peut s'avérer nécessaire

d'exclure toute intervention humaine en utilisant des automatismes .

Système (ou composant) difficile à entreteni r

Concevoir un système ou des composants dont l'entretien présentera

des difficultés d'accès ou de démontage-remontage c'est augmenter le risque de

défaillance humaine . Les conditions de maintenance (et d'essais périodiques), tou t

comme les conditions d'exploitation des systèmes et composants importants pour l a

sûreté, doivent donc .faire l'objet d'une étude particulière destinée à minimise r

la probabilité d'erreur humaine, étude dont les conclusions doivent apparaitr e

dans les cahiers de spécifications techniques et sur les plans d'installation .

Systèmes ou composants nonprotégés contre un facteur de l'environ--

nement (inondation,seese etc . . .)alorsqû nosdevrâiént	Ïrêtre

C'est l'un des objectifs du contrôle de qualité des études que de

limiter la fréquence de telles erreurs .

Ces contrôles doivent s'appliquer aussi bien aux spécification s

techniques des matériels qu'aux plans d'installation .

- Erreurs de fabrication

On peut distinguer deux types d'erreurs de fabrication .

- Erreurs de non conformité aux spécifications techniques de fabricatio n

L'organisation actuelle des contrôles de qualité des fabrication s

est conçue pour minimiser la fréquence de telles erreurs .

- Erreurs de technologi e

De telles erreurs peuvent se traduire par un point faible dan s

la conception d'un type de composant . Elles passent inaperçues à travers le s

contrôles de conformité et ne peuvent être décelées ensuite que par les essai s

effectués en usine, sur banc d'essai extérieur (EDF en particulier) et sur le site .

Signalons cependant que le contrôle des plans détaillés des compo-
sants, s'il est effectué à temps et par des spécialistes de la technologie de ce s

composants, permet d'éliminer bon nombre des erreurs précédentes avant mime le lan-

cement des fabrications . Un tel contrôle permet également d'orienter les essais e n

usine, sur banc ou sur site, de façon à permettre une mise en évidence des point s

faibles éventuels du matériel .
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Erreurs de montag e

L'organisation actuelle des contrôles -de qualité au niveau de s

pureaux d'étude (contrôle des spécifications et procédures de montage) et sur l e

site (contrôle des montages et essais de mise en service) doit permettre d'éli-
miner la majeure partie des défaillances de mode commun provenant d'erreurs a u

montage : soudures défectueuses, non-conformités aux règles de l'art, non-respec t

des règles de propreté etc . . .) .

Erreurs humaines en exploitation

Lorsqu 'on parle de défauts de mode commun dus à des erreurs humaine s

c'est également de défaillanccshumaines pendant les opérations d'exploitation o u

de maintenance des matériels de la tranche qu'il s'agit. On trouvera ci-dessou s

une liste non exhaustive des types d'erreurs humaines qui peuvent se traduire pa r

des défauts de mode commun .

- Erreurs humaines dans les opérations d'exploitatio n

fausses manoeuvres par suite de consignes mal ou non appliquées, d'information s

q al interprétées, de processus nal compris etc . . . ,

:arme négligée ou interprétée à tort comme une défaillance du système d'alarm e

g ai-même ,

mauvaise transmission de consignes entre individus ,

- utilisation de consignes périmées .

- Erreurs humaines dans les opérations de maintenanc e

essais périodiques non faits ou effectués de façon erronée (non application de s

procédures) ,

- erreur d'étalonnage ou de réglage ,

consignes d'entretien non respectées ou négligence dans les opérations d'entretien ,

utilisation de consignes d'essais périodiques ou d'entretien périmés .

L'importance des défaillances de mode commun dans la fiabilité d'u n

système est telle que tout effort de renforcement de la fiabilité qui ne tiendrai t

pas canpte de ces défaillances serait voué à l'échec .

L'influence de ces types de défaillance impose a priori :

- de minimiser le nombre des composants si l'on veut éviter de se heurter à de s

problèmes d'installation inextricables ,

de tenir compte des défaillances humaines potentielles dès les études d e

conception .

L'analyse des effets et de la prévention éventuelle des défaillance s

mode commun doit ètre conduite de façon systématique en partant de la list e

des causes de défaillances actuellement connues .

Prise encomptedes modescommun s

Si l'on considère les difficultés que l ' on a à évaluer ces mode s

esse tu ns soit parce qu'on ne les connaît pas soit parce qu'on ne peut évalue r

- probabilité d'apparition, il faut bien exiger des exanens tels que leur influ-

ence sera diminuée et envisager1'indépendance complète et même pour certains cas l a

versité .
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La remarquable étude du Regulatory Staff de la NRC (WASH 12.70 )
.ait apparaître que la probabilité maximale admissible d'apparition d'un acciden t
-ucléaire grave doit être inférieur ou égale à 10- 6 par an et par central e
Fucléaire d ' électricité . Parmi les évènements initiateurs d'accidents, les ATO S
transitoires anormaux sans arrêt d'urgence) doivent intervenir au maximum dan s
une proportion de 10% . Par définition, les transitoires anormaux, ayant un e
fréquence d ' apparition moyenne de 1 par an (ANSI-2-1973 - section 2), il e n
résulte que le taux de défaillance du système d'arrêt d ' urgence d'un réacteur
doit être

10-7/an/réacteur .

Il s'agit bien d ' un évènement rare .

L'expérience acquise ne permet pas d'affirmer qu'une tell e
performance est réalisable . En effet, une enquête du "Regulatory Staff" portan t
sur un total de 1627 années/réacteur révèle que sur cet intervalle, on a relev é
deux défaillances de mode commun ayant paralysé le système de protection .

L'une de ces défaillances était imputable â des relais électro -
mécaniques, l'autre à des diodes semi-conductrices . Ces défaillances n'ont pas
eu de suites fâcheuses car elles ont été revélées à la suite de tests . Même s i
l'on admet, que les tests sont suffisamment efficaces pour déceler tous les type s
de défaillance et que ces tests sont pratiqués mensuellement, le calcul montr e
que la durée de l'essai tronqué (prouvant avec un niveau de confiance de 95% qu e
les performances requises sont atteintes) doit être supérieure à plus d'un millio n
d ' années/réacteur .

De plus, ainsi qu ' on l'a dit précedemment, les origines des défail-
lances de mode commun .comportant de nonbreusi- inccnnues et de ce fait, les tests n e
peuvent être efficaces à 100% .

Dans l'état actuel des choses, l ' expérience n'est donc pas suffi-
sante pour prouver que les réalisations actuelles des systèmes d'arrêt d'urgenc e
possèdent une fiabilité suffisante pour classer les défaillances de ces système s
dans la catégorie des évènements rares .

En rapprochant rigueur des calculs, manque d ' expérience, et consé-
quences de l ' événement considéré (AT'WS),•on comprend la position de la NRC qui

	

NA,

bien que très consciente des difficultés d ' application préconise entre autres l a
diversification des matériels redondants cou-nie un des moyens les'plus efficaces de

	

'
se prémunir contre les défaillances de mode connun .

Lorsqu'un critère tel que 10 -7/an est utilisé, il se pose le problèm e
de la démonstration qui permettra de considérer ce chiffre comme effectivemen t
obtenu et garanti .
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CSNI Task Force on Problems of Rare Event s
in the Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Plant s

Ispra, June 1976

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF RARE EVENTS IN SYSTEM ANALYSIS ?

W. Bastl

Laboratorium fur Reaktorregelung und Anlagènsicherung ,
Garching, Technische' Universitat Munchen

Introduction

When searching in the literature for the term " rare event" i t
appears that this term is strongly connected to the conse-
quences involved . E .g. if we look at a heavy earthquake de -
stroying wide parts of a town it is quite natural to ask for
the potential frequency of such a disaster . In order to achieve
a guess one would investigate the geographical location, the

overall seismic situation, and last not least the availabl e
statistical data . If one would get only very poor informatio n

it would be nevertheless the aim and even the need to get a t
least a certain estimate of the occurrence probability of tha t
event, which has shown these severe consequences . Hence, i n

this context the rare event is evidently claimed to be tha t
event which needs to be considered because of its severe con -

sequences, but which shows a rate of occurrence being too lo w
as to achieve profound statistical data .

;fearing in min'. this explanation the immediate connection
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with nuclear reactor techniques becomes evident . As an example ,

core melt of a PWR can be taken as one of the relevant rare

events which have to be considered in reactor safety analysis .

A substantial contribution to this case is recognized if th e

emergency core cooling system is not capable of mitigatin g

sufficiently the consequences of a loss of coolant accident .

Therefore the systems are designed, constructed and teste d

with extreme care so that their probability to . fail is reduce d

to .a minimum. This strategy involves both, the primary cooling

circuit of the reactor (to avoid pipe breaks) and the ECCS (t o
avoid malfunctions) . Consequently we define two key events in

system analysis .

- the initiating event "(failure of the operational system )

- the failure event (failure of the protective system t o

operate on demand) .

Referring to the very high quality of the systems considered ,

these two key events evidently represent the rare events w e

have to deal with in system analysis .

The Problem of Common Influence s

Once the initiating events are defined we are in the positio n

,to design and construct the protective systems so as to b e

able to cope with the consequences of these events . While i t

appears rather evident to take measures in order to avoid mal -
function of the protective systems due to consequences of th e

initiating events themselves, there are to consider addition -
al influences . In fig .1 a scheme of the overall situation i s
given . As a matter of fact there are various source event s

(or their combinations) which finally lead to the defined ini -
tiating events . E .g. an earthquake may cause a pipe ruptur e

in the main coolant system of the reactor, and in additio n
affect the ECCS . For the sake of simplicity let us look at

*4
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one chain of events . We then get a scheme as given in fig . 2 ,

with the source event being A l the initiating event being B

and the failure event being C . Considering the dependencie s

of the events as discussed above we get for their probabilit y

to occur commonly

p(ABC) = p(A) .p(B/A) .p(C/AB)

	

(1 )

p(A) . . .

	

occurrence probability of the source even t

p(B/A) . . . probability of the operational system to fai l

under the condition that the source event occurred

p(C/AB) . . . unavailability of the protective system unde r

the condition that the source event occurre d

and the operational system failed

In trying to make the systems more reliable the systems engin -

eer follows a pragmatic way ; e .g. in order to cope with th e

consequences of an aircraft strike he would reinforce concret e

walls, and he would provide emergency control and cooling f a-

cilities in order to be able to shut down and cool down th e

plant safely under the given circumstances . This means i n

terms of probabilities the single events contributing to th e

unwanted final result are conditionally independent, and th e

better the engineer took into account the .common influences ,

the weaker the condition for independence and the more 1.a3,'e

are cases where the condition is not satisfied . In the idea l

case one would ge t

p (ABC)

	

p(A)•p(B)•p(C)

	

(2 )

In practice it is difficult to consider common influences i - -

ali.stically, i .e . to decide on their probability to reach a ;

level leading to common mode failures . This is especially
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important when considering highly redundant systems wit h

their numerically low failure probabilities . In order to get

a, view on the importance of common mode influences the source

events are listed in fig . 3 . It should be pointed out tha t

the term "human error" includes the error in design, applic a-

tion, construction and quality control as well as the erro r

in operation and maintenance . Further on the sequence of rare

events was chosen with reference to their rising importance

for common influences, on the basis of the mechanism and th e

occurrence frequency of the rare events (see also table 1) .

E .g . an aircraft strike will affect a certain zone of th e

plant, whereas an earthquake generates an additional overal l

load of the plant .

In the following two brief examples are given to show, how

source events and initiating events can :be treated with re-

spect to common mode influences in system analysis .

Common Influences Affecting Operational and Protective Systems

According to the seismic design principle of nulear powe r

plants /38/ two classes of earthquake are defined, the "de-

sign earthquake" and the "safety earthquake" . As to the latte r

, class it is stated that safety relevant parts of the plant

have to be designed to withstand this earthquake intensity

without loosing their functional ability . Important parts o f

this kind are certainly all systems which are necessary to

shut down and to cool down the reactor . From the reliability

analysis point of view it is now the problem to demonstrate

that the remaining probability for severe consequences (e .g .

core melt) is sufficiently low as compared to other acciden t

sequences . Let us look at the sequence earthquake -break o f

main coolant line - malfunction of ECCS . For the design an d

construction of the systms all load conditions given in -the

- t

a
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design criteria are considered, and this fact is taken int o
account when evaluating the probability of severe consequence s
of a sudden major loss of coolant (see e .g . /31/ . The figure s
estimated are 1 0 -3/a . . . 1 0-5 /a for occurrence of a sudden ma-
jor LOCA and 10 -2/a . . . 10 -4/a for the ECCS-failure to coo l
the reactor core to the degree necessary to prevent breach o f
the containment (as a consequence of fuel melt) .

For evaluating the influence on the systems for earthquake s
exceeding the intensity class Î of the "safety earthquake" let u s
take an occurrence probability of that excessive earthquak e
of p (A) = 1 0

-4
/a (see e .g. /28/) and let us assume this woul d

be one hundredth of the probability for "safety earthquakes "
at the site considered

p(A) = p((I}I)/A)-p(A) = 10
-4

/a

	

(3 )

where A denotes earthquakes of an intensity class equal to o r

larger than the "safety earthquake" and I denotes the rando m
variable intensity class . Then the total probability pT of the
unprotected LOCA due to the event A will be, with p(B) and p(C )
estimated from appropriate data ,

pT = 0 .99 p(ABC) + 0 .01 p(ABC)

	

(4 )

pT = 0 .99 p(A)•p(B)•p(C) + 0 .01 p(A)•p(B/A)•p(C/AB )

which means we have to consider a substantial dependence of
theevents A,B,C in one percent of all cases . In other worth :
if we have accepted p(ABC) to be within our design limits w e
have to show that it is not exceeded substantially by 0 .0 1
p(ABC) . Based upon the values given above we ge t

P (ABC) = 10- 2 .10- 4 . 10 -' = 10 -9 /a

	

and

0 .01 p(ABC) = 1 0 -4 •p(B/A)•p(C/AB) � 1 0 -9 /a-
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This , means if the conditional probabilities for the two sy -
stems to fail are only one order of magnitude higher than th e
independent probabilities p(B), p(C) we get already 10 -9/a for

the unprotected LOCA to occur as a consequence of the excessiv e
earthquake and pT = 2 . 10 -9/a . In this context it should be
noted that the loss of offsite power alone could suffice to
rise the ECCS unavailability by the factor of 10 (fig . 4)/33,35/.

Thus it can be concluded that a more realistic approach t o

. the problem of common modes created by the excessive earth -

quake discussed, would lead to even higher conditional pro-

babilities and then make the term 0 .01 p(ABC) predominant .

In order to better illustrate the sensitivity of the system s
to common influences we can generalize the problem as follows :
Say we have N redundant systems of the unavailability 10 -4 /a
and that inspite of thorough accident analysis we overlooke d
with a chance of 1 :1000 existing influences of a source event .

If we assume that the influences rise the unavailability o f
each system by a factor of 100, we get for the overall un-
availability of the systems

u(N) = 0 .999 (10 -4 ) N + 0 .001 (10 -2 ) N

Comparison of the two additive terms for various N leads t o
the table listed below

N 0 .999

	

(10 -4 ) N 0 .001

	

(1 0-2 ) N

1 10-4 10- 5

2 10 -8 10 - 7

3 10
-12

10 -9



As is to be seen from the result of this simple example w e

get substantial contributions of the common mode influenc e

which for more than two redundant systems completely dominate

the unavailability of the overall system . The common mod e

influence is the more dominant the more we have gained th e

overall system reliability by means of redundancy ,

Common Influences Affecting Protective System s

As compared to the considerations above it is now shown how

common mode influences may affect the protective system, in-

cluding consequences of the initiating event . Let us consider as

an example the actuation system of the ECCS, which provide s

processing of the output signals of the •logic system and th e

manual commands, and coupling to the circuit breakers or ac-
tuatôrs (fig . 5) . When calculating the unavailability of th e
actuation system on the basis of random failures we got a
figure of 2 . 10 5 . In an attempt to consider the relevan t

common modes it appeared practical to distinguish betwee n

two categories, category 1 for common mode failures whic h

are detected during the monthly functional tests and catego -

ry 2 for common mode failures which can not be detected du -
ring testing . Category 1 evidently represents the populatio n

of failures which can be taken from experience with reacto r
operation, category 2 consists of those failures which nor -

mally can be detected only under accidental conditions (hig h

temperature, pressure) . Thorough investigations of the actu -

ation system revealed possible failures of this type for som e

torque switches of actuators, because as a consequence o f

wrong adjustment of the switches the associated actuator s
may be switched off . For . further analysis not only the com-

binations of possible common modes of this type were consider -

ed, but also combinations with random single failures . Based
on a probability of 10 -3/action for causing a common mode



failure during inspection and maintenance /28, 36/, and con -

sidering category 1 modes from experience gained so far /34 ,

39/ we got an unavailability of the actuation system o f
3•10-4 . This example shows the existence of remarkable in -

fluences of common modes even in the case of a system of

comparably low redundancy . More typical values of intermeshe d

redundant logic circuits - as used for reactor scram actions -

are in the order of 10-7 to 10 -12 when considering random

component faults only ; in those cases the common failures be -

come really the critical paths in system analysis .

Conclusions

The problem of rare events in system analysis is evidentl y

strongly coupled with the problem of common influences to

the systems created by the source and the initiating events .

While the high quality systems have basically a very low pro -

bability to fail, they are subject to the severe consequence s

generated by these events, which have in turn a very low pro-

bability to occur. The two examples given are representing

two important problems arising again and again in system ana -
lysis :

- The appropriate consideration of common mode influences fro m

• rare source events with consequences exceeding the design
limits of the systems .

- The appropriate consideration of the remaining common mod e

influences from rare source and initiating events with con -

sequences being within the design limits of the systems .
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Table 1 4
sheet 1

PROBABILITIES OF SOURCE EVENTS AND INITIATING EVENTS

REMARKS REF .

Shadow area for a reactor (BWR) is consi -
dered to be 0 .093 sq . miles. To find da-
mage probability for specific equipment ,
these values should be multiplied by 0 .01 .

Strike probability would-be greater fo r
certain sites that are close .to specific
airports capable of handling large air -
crafts or if they are located under bus y
air corridor

SOURCE EVENTS PROBABILITY/YEAR

AIRCRAFT
plant

STRIKES
location (,5 miles from airport 3 .4x 10 5

plant location >5 miles from airport

17, 30

For the year 1980, general aviation 1 8

Target area 0 .02 sq . miles (LWR)

1 .3 x 10 6

plant location <'5 miles from airport

	

. 10 6 - 107'

plant location > 5 miles from airport 10-6 - 10- 8

lÔ-6 - 10- 8

plant location < 5 miles from airport 5 x 10-7

2 8

25

20

17, 30DAMAGE TO HPCI, TURBINE, CORE SPRAY PUMP
(protected with 6-ft thick concret e
wall)

10 8 or less Damage to such items would impair shutdown
. capability but would not directly cause a
fission product release to the environmen t

REACTOR CLEAN-UP SYSTEM & RESIN TAN K
DAMAGE

(protected with 1 - 2 feet concrete)

10- 8 The inventory if released would not caus e
any significant dose at the site boundary
because of only a few hundred curies of.
non-volatile solids which are relatively
immobile

30

4



sheet 2

PROBABILITIES OF SOURCE EVENTS AND INITIATING EVENT S

SOURCE EVENTS PROBABILITY/YEAR

	

R E M A R K S * REF .

FUEL-STORAGE POOL DAMAGE
(protected by a steel superstructur e
which is assumed to afford not pro -
tection )

--------------------- -

FLOOD S

------------------- -

TORNADOES

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

less than 10- 5

	

67500 Ci of Kr-85 and 14 Ci of I-131 might
be released, no significant dose at th e
.site is expected

10- 4 the flood with the magnitude of 69874 cf s

10- 5 for the flood having magnitude of 76830 cf s

5 x 10 $ Design basis flood is suggested to be of
the magnitude having this probability o f
occurrence in the next 50 year s

10 2 plant life- Lifetime . probability for all kinds of tor-
time

	

nadoes, mostly smal l

10-4 plant life- for severe tornadoes having 300 mph hori -
time

	

zontal and 60 mph translational speeds ,
and a pressure prop of 3 psi in 3 se c
(plant lifetime in the order of 30-4 0
years )

-------------------------------- -

10- 4 - 10-6

	

This probability range is meant for the
ground motions in excess of a safe shut-

• down earthquake of 0 .2 g

DBF

EARTHQUAKES

30

29

19

28



•
sheet 3

PROBABILITIES OF SOURCE EVENTS AND INITIATING EVENTS

SOURCE EVENTS PROBABI T_,1TY%YEAR

METEORITES
weighing more than 1

	

' pound

weighing more than 1 x 10 2 pound

weighing more than 2 x 105 pound

weighing more than 2 x 10 10• pound

4 .3 x 1O

7 x 10 1
0

1x10
1 .1

1 x 10-11

would cause no damage

would cause rupture of-.containment and un-
controlled release of radioactivity

would destroy a nuclear reacto r

would destroy nuclear reactor and surround-
ing are a

(Target area is considered to be 104 ft2
for all of these probability values)
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PROBABILITIES OF SOURCE EVENTS AND INITIATING EVENT S

INITIATING EVENTS

	

PROBABILITY/YEAR

	

REMARKS

	

REF .

LARGE PRESSURE VESSEL BREAK

NOZZLE BREAK

STEAM PIPE BREAK, TOTAL LOSS OF POWE R

FEED WATER PIPE BREAK, NO SCRA M

LOSS, OF ORDINARY HEAT SINK, TOTAL LOSS OF
POWER

--------------------- - ----------- - -------- - ------------ - --- -

CONTROL ROD DROP ACCIDENT
•10-22

This accident is of very little signifi-
cance because of its extremely low proba-
bility and negligible radiation doses to
the surrounding population

LARGE LOCA

SMALL LOCA

10- 4

10- 3

1x1O 6 -1x10 5

1 x 10-4

I x 10-9

1 x 10
8

1 x 10-7 1 x 1O S

(BWR)

	

(PWR)

Large LOCA is defined as a reactor coolant
system rupture ranging in size from 6" u p
to 39" in diameter hol e

Small LOCA is a reactor coolant system rup-
ture of between 1/2" to 6" in equivalent
diamete r

For PWR and BWR reactor types

Both for PWR and BMR type s

PWR

PWR

For BWR and PWR, respectively

27, 28, 3 1

28

2 7

27

2 7

2 7

27

--------------- -

MISSILE GENERATION BY TURBINE FAILURE

-------------------- -

These missiles are not expected to pene-
trate structures protected by 6-feet of re-
inforced concrete

1 6

----------- -
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PROBABILITIES OF SOURCE EVENTS AND INITIATING EVENTS

f

INITIATING EVENTS

	

PROBABILITY/YEAR

	

R E M A R K S

	

REF .

MISSILE STRIKES

PW R

BWR

2 .4x10 1 •

8 x 10- 3

4 x 10- 3

1 .2 x 10-3

4 x 10-4

6 .7 x 10-5

4 .8 x 10-3

8 .2 x 10-3

3 x 10- 4

6 .4 x 10- 3

çontainment wall

containment Dome

spent fuel storage

primary auxiliary buildin g

diesel generator building

spent fuel storag e

rod waste building

control room

reactor heat removal heat ex-
changer

diese1ti generator

These are limiting missile strike probai-
lities on vulnerable target areas for BWR
and PWR plants.

The containment wall because of its large
target area represents the highest overal l
probability for a missile, i .e . 1 .2x10-5
assuming a probability of penetration of
about 0 .5, and of missile generation abou t
10-4

28



key events
in syste m
analysi s

source events

defined failure of

	

.
operational syste m

unavailability o f

protective syste m

consequences

Fig . 1 : Scheme of events in system analysis
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dependent event s

p(BIA)

	

B

	

F

	

C

	

p(CIAB )

p(ABC) = p(A) • p(BIA)

	

p(CIAB )

independent events

p(6) p(C )

p(ABC) ~ p(A) p(B) p(C )

A . . . .

	

O source even t

B . . . .

	

'failure of the operational syste m

C . . . .

	

failure, of the operational syste m

to operate on deman d

Fig . 2 Dependent and independen t
events in system analysis
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1. INTRODUCTION

The "rare event" we are considering here is the occurrence i n

a pressurized system of a pressure above a predermined safet y
limit . The predetermined safety limit can be for instanc e

the brusting pressure of the pressurized system .

We will outline the approach followed to tackle this problem

and we will discuss its merits and limitations .

The approach is a typical problem reduction approach :

the rare event is considered the outcome of a complex stochasti .

process that is decomposed into simpler and simpler processes .

2. OUTLINE OF THE APPROACH .

2 .1 First step .

The events and related physical parameters relevant Fo r

the' Final event are grouped into three sets .

The first set corresponds to the events which determin e
an overpressure .

The second set corresponds to the events which determin e

the failure of the pressure relief system . .

The third set correspond to the events ,rich determine
the safety limit, For instance it could correspond to th e

strengh of the pressure containment system itself .

The three sets produce in time three stochastic process :
one corresponding to the capacity of the pressure relie f
system, the second corresponding to the demand (over =
pressure) of the plant .and the third corresponding to the
safety limit .

The various types of failure correspond to the crossin g

of these processes . (Fig . '1) . (1 )

2 .2 Second step .
The process which describes the overpressure is fumie r '

decomposed by dividing the relevant events into two groups :

the group of initiating events and the group of events
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which determine the state of the control and safety

systems when the initiating event occurs . .

The first group dominates the occurrence of the over .

pressures in time, the second dominates their intensities . -

2 .3 Third step .
Foran initating event and a given state of the control an d

safety systems the intensity of the overpressure i s

evaluated by deterministic transient analysis .

2 .4 Fourth step .
The frequency of a given combination of an initiating

event and of a state of the safetji and control syste m

( and therefore the frequency of a given intensity) i s
evaluated by fault-tree analysis .

At this point the process of the overpressure in full y

described .(2)

2 .5 Fifth step .
The process describing the behaviour of the pressure relief

system is identified, usually by testing .

. 3 . DISCUSSION .

As we have Underlined in the presentation of .the various

steps the approach is basically founded on the hypothesis tha t

it is possible at various levels to divide the problem into

various indipendent subproblems .

In the first step we suppose that overpressure history-don' t

affect the behaviour of the pressure relief c system . .

In the second step we suppose that initiating events don' t

interact with the behaviour , of the safety . and control systems .

In the-fourth step we' assume a model of connections betwee n

elementary events (fault-tree) which should be refined i n
a second approximation to take in account dependancies an d

common mode (fig . 3) . Dixt this refinement is based on a
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sensitivity analysis in which a priori cut sets of higer order

are dropped .

Are these assumptions acceptable? I would answer in genera l

yes, in the sense that the only logical way for dealing wit h

rare events must pass through a decomposition procedure .

However for each specific case the model should be checked, a t

the levels where the data can be available, by a comparison o f

the predicted value with the experimental values .
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C .S.N .I . Task Force on Problems of Rare Events in the Reliability
Analysis of Nuclear Power Plant s

"REFLECTIONSOITTHE PERSPECTIVES OF RELIABILITY AIiALYSIS "

by

A . J . Bourne
Manager, Reliability Technology, I1 .C .S .R ., U.K.A .E .A .

Introduction

Very few would doubt the importance of reliability in the context of indus -

trial plants and systems . Nor would it be disputed that the degree of importanc e

is dependent upon the consequences of unreliable behaviour . In high risk situa-
tions, involving the possibilities of economic penalties or danger to human life ,
the concern for safe and reliable systems tends to be paramount .

Man's activities and the products of his creation are never perfect so tha t

what is achieved represents some level of safety and reliability . This implie s
the need for a scale of measurement for reliability values . Such a scale is

always part of the problem whether it is implied by subjectiveness or whether i t

is expressed in a quantified fashion. Methods of quantifying and measuring relia -

bility in various probabilistic forms are well known and will not be enlarge d

upon here .

However, it is not only the type of reliability measurement that is important
but also the ability to apply such measurements in a real and meaningful fashion .
A number of requirements exist in this connection. Initially for large plant s

the need for a reliability measurement tends to occur at the design evaluatio n

stage . Practical measurements or traditional "trial and error" methods are no t

generally feasible for such plants . The reliability evaluation, therefore, ha s

to be based on some form of theoretical analysis . This leads to a requiremen t
for the results of such an enalysis to be understandable and to be capable o f
interpretation in terms of the plant's subsequent reel life performance . Also
there is a requirement to validate the techniques so that reliability prediction s

can be treated with an adequate degree of confidence . How then does the curren t

state of reliability technology bear comparison with such re quirements?

ProbabilisticConsiderations

It is generally accepted that the characteristic of reliability is proba-

bilistic by nature . A reliability value for a plant or system may be expressed
as the probability of the plant meeting all its required performance objectives
and safeguards over some period of time and set of constraints .

Probabilistic measures may be used to describe thé behaviour of random events .
These are events which are individually "unpredictable" in terms of their "value "
or "time of occurrence" but which follow certain patterns when considered on mass .
The important concept is that of "mass" or "population" and based on this concep t
the patterns of random behaviour may be described by probability distributions .
Such distributions then have mean values or average expectancies and a measure o f

spread or dispersion about the mean value .

Provided that the patterns of random events can be determined, there is no
undue difficulty in expre2sinj reliability or safety in probabilistic terms .



However, difficulties r..<y arise in interpreting the meaning of a probability
value when applied to a real-life situation . If the application involves a
large mass or population of plants, e .g. a world-vide nuclear reactor probTamme
involving thousands of reactor years of operation, then the difficulties may b e
minimal . But if the probability value is applied to single plant or just one
prototype reactor then the interpretation can be problematical . Obviously, in
this instance, the probability values may be given in a distributional format or `
values may be expressed in terms of statistical confidence . However, is this th e
best way of expressing reliability or safety values in connection with single o r
small numbers of plants or systems?

System Analysis,

Most system analysis techniques are based on the fact that a complete plan t
or system is made up of a large number of identifiable elements and component
parts . Often such parts comprise a sufficient population, either within th e
particular plant or in general application, for their reliability characteristic s
to be practically obtained and to be capable of adequate statistical interpretation .
The initial step in the analysis process, therefore, breaks the system down to th e
level at which the situation can be treated on "mass" .

The re-combination of the "mass" information into the evaluated reliability
characteristics for the complete system involves the use of an appropriate system
reliability model . Ideally, such a model should represent the functional an d
logical way , in which all the relevant elements of the system fit together and
should take account of all the inter-related conditions and constraints which ma y
exist. The operation of the model then generally involves the use of standar d
methods for the combinations of probabilistic and statistical functions . This may
be typically carried out by analytical techniques or some type of simulation
process.

In practice, however, the modelling process tends to be simplified to comply
with the various constraints that may exist . Such constraints may be those o f
time, effort, techniques and data available . In any case it is sensible to us e
the simplest model which gives the re'iuired accuracy and to adopt a model whic h
makes the maximum use of the limited data that will be available . Two approache s
are often used to arrive at such an optimum model . One is to adopt an hierarchic .,.
approach whereby the system is modelled at the highest possible level and is only
expanded down in depth to lower levels as the need arises . The other is to
continually test the model for its sensitivity to the accuracy of the reliability .
data that it uses . There is no doubt that many useful and adequate solutions t o
reliability and safety problems have been reached by this process which have bee n
accompanied, in some instances, with a degree of validation.

On the other hand, there is equally no doubt that difficulties can arise in
modelling, or even recognising, all the dependencies and inter-relations that may
.exist in a practical system . One example in this general area is the proble m
raised by "common-mode" failures . Also, such inter-related or dependent event s
may be situated in the "software" as well as the "hardware" elements of the system .
The "built-in" instructions, laws of behaviour and operational conditions of a
system are examples of those aspects which may be termed "software" . How then
is it possible to ensure that a reliability model adequately represents all th e
relevant hardware, software and common-mode characteristics of a system ?

Reliability Dat a

All forms of system analysis, modelling techniques and theoretical prediction
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involve the bringing together of past experience and knowledge and using it to asses s
the likely future performance and behaviour of plants and systems .

It is a ' very premise of life, particularly

	

the physical world, that the
recognised patterns of behaviour of the past may be carried forward into th e
future with a high decree of expectation . The word "truth" has sometimes been
defined as that characteristic of life which is unchangeable - "the same yesterday ,
to-day and tomorrow . "

Certainly there are many facets of the functional performance of system s
which may be taken as deterministic particularly those which depend upo n
recognisable and proven physical phenomena . Even those who propound a fundamental
probabilistic nature to the universe recognise that this can sometimes lead t o
"certainty" for all practical purposes . For instance, in Eddington's treatise on
"The Nature of the Physical \iorld", he shows that the second law of thermodynamic s
is probabilistic but that chance against it being violated is 1o -79 1

At the other end of the scale there are characteristics of behaviour whic h
are so recognisable as random that they can only be described by a probabilit y
distribution . Radio-active omission and decay represent, physical phenomena o f
this type.

In reliability analysis, the aim is to recognise those characteristics o f
system elements which can be described deterministically and to have sufficien t
information on the patterns of behaviour of those characteristics which can b e
represented in a purely probabilistic fashion. It is the latter requirement whic h
has led to the need for reliability data and the establishment of reliability dat a
banks . In a number of areas, because of the large population of system item s
involved and the definite nature of the conditions under which they are used ,
data banks have been successful in providing an adequate knowledge of the item' s
probabilistic behaviour. Examples of this may be seen in relation to the failure
characteristics of certain electronic components . On the other hand, there ar e
other types of components, for instance in the field of mechanical engineering ,
where the collection and interpretation of relevant reliability data continues
to present some problems . There is no doubt that there is still a need fo r
collecting and analysing further reliability data in certain areas in order t o
improve current reliability analyses . The important issues are that the dat a
should be relevant to its use and that the patterns of data should be mor e
carefully examined .

Another important area is the obtaining; of information and data in order t o
validate the past results of reliability analysis . Although this has been carried
out in certain cases there is still a need for further substantiation . Not only
would this improve confidence in the use of reliability techniques but also assis t
in defining the most profitable direction for the further development of th e
techniques . Bearing the requirements in mind, it should be continually asked
whether the right amount, type and quality of reliability data is being collecte d
and being analysed to the maximum advantage ?

Raregents,

A number of postulates have been implicitly . inferred in the foregoing
discussions . First, if an event is sufficiently "rare" then the appropriate
outcome or non-outcome may be taken as deterministic for all practical purpose s
even though the fundamental nature of things may be probabilistic . Secondly,. if
a random event occurs sufficiently frequently or is related to a sufficientl y
large population then its probabilistic pattern of behaviour may be capable o f
"precise " measurement, definition and understanding . On the basis of those two
points, a rare event may be loosely defined as a "grey" area between those tw o
extremes .
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This gives rise to a third and related point . An event might be considered
as rare in connection with say a single nuclear reactor operating for one yea r
but tend towards a practically more definable pattern if considered in relatio n
to 1000 reactors running for 100 years . That is, the application of the rar e
event analysis may alter the "degree of rarity" by several orders of magnitude .

A fourth aspect is related to the areas within a plant or system wher e
rare events may be important . Current system analysis technioues are likely to
be able to deal with systems made up of many independent components, but th e
lack of independence may constitute a rare event of extreme importance . Common-
mode failures and software failures within a system may r :preaent events of thi s
type .

Finally plants or systems may be subject to external influences which fal l
within the classification of rarity . Certain known types of natural phenomen a
and human activity can be of this type . Once again, though, the particula r
application and "environment" of the system will strongly influence both th e
classification and the method of dealing with the problem . For instance, th e
hazard of volcanic action is somewhat different in the centre of London compared
with the slopes of Mount Etna .

Conclusion s

Current reliability technology and availability of reliability data enable
meaningful analyses to be carried out for the quantified reliability and safety
values of many types of systems . This does not necessarily mean that precis e
numeric values can,be•obtained and interpreted . Rather it means that answers can
be produced within an acceptable degree of accuracy and used as a basis for .
decision making .

Improvements in existing techn iques and data are still required and furthe r
validation is necessary. However, there appears to be problems in the grey are a
between deterministic analysis and statistically meaningful probabilistic analysis .
These problems relate to what may be described as "rare" events . Such events
may require important consideration both within and outside the practica l
systems being studied . Three main facets seem to need further attention . Methods
for recognising rare events of significance, techniques for describing an d
enumerating the patterns of rare event occurrences and means for communicating th e
results of such enumerations .

Such objectives, particularly in the area of rare event analysis, may be ideal-
istic . However, ideals have the advantage of stimulating development and
investigations . Even with current techniques it is often the lessons learnt about
system behaviour which arise from the attempt to•quantify reliability and the
discipline of thought which comes out of the process of analysis which are more
important than the attainment of a precise numeric answer at the end of the day .
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS OF PAPERS PRESENTED IN SESSION 1

STRUCTURES :

After Prof .Garriba presented his paper the question on whic h

basis he decided to choose the non-homogeneous Poisson proces s

to model the pressure and temperature was put to him by Dr .Schuiller .

The speaker replied that the temperature process when t > 30 5

develops as a Markovian process in time: this assumption seem s

based upon the physical dynamics of the accident . Moreover, limits

were given for the variance for t = 2205 (D 2 (6) = 50°C) . The choic e

was then jointed at pure (nonlinear) birth processes and at non-

homogeneous Poisson processes . Considerations about the varianc e

restricted the choice to the latter type of process . Developments

and theory concerned with the continuation (from discrete t o

continous)could be found in ref. [3] of his written contribution .

Then Prof.Tiago de Oliveira stated that he considers the tw o

stochastic processes approach a very important one . He raised

the question for the reason of considering pressure and temperatur e

stochastic processes as independent processes and the hypothesis

of considering the stochastic processes as Gaussian . In answering

these questions Prof .Garribba stated that :

(i) temperature and pressure are thermodynamically dependent until

t 305, since that time instant the accident dynamics develop s

following different (almost independent) pattern for ' temperatur e

and pressure .

The two have thus been taken as independent in the initial

305< t < 2205 .

(ii) The hypotheses on which independence of temperature an d

pressure are based upon as follows :

- the pressure is regulated by a relief system where the opening

is determined by the pressure (pressure regulated relief )

- the temperature of the coolant is taken as substantially related

to the quality of the mixture (two-phase flow) and other

dependencies - although they may have an effect - are supposed
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to play a minor role .

(iii) The stochastic processes of stress and strength are not

Gaussian : this hypothesis is assumed only for the purpose o f

showing the need of defining and determining further quantitie s

like a recurrence length. or period .

To the question by Dr .Vesely, if the method appears to be too

detailed for the data available, Prof .Garribba replied that th e

method could be useful to make the right choice of the data and

the amount of data needed for reliable computation .

Following Mr .Becher's presentation Dr .Vesely stated that th e

stress versus strength interference depends on the tails of th e

distributions . We often do not have enough data for the choic e

of the distribution . Mr.Becher generally agreed with the remarks, _

however,he pointed out that by using his method one can not get

the mathematical form of the tails rather the generated data in
.

the tail region . Statistical means are still necessary to ge t

shape of the tails of the distribution . Dr.Vesely then followe d

up by asking if catastrophic accidents are not considered in

the picture and how would they be incorporated in the model .

Mr .Becher said that the model can assume various modes of failure ,

however he has not yet looked at the catastrophic accidents . Prof .

Garribba then asked what would happen when cracks interact? Mr .

Becher felt this could be included in the K I function and/or in

the crack growth model .

Dr .Volta remarked in connection with Dr.Vèsély's question-that among

the various distributions which are usually employed, the Weibul l

is the most pessimistic for the left tail and the lognormal fo r

the right tail .

The presentation of Mr .Costaz's contribution was followed by thre e

questions from Mr . Tenaglia:

(i) Is the probability of 10- 7 a goal or an estimated figure? '

(ii) Has the distance of the explosion been taken into account ?

(iii) what is your extension of the airport zone ?

In answering these questions Mr .Costaz said that the probability
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of 10-7 is an estimated figure . Furthermore he stated that in hi s

model the distance of the explosion has been taken into accoun t

and that his extension of the airport zone is 10-20 km . Mr.Green

then asked by what criteria are those probabilities declared a s

rare and whether or not there aVe any bounds . Mr .Costaz said that

10-7 was his limit of significance . This was followed by a

. statement of Dr .Vesely who felt that the use of 10 -7 as a

criterion which appears to be highly subjective .

Following Dr .SchuOller's contribution Prof .Tiago de Oliveir a

reemphasized with reference to the Extreme Value distributio n

the problem of fitting the tails of a particular distribution.

He said that the possible stochastic dependence between tw o

variables (i .e . load and resistance) is less of a problem when

using Extreme Value distributions . Mr.Becher observed that the

fit the Weibull distribution to the data of the structural

resistance of the concrete beam seemed to be good around the mean

and deviated considerably in the extreme range . Dr.Schuëller

replied that this effect is generally observed when fitting

distributions to data . This is one of the reasons for fitting

distributions to the extreme range data rather than to the data

of the populations . The deviations of the data from the distri-

bution in the extreme range therefore affects the calculate d

probability of failure less .

SYSTEMS

After her talk Mrs . Carnino we asked by Pr . Schu ilea on which basi s

one can choose a probability distribution for modelling errors an d

whether or net the question of bias enters the problem . Mrs„ Carnin o

replied that she did not indicate .any model to deal with human error „

She has just tried to high-light the influence in the automatic pro-

tective systems but the psoblem is the same in big mechanical components ,

where human errors occur in fabrication, in detection of defects and i n

efficiency of controls . But modelling of these events :Le not, yet well

known. This was followed by comments on technology software vs . hardwar e

and other factors raised by Dr, Volta . Dr . Vesely thought the lack of a

systematic method for handling common mode faults limit : calculation of
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the probability of failure of protective systems . Finally, comment s

were made on testing, which supplies data, but may cause troubles .

Dr.Bastl's oral presentation was followed by a questio n

Dr .Vesely who wanted to know if rare events are defined to be

those events which are determined by common mode failure contri- .

butions? Dr.Bastl answered by stating that this was just that what

he had in mind .

Dr .Bastl asked Dr .Volta after his talk what are the criteria fo r

common mode failure analysis in relationship to the cut-se t

order? Dr.Volta replied it is supposed that the cut-+sets should

be checked according to their order of importance in the firs t

approximation model where the common mode failures are neglected .

Dr.Vesely said that independence was assumed in WASH 1400 and

that the cut-set argument is questionable .

Mr . van Otterloo•made a comment on the difficulties of checking

many cut-sets .

The session was closed by Mr .Bourne'spresentation in which h e

concluded that actions should be taken towards :

1) developing investigation methods to identify rare events of

importânc e ,

2) developing techniques to desribe the pattern of rare events ,

3) improvement of communicating results to decision makers .

..
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Rare Event Technigies Applie d

in the Rasmussen Study

W . E . Vesely
U . S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission

1 . Introduction

The Rasmussen Study, more formally called the Reactor Safet y

Study, estimated public risks from commercial nuclear power plan t

accidents, and therefore the statistics of rare events had to b e

treated l . In the Reactor Safety Study, two types of rare event s

were specifically handled, those rare events which were "probabilistically

rare events" and those rare events which were "statistically rar e

events ." As interpreted in the Reactor Safety Study a probabilisticall y

rare event was an event which had a frequency of occurrence per interval

of time which was smaller than some criterion, for example, smalle r

than 10 -6 per reactor year . A statistically rare event was an event

which had a small frequency of occurrence, nbt with regard to time ,

but with regard to the total possible data sample which could b e

collected for that event .

For the probabilistically rare event, the important consideration

was a small frequency or small probability of occurrence in some

unit of time . For the statistically rare event, the important

consideration was the small frequency, or small probability of occurrenc e

in the total possible sample which could be assembled for that event .

A few examples might best illustrate the meanings and difference s

of these two types of rare events•as handled in the Reactor Safety Study .

'The results of the Study are described in the report, Reactor Safety
Study, An Assessment of Accident Risks in U .S . Commercial Nuclear
PowerI']ants, ~VASIi-1100 (N REG 75/014), October 1975 . The complete '
report is available from the National Technical Information Service ,
Springfield, Virginia 22161 at a price of $62 .00 .
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A relay for example could have a failure probability of 10-~

per hour and this relay failure could be considered to be a

probabilistically rare event (if we defined, for example, all event s

having probabilities below 1 0 -6 per hour as being probabilistically

rare events) . However, enough like relays could be assembled togethe r

and these relays observed for a sufficiently long time so tha t

numerous relay failures will have occurred . With regard .to this

collected sample of relays and total observation time, the occurrence •

of a relay failure is no longer a rare event since several failure s

have occurred and in the previous terminology the relay failure i s

therefore not a statistically rare event .

For a statistically rare event, a data sample cannot be assemble d

-or be physically constructed such that several occurrences of tha t

'defined event will be expected within the collected sample . In more

formal statistical terminology, a statistically rare event can

therefore be defined as being an event whose expected number of '

occurrences is less than one for any physically,"assemblable sample ;

A core melt is an example of astatistically rare event since at the

present time a sufficient number of years of reactor experience doe s

not exist for a core melt to be recorded in that experience . The

failure of a highly redundant system which has little or no previou s

operational experience would likewise be classified as being a

statistically rare evert using the previous concepts .

As for the previous relay example, if a large enough data sample

can be assembled to contain several occurrences of the event the n

probabilistically rare events cause no problems since the even t

probability can be directly estimated from the data sample . If a

large enough data sample cannot be so assembled then a statisticall y

rare event is being handled . Since statistically rare events generat e

potential problems with regard to probability estimation, and since

the Reactor Safety Study spent a certain amount of effort in this area,
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the rest of this discussion will deal with statistically rare events .

In the foregoing, the modifier "statistically" will be dropped and

only "rare events" will be addressed, however, "rare events" will

! mean "statistically rare events ."

	

• ,

2 . Techniques for Handling Rare Events

2 ..1

	

Outline of the Technique s

In the Reactor Safety Study, four techniques were used in

handling rare events, and these techniques were :

1) aggregating data samples ,

2) discretizing continuous events ,

3) extrapolating frqm minor to catastrophic severities ;

and

4) decomposing events using event trees and fault trees .

Each of these techniques will be individually discussed in th e

following sections .

2 .2 Aggregating Data Population s

In aggregating, or combining, data, the goal is to enlarge th e .

data sample so that the rare event is no longer rare, i .e ., so that

the enlarged data sample contains one or more occurrences of th e

event of interest . The data sample may be aggregated by either

aggregating the time observed for the event or by aggregating the

number of items which may experience that event . Whenever either

type of aggregation is performed, the definition of the event oftentime s

changes to a broader, more general event which can give questionabl e

probability estimates if care is not taken .

An example might best illustrate the aggregating technique an d

its associated problems . Consider a specific motgr operated

valve existing in a nuclear power plant . An average failure

rate for the current year of operation is to be estimated for thi s

valve, which is manufactured by Company X . No failures have occurred
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in the current year, but several failures of this valve have occurred

in the past 5 years . If we use the 5 years experience to estimat e

an average failure rate (for example, dividing the number of failure s

,by the 5 years of experience) then we are aggregating observed time ,

and the failure rate will be a valid estimate under the assumption

that the failure rate has not varied in this time period .

If the valve failure rate has indeed varied with time, and we

treat it as if it hasn't (using the number o f. failures divided by 5

years experience as the estimate), then our estimate will" pertain

to a failure rate averaged over 5 years . By using this failure rat e

in reliability calculations, we are thereby implicitly broadening th e

failure definition to pertain to an average over 5 years instead of

	

.

to the current year .

If we now include failure experience from other valves then

we are aggregating items to obtain our data base, where in this cas e

an item is a specific valve . ., Using this aggregated data base t o

estimate, an average failure rate (for example, dividing the tota l

number of failures by the total valve years of experience) will giv e

a valid estimate under the assumption that all the valves have th e

same failure rate . If the valves don't have the same failure rate ,

'then the failure rate estimate will pertain to an average over th e

different valves in the data base . (Even though the valves are o f

similar specification, their failure rates may be different due t o

different operational and human error contributions .) In

using the aggregated failure rate estimate, the failure

definition is thereby broadened from "failure of-the valve

manufactured by Company X and situated in the specific plant "

to "failure of an average valve within the aggregated data base . "

Data aggregation is commonly performed in reliabilit y

and safety quantifications . Examples include combining data fro m

similar components to obtain exponential failure rate estimate s

or Weibull'paranieter estimates, combining experiences of similar

systems to obtain an estimate of a system unavailability, and combining
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historical earthquake data to obtain an estimate of an earthquak e

probability - to name just a few applications . The major, potentia l

problem with all this data aggregation is the broadening of the

event definition which can accompany the coalescing and assemblyin g

of data . If a specific safety system is being evaluated for it s

unavailability or a specific accident is being evaluated for it s

probability of occurrence then data which is averaged by dat a

aggregation is not particularly meaningful for these specifi c

applications .

Before combining, or aggregating any data, statistical test s

should of course be performed to determine any systematic differences

in the individual data samples which are combined and aggregated' .

However for rare events there often is not enough ipformation in the
r

individual data samples (the reason aggregation is done in the firs t

place) in order for these statistical tests to be meaningful and

to show potential differences which might exist among the data samples .

These differences would be detected if more data were collected for

each individual sample, however data then wouldn't need to be aggregate d

to obtain any reasonable estimates of rare event probabilities .

To add to the problems of aggregating, the usual, classica l

confidence bounds do not necessarily account for the variation o f

individual data samples within the aggregated data base . The

confidence bounds (such as chi square bounds for the exponential

failure rate) only tend to bound the "true average value associated

with all the data which is aggregated ." These bounds, for example, do

not account for deviations, or potential deviations, of individua l .

component failure rates combined within the aggregated data base .

'Examples of these tests include tests for similarity of failur e
distributions (Kolmogorov Smirnov tests, chi square tests, etc .) and
tests for similarity of failure distribution parameters (exponentia l
related tests, Weibull related tests, etc .)

t
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A simple example of the inadequacy of classical confidenc e

bounds involves the combining, or aggregating, of data from tw o

diesels where one diesel has experienced 1 failure out of 1 0

trials and the second diesel has experienced 1 fl.ilure out of 100 0

trials .. Assuming the diesels have the same failure probability, th e

common binomial estimate of the failure probability is (1+1)/(10+1000 )

2x10- with 95% confidence bounds of approximately 2x10 4 to 6x10 -3 .

These bounds do not come close in covering the potential failur e

probability of 1/10=10-1 of the first diesel .

When data aggregation problems, or potential problems, aris e

then one of the major causes is the assumption that all aggregate d

data samples have the same value of the probability or reliabilit y

'characteristic which is to be estimated . In the previous valv e

°example, a potential problem was the assumption that all valve s

which were combined for the data base had the same failure rate .

In the above diesel example, the problem was the assumption tha t

both diesels had the same failure probability . In statistical

terminology, the problems associated with data aggregation li e

with treating the probability and reliability characteristics

as fixed, constant parameters which are to be estimated from the data .

In the Reactor Safety Study, to help account for possibl e

variabilities and uncertainties arising from data aggregation (wit h

its associated broadening of event definitions), failure rates ,

occurrence frequencies, and other reliability characteristics

estimated from data were treated not as fixed parameters, but instead

were treated as random variables . Log normal distributions were used

as the prior distributions for the estimated reliability characteristics ,

where the particular log normal distribution was determined, base d

on whatever available data existed . Because of the positive skewness ,

the log normal , family was assessed by the Study to adequately .

describe those individual cases where high failure rates and poor

reliability characteristics might exist in the data base .



As applied to the previously described examples, the failure

rates and other related data characteristics would thus be allowe d

to vary from sample to sample, for those data samples combined i n

the aggregated data base . The two diesel failure probabilities woul d

not be assumed to be equal nor would the individual valve failure

rates be assumed equal for those valves (or time periods) contained

in the aggregated data base . Assuming the log normal was valid fo r

these cases, then the failure probabilities for the two diesel s

would be treated as being different sample values from a log norma l

distribution and the failure rates for each valve in the aggregated

data base would likewise be different sample values from a lo g

normal distribution .

The result of treating data characteristics as random variable s

is that system unavailabilities, system reliabilities, and accident

frequencies in turn become random variables (since they are function s

of the data) . Instead of one point value being predicted, with

perhaps associated confidence bounds, a distribution is obtaine d

for the system unavailability or other computed characteristic- Thi s

distribution gives the likelihood of different calculated value s

being obtained due to deviations in the individual data which hav e

been combined for the data base . The distribution (for example ,

the 5 and 95 percentile values) may be used as describing th e

possible variation and uncertainty due to data aggregation .

Different methods can be used in selecting the proper distribution s

to describe the random variable nature of data due to aggregation . In

the Reactor Safety Study, when enough data was available, the dat a

base for a component failure rate•was separated into different sample s

(for example, representing different aggregated operating conditions)

and failure rate estimates were obtained for each sample using

standard parametric techniques . These estimates were used to construct

an empirical distribution of the different possible failure rate

values, which was then subsequently fitted to a log normal .

R
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In the above cases, the Study's technique was therefor e

comparable to an empirical Bayes technique . In those other instance s.

when lesser amounts of data existed, the distributions were obtaine d

j from extrapolations of other determined distributions and fro m

engineering judgement . The Study's technique here was thu s

comparable to a pure Bayesian type of technique .

Since the Study applied its predictions to a population o f

100 plants, the log normal distributions in the Study were interpreted

as describing the physical variability in failure rates an d

reliability characteristics which existed in the population . As

applied to the prediction of a particular system in a particula r

_plant, the lognormal distributions can also be interpreted a s

describing the uncertainty in the particular prediction due to dat a

.aggregation . Since order of magnitude accuracies were only require d

for the risk predictions made in the Study, there was a great dea l

of insensitivity to the particular log normal distributions selected ,

demonstrating a certain robustness in the overall approach .

The above discussion or the fact that the Study used the approac h

of course does not imply that random variable and Bayesian technique s

should always be used, regardless of the situation . In numerous

applications, failure rates, occurrence frequencies, and reliabilit y

characteristics can validly be treated as being fixed parameter s

allowing standard, classical statistical techniques to be used . .However

in other situations, particularly when rare event probabilitie s

are estimated, random variable or Bayesian techniques, or othe r

applicable techniques, can be appropriately used to describe the adde d

variability and special problems arising from data aggregation. The

description of data aggregation effects and the practical implication s

on reliability and safety is an area in which important work can b e

performed, thereby leading to more meaningful predictions of rar e

event probabilities .
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2 .3 Discretizing Continuous Events

For this rare event technique, events of a continuous nature

are lumped together into a discrete event for the purpose of obtaining

data, as well as for ease of analysis . The defined discrete even t

' incorporates a range of continuous events ; if any of the continuous

events occur then the larger, discrete event occurs . The result of

defining discrete events is therefore again an enlarging of th e

accessible data, i .e . a data aggregation which causes rare event s

to become more likely to be observed .

An example might best illustrate the event discretizing technique .

The event defined to be a pipe rupture of an exact size at an exac t

location and under exactly specified pressures and temperatures i s

. .a continuous type of event because of the exact conditions defining

.the event . The occurrence of such an event might never exist i n

collected data because of the exact event definitions, and in thi s

sense, the event is thus a rare event .

If the continuous pipe rupture event is redefined and discretize d

to be a pipe rupture having a range of possible rupture sizes at a

range of possible locations and under a range cf possible operating

conditions then the event has been broadened so that data now mor e

likely exists for this grosser, discretized event . This discretization

thus allows probabilities to be estimated which have some validit y

based on data .

Event and failure definitions are sometimes discretized t o

correspond to system hardware capabilities . Such an example is th e

redefinition of the event "containment spray system fails to delive r

a spray rate of value ro" to the, event "containment spray system

fails such that the spray rate is less than that delivered by on e

redundant leg . "

Discretization is commonly used in constructing reliabilit y

and safety models, such as the discrete failure definitions used in
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fault trees and block diagrams . The dichotomizing of the outcome

space into "failure" and "success" is in fact an example o f

discretizing all the possible continuous type outcomes into tw o

discrete possibilities, failure and success . A .yalve either "fails "

or "succeeds" in allowing water to flow and a pump either "fails "

or "succeeds" in circulating water through emergency core coolin g

systems . Numerous other examples could of course be constructed .

A problem with discretizing is the compromise that must b e

made between the applicability of the discretized event and the

data base which exists for the event . An event can always be

discretized into one which is general enough and gross enough s o

that data exists for the general, gross event . However, this gross ,

general event may not be applicable for the specific accident o r

"specific system which is being analyzed . To compound the problem ,

reliability and systems analysts sometimes do not account for no r

do they fully appreciate the compromise which has to be made i f

their models are to. be quantified . Very detailed and specifi c

models are thereby constructed by the analysts which cannot b e

quantified using existing real-life data, or if their models ar e

quantified "guesses" are made for the detailed input data which i s

required .

A second problem associated with discretizing is the question

which arises concerning the completeness of the model . Whenever events

are discretized, a loss of information occurs from the discretizin g

process . For example, combinations of partial failures which resul t

in system failure may be neglected in the model, even though car e

was taken in defining and discretizing the individual failures . The

major difficulty is the interactions and cumulative effects o f

continuous events and partial failures, where these interactions and

cumulative effects may be smeared out or may be neglected in discretizin g

individual events .

1
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A straightforward example of the completeness problem is a

system having two valves in parallel, as shown below .

Valve 1

>4

Valve 2

Figure 1 . A parallel system of two normally closed
valves blocking water flow.

The system failure of-leakage greater than some value, say L o , through

the system can occur if either valve has leakage greater than L o ,

which can thereby be used as simple failure definitions for a fault

tree or block diagram as shorn in Figure 2 (the symbol " + " denote s

. the "OR" logic) .

	

•

System leakage
greater than

0

+

Valve 1
leakage
greater than Lo

Valve 2
leakage
greater than Lc

Figure 2 . A discretized failure model for leakag e
through the system .
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However, leakage through the system can, also occur if the su m

of the two valve leakages is greater than Lo , where neither valve

leakage is individually greater than Lo . This sum of partia l

leakages may have a probability which is greater., than the individual

valve contributions shown in Figure 2, and hence the sample ,

discretized model of Figure 2 may give erroneous and incomplet e

results .

In the Reactor Safety Study, the sensitivity studies that wer e

performed showed that the error spreads assigned to the calculate d

system unavailabilities tended to cover possible effects of partia l

failure contributions . The error spreads (e .g . the 5th and 95th

percentile bounds) assigned to the calculated unavailabilities were

those previously obtained by propagating the failure rate distributions

.(the log normals) which- as described in the previous section .

These results tended to show the utility of treating data uncertainties

and data variabilities in a random variable context .

The sensitivity studies that were performed consisted of firs t

increasing component failure rates (by generally an order of magnitude)

to correspond to partial failure definitions . These increased failur e

rates were then used to calculate "partial" unavailabilities whic h

were then multiplied together to correspond to multiple partial

failure contributions to system failure .

Several reasons can be cited for the partial failure contributions

being within the error spreads and hence causing little impact :

1. The systems in general contained high probability

contributions (e .g . 10-3) from single failures or from

common mode dependencies (causing single failures to

effectively exist) so that partial failure contributions

had little additional impact .

2. Human'errors of higher probability (10-2 -10 -3), contributed

to the failure of a number of systems so that partial failure s

of component hardware and other causes had little effect .

and

i
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are calculated to be quite small (say 10 -6 or lower) partia l

failure contributions may have . large impact . The Study found

that treating data characteristics as random variables helped t o

account for uncertainties arising not only from data aggregatio n

but also from event discretizing . This is perhaps not surprising

since event discretizing also results in a data aggregation by lumpin g

continuous events into a discrete event . In other applications ,

- however, different techniques may be required to handle the uncertaintie s

and effects of discretizing . The treagnent of discretizing effects ,

the associated uncertainties, and the ramifications on calculate d

probabilities is another area in which useful work may be done t o

improve the prediction capabilities of reliability and safety models .

2 .4. Extrapolating from Minor to Catastrophic Severities

In this particular rare event technique, a "severity"; or

"consequence," variable is associated with each event or failure

occurrence . The severity variable, which is denoted by the genera l

symbol X, measures the degree of failure or measures the consequenc e

of the event . The severity variable X can be a continuous variable

or it can be a discrete variable .

Examples of severity variables. include degree of leakage, dept h

of cracking, radioactivity released, and dollars lost - to name just a fe w

possibilities . The purpose of associating a severity variable wit h

an event or failure occurrence is to extrapolate the probability o f

major severities occurring based on data existing for minor severities .

3 . Operational contributions from test and maintenanc e

downtimes and associated test and maintenance deficiencie s

were high enough in a number. of systems so that partial

failures again had little impact .

In other specific situations, for example when failure probabilities

i

4

4

I
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Based on the extrapolation, a data base which has no catastrophi c

occurrences or which has no events of major severity can thus be use d

to predict the probability for such occurrences . In this manner ,

the data base is therefore extended to be able t o ' predict the

probabilities of these rare events .

An example of the extrapolation technique is in the use o f

extreme value theory to predict-the probability of major floods

occurring (or equivalently the return intervals) . Assuming extreme

value theory is valid, the probability distribution for . the maximum

river flow rate in a year is describable by a function which ha s

three unknown parameters (the extreme value distribution) . The

maximum flow rates which are observed each year are used to estimat e

*

r

the unknown parameters, and having these estimates, the probability o f

a major flood is able to he predicted using the probability distribution .

In this example, the severity variable X is the river flow rate .

For more general parametric applications, a probability distributio n

is selected to describe the likelihood of observing various value s

of X, where the probability distribution has one or more unknown

parameters (such as the gamma distribution, the log normal, or th e

Weiner distribution) . The observed occurrences of minor (smaller)

X values are then used to estimate the parameters of the probabilit y

distribution, for example by maximum likelihood or least squares fitting .

Once the parameters are estimated, the probability distribution is the n

used to predict the probability of a large value of X occurring, i .e . ,

the probability of a catastrophic occurrence .

Instead of parametric approaches ; non-parametric or adaptive

approaches can instead be used which do not require as many assumption s

about the form of the probability distribution which is selected for X .

A larger number of observations of X values, covering a wider rang e

of possible magnitudes, is generally required for these non-nai_ametric _

and_adaptiv e . approaches before rare event predictions can be made wit h

any reasonable precision .

I
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The probability distribution for X can involve observation s

of maximum values (or other observable functions) in given tim e

periods, such as in extreme value theory, or can involve combination s

(mixings) of the times of occurrence of the events with probabilitie s

that particular X values will be realized . In this latter case ,

for example, the Poisson distribution can be used to describe th e

number of events occurring in some time period, where the events can '

have any values of X . A log normal distribution can then be used

to describe the probability that an event will have a particular X

value .

Following through with our example, the Poisson and log norma l

distributions can then be statistically combined (statistically mixed )
-to obtain the probability that the maximum X value in some time perio d

will exceed a catastrophic level . Instead of the maximum value, any

other appropriate function of the individual event severities can be

evaluated . For example, if the event severities are additive or ar e

accumulative, then the probability can be obtained that the sun of th e

severities exceeds catastrophic level .

A number of probability and statistical techniques are availabl e

in the literature which could be used to predict rare event probabilitie s

using the severity variable approach. The problems in the severity

variable approach are not with the theoretical equations but with th e

practical applications and modeling . For example, a problem i s

determining the variables which can be used to measure the severity

or consequence of an event or failure . If certain variables are feasible ,

then they may not be recorded and be available for analyses purposes .

The severity variable technique has historically been applied to

predictions of natural phenomena and certain man-caused phenomena such

as predictions of catastrophic floods, earthquakes, explosions, and fires .

The Study, for example, used the severity variable technique to predic t

the risks from certain natural and man-caused phenomena to compare to

the risks of accidents from corwercial nuclear power plants . This

in fact was the only major use af the technique in the Study .

I
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As an example of the applications in the Study, the number o f

fatalities caused per year by earthquakes was collected as data ,

and an empirical distribution was then obtained for the probability

versus consequence curve (by simply taking the fraction of dat a

points having fatalities greater than certain values) . This

empirical curve was then compared to the probability versus consequenc e

curve calculated for nuclear plant accidents ; the empirical curv e

could be extrapolated, for example, to estimate the probability of

major earthquake fatalities which have not yet been observed .

The severity variable technique has a number of potentia l

applications in predicting rare events which are associated with

-nuclear power plants . The probability of major pipe ruptures and

catastrophic pressure vessel failure could perhaps be meaningfull y

predicted using data on the frequency of minor leak occurrences an d

minor crack occurrences . The inspection interval and inspectio n

efficiency could furthermore be incorporated to investigate sensitivitie s

and optimal inspection schemes .

Besides the obvious variables, such as rupture and crack sizes use d

above, other severity variables should be investigated to determin e

if they are suitable in predicting rare event or catastrophic occurrences .

For example, how can we measure the severity of a system failur e

(or component failure) which does not lead to core melt but which

may indicate its likelihood ?

One physical problem associated with the severity variable techniqu e

is the assumption that major severities have probabilities which ar e

continuous extrapolations of probabilities for minor severities .

Catastrophic events could have unique and different causal mechanism s

which have unique and different probabilities (mathematically describable '

by delta functions for example) . Catastrophic probabilities could thus

have a continuous, extrapolated contribution plus a separate, catastrophi c

contribution . As in the other areas which have been described in this
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paper, additional work on severity modeling could lead to more

precise and more meaningful predictions of rare event probabilities .

2 .5 Decomposing Events Using Event Trees and Fault Tree s

In the final way of handling rare events within the Reacto r

Safety Study, event trees and fault trees were used to calculate

accident probabilities and system failure probabilities, respectively .

The event tree is essentially an inductive logic model which postulate s

an accident initiating event and then examines the possible outcome s

when various safety systems fail or succeed . The fault tree is a

deductive logic model which begins with a defined system failur e

(the top event) and then examines the component failures and basic

causes which can lead to this system failure .

Since the event tree technique is somewhat new with regard t o

nuclear accident modeling, a brief, basic description of the techniqu e

might be appropriate . For a particular initiating event, the event

tree lists all the safety systems which can be called upon when this

event has occurred . This "list" forms the heading of the event tre e

with each system name placed in a row .

For each system, a possible set of states are defined whic h

represent the failure or success possibilities of system operation .

Two states can be defined, "success" and "failure", or multiple state s

can be defined if partial failures are considered or if various syste m

configurations are possible . Containment is considered as one of the

"systems" and hence various failure modes of the containment are define d

as possible states . By progressing from one system to another, (askin g

what are the possibilities giving previous outcomes) the system states are

connected to form accident sequences . One accident sequence consist s

of the initiating event and a specific combination of system state s

(failures and successes) which car . occur .

4
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Once the accident sequences are defined, an outcome, or consequence ,

can be associated with each accident sequence such as whether

core melting occurs or the amount of radioactivity released . The

probabilities of the accident sequences are finally evaluated fro m

the probability of the initiating event and the probabilities o f

the system states .

The illustration below shows a simple event tree for two system s

which can be called upon after the initiating event which, for example ,

can be a pipe rupture . The outcomes (such as curies of different '

radioactive isotopes released) would be 'determined by a' separat e

physical analysis of the phenomena which are associated with eac h

accident sequence .

' Initiating Event

	

System 1

	

System 2

	

Accident Sequence

S

S

ISS

ISF

I

F

S IFS

F

	

IFF

A simple two state event tree ("S" denotes system success,"F" denote s

system failure)
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The report of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH=1400) describes

in detail the event trees which were developed and the fault tree s

which were constructed to obtain the probabilities of system failur e

i(i .e . the probabilities of the system failure states) . Since the .

trees and associated modeling are already described there and sinc e

much has been written on fault trees and system modeling, the remainder

of this section will only highlight certain aspects of thé modeling .

Many of the comments will apply to accident and system modeling i n

general .

With regard to event trees and accident sequence modeling, the

Study found that the time of system failure and the sequence of system

failures were sometimes critically important in determining the

outcome, or consequences, associated with the accident sequence .

0 Furthermore, functional dependencies among safety systems were

critically important in determining the accident sequences having a

minimum number of system failures which still had severe outcomes

or consequences .

The functional dependencies among systems dramatically reduce d

. the number of accident sequences which needed to be finally quantified .

For example, in the event trees, options (states) were not allowed .

for systems which were automatically failed or rendered ineffective

because of earlier system failures . Also., the grouping of accident

sequences of similar outcome allowed one to extract the accident sequence s

of highest probability, which further reduced the accident sequences

having importance .

Because of the functional dependencies and because of the grouping

of similar sequences, only approximately 78 accident sequences wer e

found to be of importance fer PWR reactor accidents (130,000 sequence s

were originally defined in the event trees) . Similar results wer e

obtained for BWR reactor accidents . Furthermore, based on the Study' s

calculations, the accident sequences which determined the probability
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of radioactive releases were those generally having a single system .

failure .

The fault trees in the Study were constructed to a basic componen t

level . Generally, the trees contained from 300 to 1000 componen t

failures and other basic failure causes . Human errors, test and

maintenanceeffects, and common cause dependencies were found to be

extremely important contributors and often dominated the system failur e

probability . Failure of the system to start and failure of the syste m

to continue operation were analyzed for the failure probabilities .

Because of the higher failure contributions which were calculated ,

over half of the systems had median failure probabilities which lay

between 1 0-4 and 10 -2 (per demand) . When the data error spread s

were taken into account from the log normal propagation (described

in Section 2 .2 of this paper) then essentially all the systems ha d

95% upper bounds on their failure probabilities which were greate r

than or equal to 10 -4 (the BWR scram system had an upper bound of 5x1 0 -5) .

These higher failure probabilities and the fact that single system

accident sequences largely dominated tended•to give the Study confidence

that realistic predictions had been made .

In the Study's use of event trees and fault trees, rare events

were thus decomposed and were - expressed in terms of more basic events

and more basic causes . In using the event trees, accident occurrence s

were expressed in terms of specific system failures, and in using

the fault trees, system failures were expressed in terms of basic

component failures and basic failure causes (such'as human error) .

Having an available data base for component failures and for basi c

failure causes thus allowed one to estimate the probabilities of syste m

failures. and accident occurrences .

Event trees and fault trees can thus be powerful tools for

analyzing accidents which may occur in nuclear power plants . There are ,

however, problems with these techniques, and with other similar modeling
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techniques (such as block diagrams and logic diagrams) and thes e

problems must be handled in any meaningful application of th e

techniques .

The event discretizing problem has already been discussed i n

Section 2 .3 of this paper . The problem of manpower and cost can b e

considerable since fault trees and other complex models can be very

expensive and can be very inefficient . For example, many'failure s

contained in the models may not significantly contribute to th e

final probability of system failure . Furthermore, there is a definite

"art" in constructing realistic and meaningful models, which requires

knowledgeable and experienced personnel .

Common mode failures and failure dependencies in general are

-major problems which can cause accident or system models to b e

erroneous . If these dependencies are 'Apt correctly taken into account ,

then the models will yield accident probabilities and failure probabilitie s

which are unrealistically low . In order to express rare events in terms

of causes which are more likely and for which data more likely exists ,

the accident and system models will contain contributions which involve

multiple occurrences of basic causes (for example, fault trees containin g

AND gates) . However, these are precisely the models in which common

mode failures and failure dependencies have potentially large impacts .

A good'amount of effort has been spent to attempt to efficientl y

handle the complex logic found in accident and system models . Computer

algorithms are constantly being devised to obtain minimal cut sets o f

complex fault trees and to reduce the Boolean logic in other comple x

models . However, the capability of handling complex logic is oftentime s

not as important as the ability to 	 correctly model and to	 correctly

quantify the individual contributions which are contained in the models .

What good is it if a computer code can handle a complex model i f

independence of failures is naively assumed and if human errors, test

and maintenance defects and other operational contributions are neglecte d

in that model?

s
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Additional work needs to be cone in the areas of quantifying

human errors, modeling test and maintenance deficiencies, incorporating

operational influences and factors, and realistically quantifyin g

common mode failures and failure dependencies . Data should also

be collected and should be specifically analyzed in these areas in

order to support and validate any results produced . Like the other

areas which have been discussed .in this paper, work in the above

areas can lead to more meaningful and more precise predictions of rar e

event probabilities .

3 . Summary

Two types of rare events were identified in the Reactor Safety Study ,

probabilistically rare events and statistically rare events . Probabilistically

rare events were those events having a small frequency of occurrence '

per unit time .

Statistically rare events were those events having a small frequency

of occurrence in the physical data sample that was able to be assembled .

Statistically rare events were the events which caused problems with

regard to estimation of probabilities .

In the Reactor Safety Study, four techniques were used to handl e

statistically rare events : '

1) aggregating data samples ,

2) discretizing continuous events ,

3) extrapolating from minor to catastrppiiic severities ,
and

4) decomposing events using event trees and fault trees .

In the aggregating technique, data samples are combined in orde r

to be able to estimate rare event. probabilities from actual data . The

uncertainties and broadening of the event definitions associated with thi s

technique were handled by treating the data characteristics as being

random variables . hie random variable treatment can be taken as bein g

comparable to Bayesian or empirical Bayes approaches .
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In discretizi.ng continuous events, continuous events are-lumped

together to form a discrete event for the purposes of analyses and dat a

collection . The random variable treatment of the data, and .the Study' s

fault tree results, tended to cover the completeness problems associate d

with this technique .

In extrapolating from minor to catastrophic severities, a severit y

variable is associated with each event or failure occurrence . Data

on occurrences of minor severities can then be used to extrapolat e

the 'probabilities of major severities occurring . The Study's use o f

. .the technique involved predictions of risks from natural and man-cause d

phenomena to compare with nuclear risks . A potential problem with

the technique is the assumption that major severities have probabilitie s

'which are continuous extrapolations of probabilities of minor severities .

Finally, in using event trees and fault trees, accident occurrence s

are expressed in terms of specific system failures and system failure s

are expressed in terms of basic component failures and basic failur e

causes . The probability of accident occurrences can thus be predicte d

from data which exists on component failures and basic failure causes .

Human errors, test and maintenance deficiencies, and various dependencie s

were found to be important contributors to system failures and accident

occurrences . The modeling of . individual failure contributions is a

critical factor in obtaining realistic probability predictions .

Additional work in all of the above areas can lead to more meaningfu l

and more précise predictions of rare event probabilities .
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MA Ref . :

1000 MWe core releases of Peach Bottom (BWR) and Surr y

(PWR) . For the other 3000 MWe are some potential site s

used (see fig . I) .

For more general information I should refer to the summary

you all have got . I should want to restrict myself to some

points which are of special interest within the scope o f

this meeting .

Failure data

We were allowed to use the failure data given in WASH-1400 .

As far as it concerned the Dodewaard plant this data wa s

sufficient . The Borssele plant, however, is from June 197 3

and contains some components of which failure data in th e

Rasmussen report was not available . One of these things

was the Symatic system. This is a computer like system

which controls most of the safety systems .

Comparison of the failure data of LRA (München ) * with the

experience until now made us decide that this data coul d

be used (see table I) .

Table I

	

Failure data of components used for the
Symatic system

Component Failure rate/hou r

transistor 0,05 x 10 - 6

capacitor 0,5

	

x 10

	

6

diode 0,2

	

x 10

	

6

transformer 0,6

	

x 10

	

6

resistance 0,5

	

x 10 -6

*Experimentelle Bestimmung des Betriebs und Ausfallverhalten s
einer Taktüberwachungseinheit S . Gossner

	

MRR 130

Experimentelle Bestimmung des Betriebs und Ausfallverhalten s
eines Trennverstârkers

	

S . Gossner

	

MRR 12 9
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MA

A remarkable thing is that the failure probability of some

safety systems was dominated by their control system .

(For example : High pressure core flooding system .

Recirculation mode of the low pressure cor e

flooding system .

Other release categorie s

For the Borssele power plant which is like the Surry plan t

a PWR seven release categories were used . Instead of 9

for the Surry power plant .

After finishing the RASIN report a study was done and th e

first two release categories were split up in four so that

there were also 9 release categories .

This changed the consequences in a considerable way . For

example the number of manrem per year decreased from 44, 0

to 23,0 . For the differences in release categories se e

tables II and III .

Other evacuation mode l

The in WASH-1400 used evacuation model could not be applie d

in the Netherlands because of the high population density

and the many rivers and canals crossing the country .

RASIN :

Warning time : 1 .5 hours .

Half life time : 4 hours for people working in industrie s

0 .5 hours (better organised )

Outside a radius of 5000 meters evacuation was ignore d

(for Diemen 3000 meters because of Amsterdam) . And 10 %

of the population did not evacuate at all .

.The influence of this evacuation model is rather small .

The acute fatalities for example decrease with a few
percent .

.



Table II

	

Fractions of core inventory for each release category (Borsselel

release time of
duration

of
elevation

of fraction of core inventory released • probability

category release release release
per reactor

(Hr) (Hr) (m) Xe-Kr Org-I I-Br Cs-Rb lye- Ba-Sr Ru' La
year

1 1,2 0,.5 25 0,9 0,004 0,6 0,5 0,3 0,06 0,4 0,002 0,8x10- 5

2 2,0 _1,0 0 0,9 0,004 0,2 0,08 0,03 0,01 0 ;004 0,0005 4

	

x10- s

3 2,0 3,0 0 0,7 0,003 0,1 0,04 0,02 4x10- ' 0,002 0,0002 2,4x10- 5

4 2,0 10,0 '

	

0

	

. 0,6 0,002 0,02 0,006 0,004 6x10`a 4x107
4

6x10- s 0,94x10- '

5 36,0 10,0 0• 0,4 0,002 2x10-5 1x10- ' 2x10-7 1x10- ' 5x10-' 5x10- ' 3,3x10- 5

6 0,5 0,5 0 2x10-3 5x10 - ' 1x10- 4 5x10-4 1x10'' 1x10- ' 0 0 8,8x10- 4

7 0,5 ,0,5 0 3x10- ' 7x10- ' 1x10-7 6x10' 1x10-11 1x1 0-11 . 0 0 1,2x10'°



Table III

	

Fractions of core inventory for each release category (Borssele )

duration elevation probability
release time of of of fraction of core inventory released per reacto r
category release release release year-

• (Hr) (Hr) (m) Xe-Kr Org-I l I-Br Cs-Rb Te Ba-Sr Rua) Lab )

t •,

	

1 1,7 0,1 25 0,9 0,004 0,3 0,3 0,2 0,03 0,3, 0,001 0,12x10- 5

2 3,5 0,1 25 0,9 0,004 0,7 0,6 0,3 0,07 0 ;3 0,002 , 0,22x10- s

3 2,0 1,0 ' 0 0,9 0,004 0,4 0,3 0,07 0,04 0,01 0,001 0,87x10- 5

4 . 6,0 6,0 .0 0,9 0,004 0,2 0•,08 0,03 0,01 0,004 0,0005 0,34x10- 4

5 2,0 3,0 0 0,7 0,003 0,1 0,04 0,02 4x10'° 0,002 0,000 2 v 0,24x10- 4

6 2,0 10,0 0 0,6 0,002 0,02 0,006 0,004 6x10- 4 4x10 - 6x10-6 0,94x10- 4

•

	

7 36,0 10,0 0 0,4 0,002 2x1 0
-S

1x10' 2x10- ' 1x10 ' 5x10- 5x10' 0,33x10' 4

8 0,5 0,5 . 0 2x1 0- ' 5x10-6 1x10- 5x10- 1x10- 6 1x10 - 0 0 0,88x10- °

9 0,5 0,5 0 3x10' 7x10' 1x1 0-' 6x107 ' 1x1 0-11 1x10 -11 0 0 0,12x10-2

a) includes Mo, Rh, Tc

b) includes Nd, Y, Ce, Pr, Pm, Zr, Nb, Np, Pu, Am Cm
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Differences in sites (Fig . II and III )

One remarcable thing is that Diemen is the worst site . Thi s

is because of the short distance to Amsterdam .

The best site seems to be Maasvlakte . This is because of th e

lack of residential quarters in its direct neighbourhood (only

industry) .
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CSNI Task Force on Problems of Rare Event s

in the Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Plant s

Ispra, June 197 6

SMALL SAMPLING THEORY APPLIED TO RARE EVENT S

E . Hofer

Laboratorium für Reaktorregelung und Anlagen-

sicherung, Garching, Technische Universitat

München

Introduction

Thi title of this paper was 'one of the subtitles of the sessio n

"Statistical Techniques Applicable to Rare Events" of the pro -

gramme adopted for the Task Force at the preparatory meeting .

The author came to the conclusion that it contains a kind o f

contradiction . He explained his reasoning and suggested a mor e

appropriate title in a letter to the Secretary of CSNI . The

following contribution is the main part of this letter .

How to Combine "Small Sampling ' With "Rare Events " ?

Sampling theory is intended to make sampling more efficient ,

that is, to reduce cost for a specified precision by drawin g

the sample according to a strategy derived from the theory .

Rare events may be of interest solely with respect to their

}
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rate of occurrence as well as with respect to the range o f

certain random variables observed in connection with the

rare event . For instance in the case of meteors the proba -

bility of a strike as well as the weight is of concern, i n

the case of fuel rod bundles the probability of a fall from

the crane as well as the number of rods damaged is of interest ,

in the case of a scram the probability of a failure as wel l

as the number of control rods not fully inserted is of impo r-

tance or in the case of accidental radioactive release th e

probability of occurrence as well as the amount released in -

fluence the risk assessment . The meteors are perhaps not a

good example since I believe that there has been a reasonabl e

number of strikes of small meteors observed and probabilit y

statements for extremly large ones will be a problem of

extreme value theory .

So the relevant questions are :

What is to estimate ,

where to get a suitable sample to derive the estimate

from and

how to draw the sample .

These questions may arise at only one or both of the followin g

two levels :

rare event A

did not occur
in At

probablility in question :

level 1 : P(A) per At?

level 2 : P (X >- 5 IA) - ?
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At level 1 we are only interested in the probability of th e

rare event A (system fails etc .) occuring in the time inter -

val At or per demand etc . . Since the event is rare it may

so far have never occured or only a few times (say 1 to 5

times) but we observed that it did not occur . in a grea t

number of time intervals or demands of the past so that th e

actual sample size is quite large .

At level 2 we wish to find an estimate of the probabilit y

that the random variable X, observed in connection with th e

rare event, will not exceed a certain value whenever th e

rare event A is to occur next . Since event A is rare w e

have none or just a few observations of X so that th e

actual sample size is small .

At both levels we are badly off if we have no observation of

A. With none or few occurrences of A we are better off a t

level 1 where we may be able to make use of the nonoccurrenc e

of A which will be observed very frequently .

For many rare events there are ways out of the dilemma of none

or few observations :

a) decomposition of the rare event into sequences o f

events that are less rare and thus allow a mor e

precise estimation of . the required probabilities ;

b) technical simulation with the aid of a life siz e

or reduced scale model ;

c) statistical simulation with the aid of the decompo -

sition mentioned above .

	

. .

If any of these techniques is applicable we either don't need

a sample or may generate an arbitrary number of observations ,

depending on the amount of time and money available for the

simulation . Of course, there will be an attempt to keep th e

size of the generated sample small by employing samplin g

theory . The problem of finding the optimal size is a topi c

i
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A

of decision theory and the sample size will, if at all, not

be small because the event as such is rare, but for éfficienc y

reasons .

If, with respect to the probability statement at level 2, the

event is open neither to decomposition into sequences of les s

rare events nor to simulation, it is not up to us to decid e

upon the size of the sample nor the way of drawing it . So in

my opinion this kind of rare event problem is not a fiel d

of application for sampling theory . In this case the sample

size is small simply because the event is rare and we ar e

forced to infere from the given small sample .

The Problem of Small Sample s

In spite of extensive literature studies I have not succeede d

in finding what I could call a "small sampling theory" relevan t

to rare events . As a consequence of this and the above reasoning

Itake the liberty to suggest changing the title into "statistica l

inference from a small sample" . I suspect that this is wha t

those who suggested the original title actually , had in mind .

This problem is, no doubt, important and there are method s

claimed to be especially well suited for inference from a smal l

sample . On the one hand there are the conventional parametri c

methods for the estimation of mean, variance or certain quantile s

etc. . They are known to give vague results if a reasonable confi -

dence level is required and the sample size small . On the other

hand there are the often encountered nonparametric method s

(order statistics, for instance) and the Bayesian methods .

Numerous articles on nonparametric estimators and tests hav e

appeared and the number of recently published excellent book s

is not small either . Favourites of the statistics journals and

books are the Bayesian techniques incorporating relevant a prior i

knowledge into the estimates based on small samples . With these
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methods the interpretation of "confidence levels" present s

further problems and care must be taken that the a prior i

knowledge is really a priori and does not make use of th e

sample .

Anyway, the new title covers a vast field of activity o f

statisticians from many areas of application and I have com e
to the conclusion that, considering the amount of tim e

available, it is impossible for me-to treat the problem i n

the depth and with the scope required for the Task Force .

A relevant treatment should include the different problems

encountered in statistical inference from a small sample ,

the different methods to cope with these problems, th e

different definitions and measures of "efficiency" fo r

these methods, the ways of interpretation of the result s

obtained with them and the comparison of these methods on
the basis of their advantages and disadvantages in practica l

reliability analysis of nuclear power plants .
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EXTREME VALUE THEORY AND APPLICATION S

by J . Tiago de Oliveira

Center of Statistics and Applications (IAC

Faculty of Sciences, Lisbon

1 - INTRODUCTION

The purpose of extreme value theory is to describe the random
behaviour of the m-th largest or smallest values of a sample
. under the most general conditions possible ; subsequently we

can use those results in concrete decision or design problems .
As, in general, the underlying distribution function of th e
sample variables is completely unknown or, if known, depend s
on unknown parameters we usually resort to the use of asymptoti c
distribution, that are available in a large number of cases .

As usual we will begin by the case of an independent sampl e
(random variables independent and identically distributed), de a
ling first with the question of exceedances .

..
Finally we will deal with the problems of statistical decisio n
for (èventually small) samples of extremes .

The basic reference is, evidently, Gumbel (1958) ; an useful ex-
tension is Gumbel (1962) .

2 - THE QUESTION OF EXCEEDANCES

Let ( X1 , . . . Xn ) be a sample of independent and identical].y dis -
tributed random variables with distribution function F(x) . Let
Xi 5. X2 < • • • < Xk < • • • < X n be the ordered sample, x being
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called the order statistics ; Xi is the minimum or smallest value ,

Xn is the maximum or largest value, Xk is the k-th smallest value

(counted from below) or the (n-k+l)-th largest value (counte d

from above) of the ordered sample .

As it is well known the density of Xk is given by (f(x)=F'(x) )

	n	 !	 F (x) k-1 (1-F (x)) n-k f (x)

(k-l) : (n-k )

As the probability of obtaining, in a second sample of size : m, •

p observations smaller or equal than Xk=x, i s

(m) F(x) Z' (1-F (x) ) m-P
P

the probability of obtaining in the second sample p observation s

smaller than Xk , whatever may be its value, i s

f+°°	 n	 F (x) k-1 (1-F (x)) n-k f (x) (pm) F(x) P

-00 (k-l)! (n-k)

n ( m
(1-F(x) )m-p

dx =	 k(k)	 lp	
(k+p) (n+m)

k+p

whose mean value is km /(n+l) and variance is mk(n-k+l)(m+n+l) /
(n+1) 2 (n+2) .

The probability that the k-th largest value of a first sample o f

n is exceeded exactly p times in a second sample of m is give n

by the same expression .

Curiously, it should be noted that the variance is the larges t
when k= n21

(the median) and smallest for k=l or k=n (extremes) ;

roughly, the variance of the exceedances at the extremes is abou t

4/n times the variance of the exceedances at the median, which
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shows that the median is less reliable than the extremes .

3 - THE ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF EXTREME S

For the sample (x1, . . ., x) with random observation independen t

and identically distributed with distribution function F(x) th e

distribution function of the k-th maximum i s

k-1/ n

o l j F (x) n- j (1-F (x)) 3

so that the distribution function of the maximum is F n (x) .

We can show that for a large family of distribution function s

exist attraction coefficients an and d o (>o) such tha t

Fn(an+6n x)-► L(x )

where L(x) must be of one of the three forms

A(x)= exp "(-e x) , -00<x<+œ , Gumbel distribution

fa (x)=o if x < o

	

Fréchet distribution

exp (-x-0 ) if x>o, a> o

Ta (x = exp (- (-x) a ) . if .x<o

	

Weibull distribution

= 1 if xao ago

In the applications, as the convergence is uniform and ther e

exist constants such that Lm(x)=L(amx+ Sm) (stability), we can

approximate Fn (x) by L /x-a 1 with convenient location (a) and

. dispersion (d) parameters ; evidently, in the two last forms, we

have yet a shape parameter a .
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in figs . 1, 2 and 3 .

The asymptotic distribution of the k-th maxima, if the one o f

the maximum is L(x), is given by

Lk(x)
=

L (x) k-1
(-log L(x))~

	

0

	

7

	

k-1 - x

	

k-1 -jct.
i .e ., A(x) E

	

e 3 I

	

(x) E x

	

(x >o ) and
o a

	

o

	

j,.

k-1 (-x) 3 a

	

'a (x) E

	

(x<o) for each form .

	

A

	

J .

Thé approximation, for practical uses, is evidently Lk( x 6 A )

It can be shown, directly or using the fact that min (X1 . . .,Xn) =

= max (-X1, . . .,-Xn), that the corresponding distribution function s

for the k-th minima are 1-Lx (-x) . It should be noted that if the

maximum and the minimum have asymptotic distributions they ar e

not necessarely L(x) and 1-L(-x) ; for instance, for the exponentia l

distribution, the asymptoti c otic distribution of the maximum is th e

Gumbel one (A(x)) although the asymptotic distribution of the

minimum is exactly the exponential distribution which is 1- TI (-A . '

Finally let us remark that if An and 6n are associated with the '

sample size n, the attraction coefficients for the sample size N ,

in . general, can verify the relations AN = An+dn log n ,
6N

_6
n in

"/a

	

the case of Gumbel distribution, AN=An =o ; 6N =6 n (-

	

in :.the cas e

of Fréchet distribution and AN= An=xo , 6N= 6 n ( n/N ) 1" (where x deo -

notes the right end point, F(x0)l, F (x) <1 if x<x0) in the case .of

Weibull distribution .
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This result is very important for the pooling of samples of •

different sizes .

For details, see Tiago de Oliveira (1972) and (1976) .

It can be shown the conditions under which the asymptotic dis-

tribution were obtained (independence and identical distribution )

can be strongly weakened with the same results . As a consequence ,

from the practical point of view, we can use the asymptotic di s-

tribution ' , Oa and Ta , with location and dispersion parameter s

as the distributions of the maxima in large samples even when th e

random observations are not independent (but not strongly depen -

dent) and the marginal distributions are not identical .

STATISTICALDECISIONFORTHE EXTREME S

• For simplicity of the exposure of the ideas we will suppose tha t

we are dealing with maxima ; this is the case of floods which are

important for the safety of nuclear reactors ; minima, which can

be connected with rupture accidents,can be dealt with in the same

way (recall the relation min( Xi) = -max (-X ) .Analogously can b e
dealt with the k-th maxima or minima .

The first step is to choose between the three forms and, then .

make the statistical decision corresponding to the model assumed .

The exact or asymptotic theory for this previous choice is under
development . But we can suggest the use of Gumbel probability

paper - see Tiago de Oliveira (1972) and references, there-in .

If the plotted points fall, approximately, in a straight live we
can assume Gumbel distribution . On the contrary, if this is no t
the case, it is immediate to see that log(X-À) has a Gumbel dis-

tribution with log d and 1/a as location and dispersion parame -

ters if X has the Frechet distribution and that -log (X-X) has a
Gumbel distribution with -logo and 1/a as location and dispersio n

. parameters if X has the Weibull distribution . Thus, as a rule of .

thumb, we can try, for different values of X if the plotted point s :

for log(X-X) and -log(X-X) fall in a straight line in Gumbel pro-
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bability paper .

If one of those plotting gives a good fit to the eye, we can

assume that this one is the underlying distribution .

Then the estimation procedures will follow . For details abou t

those procedures see Tiago de Oliveira (1975) . Essentialy there
* *

are described procedures to obtain estimators A ,d and even -
*

tually a of A ,d and a . As a rough idea those estimators hav e

a good asymptotically normal behaviour, except for o<a<2•in th e

case of Weibull distribution, which is very important for ru-

pture (minima) problemas .

As it seems, the most important quantities to be estimated ar e

the quantiles and the probability of overpassing a level a (thres -

hold) .

Let us recall that the p quantile is the (unique) solution of th e

equation L ( x-)') =)')= p . The p quantile has, then, the probabilit y

p of not being exceeded and 1-p of being exceeded ; in practice ,

if we are dealing with overpassings we take p close to 1 and i f

we are dealing with downpassingswe choose p close to O .

The quantiles are, then, A-log(-log p)ô for Gumbel distribution ,r

+ (-log p) l"a 6 for Frechet distributions and X-(-log p) lea d for

Weibull distributions .

They are estimated substituting the parameters by their estimators -

and, as continuous combinations of asymptotic random variables ,

they are asymptotically normal .

The probability of overpassing a level a, L( a	 A) is also esti- .

mated substituting the parameters by their

	

ô estimators . In

general, the behaviour of this estimated probability is als o .

asymptotically normal and can also be computed in the usual way -

see Fraser (1957) .

Connected with this probability is the notion of return period .
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EThe return period of the overpassing of the leve l 'a, i .e ., the

mean value of the time interval between sucessive overpassings

of the level a in a sequence of independent experiences is given

as T =11 - L( a - 1)-1 . and is approximated log T =-1/log
L~ a

6

a

) .
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Stochastic Processe s

in the Analysis of Rare Event s

M. R. Leadbetter

University of North Carolina

Sumary

The use of stochastic processes as a natural setting for reliabilit y

analysis involving rare events, is discussed in this paper. It is suggested

that such a setting is usually present (whether explicitly recognized or

not) and provides â helpful viewpoint . Various special topics from the

theory of stochastic processes (e .g . extremal, and point process theory)

are briefly described in the context of their applicability to problem s

of reactor safety . A

s
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1 . Introduction

;It is an obvious and happy fact that the chances of a nuclear power

plant catastrophe are very low indeed . It is, however, important to

estimate the probability of such a catastrophe for a variety of reason s

including primarily, of course, the assurance that design and redundancie s

'are adequate to ensure negligible risk of occurrence . As has been indicated

(e .g. [6]), such an estimation rust involve a. "statistical analysis" of the

systeM since one cannot (and certainly does not wish to) estivate catastrophic

failure rates by counting their frequency . This, of course, is a feature o f

the reliability determination of any very reliable system -- the main

difference in this case being the possible severe and irreversible consequence s

of a failure .

A question closely related to that of the probability of catastrophes

concerns the occurrence of tines at which the system may be shut down whe n

monitoring indicates that this may be desirable to avoid an accident . •

Such shutdowns (e .g . due to "transients" described in (6]), while infinitely

less serious than a catastrophe, way presumably be both a nuisance an d

costly. Since their rates of occurrence are quoted in (6] as occurring

around 10 tines per year (F ll case) it' is certainly of some interes t

to describe these occurrences statistically by as good a model as possible .

Thus for both estimation of probability of catastrophe, and for othe r

purposes (such as the description of monitoring and shutdown characteristic s

mentioned above) it is necessary to describe the system in appr opriate

statistical ways . It is clear that a "discrete event analysis" of th e

kind used in (6], where detailed failure mechanisms are described and
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their probabilities estir.ated and combined, are certainly required .

(Some further brief comments on this approach will be made in Section

2 .) It is however my opinion that this should be complemented by th e

use of other viewpoints -- and in particular by the available "stochasti c

process" techniques . (The relevant types of stochastic processes ar e

simply defined and briefly described in the appendix .) Indeed even though

one may suppress the fact, reliability problems of this kind are ofte n

fully described only within such a framework. Further comments will

also be made on this aspect in Section 2 .

The main purpose of this paper is to show how the methods of stochastic

processes are relevant, natural and helpful in meeting objectives such a s

those described above . In Section 3 I shall describe some methods o f

extreme value theory and indicate thei r , applicability. Section 4 is

concerned with related problems of prediction and control through monitoring ,

while Section 5 will be devoted to the consideration and use of stochastic

"point processes" both as a basic general fraceworI :, and for specific

problems in reactor safety .

2 . "Discrete event analysis" and stochastic processe s

As noted above, in any study of catastrophes it seems absolutel y

necessary to conduct a detailed "combinatorial" listing of possibl e

failure modes, and to combine estimated failure probabilities by the

standard rules for unions, intersections, conditioning, etc . This is

the thrust of [6], in which careful consideration is given to the listing

a`
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o

f y

failure nodes . The so-called "event" and "fault trees" used there ,

are simply pictorial methods for listing the various combinations o f

events leading to failure and for judging their relative importance .

It is perhaps worth noting that the "event tree" simply lists the failur e

event in terms of a number of alternative specific failure sequences, and

the conditional probability of failure at each stage of a sequence, give n

the previous stage, is specified. (This does. not seem to be explicitl y

stated in [6] .) On the other hand the "fault trees" display explici t

"series-parallel" relationships of, say, part of a system in terms o f

its subsystems, in order to facilitate the application of the elementary

formulae for probabilities of unions and intersections of (failure) events .

In any case, it is clear that careful enumeration, and combination of

failure modes and their probabilities plays an essential part in understanding

the failure mechanism, and evaluating the probability of catastrophic failure .

Although this type of analysis appears to be purely statistical i n

nature, it will readily be appreciated that a stochastic process framewor k

is really involved . A good example concerns the availability of "on-sit e

and off-site power to ESF'_s'` considered in [6] Chapter 4 . 1;e might plot

the on-site power by its r .m.s . voltage as a function of time i .e . a

positive constant when power is available, and zero during an interna l

power failure . Since breakdowns occur at random times, this is a random

function . of time ; i .e . a stochastic process (cf . Appendix) . For a particular

. time period its graph might be as follows
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On-Site Voltage

-i

	

Time

On-Site Power Failure Periods

Similarly we can regard the off-site power as a stochastic process ,

and observe that a 'total power failure occurs if there is any point o f

time in which both are sirultaneously zero . The probability for this

is readily calculated under reasonable assumptions regarding the failures .

(In particular, more is really involved here than the stele "AND" o f

Fig. 4 .5 of [6] . )

1

Voltage I'`
Heavy line - -

on-site voltage

Dotted line - -
off-site voltage

-) Time

Power failure

This illustrates the essential "stochastic" nature of the framewor k

in a simple way. This framework is really always present -- though i t

may not be explicitly recognized or used . The level of radiation is

a statistically time varying function, i .e . a stochastic process . So

are pressures, ter. eratures, and so on . Hence it is natural to expect

that stochastic theory will contribute usefully to an understanding o f

failure mechanisms and probabilities, and we indicate some particular

f
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aspects of this in the next sections .

3 . Stochastic extremes and level crossing s

The maxima_ value of a stochastic waveform in a given time has obvious

relevance to the study of catastrophes . For example if the pressure in a

certain vessel is represented as a stochastic' process, and if the vesse l

fails when the pressure exceeds some given amount Pp , then the probabilit y

of failure in time T is 1 - P{Iir s P O} where IT denotes the maximmm

value of the pressure waveform in time T . Thus the distribution P{fr s X}

of the maximum can be directly related to failure probability . The problem

is to evaluate or approximate this distribution under realistic basi c

assumptions .

Now it is well known that distribution of the (suitably normalized )

maximum of n independent and identically distributed random variables ,

has at most one of'three specific forms -- the so called "extreme valu e

: distributions" -- when n is large. Further it is generally quite easy

to determine which form applies in a particular case . Under appropriate

assumptions (e .g . "stationarity", and "mixing") the same result holds for

stochastic processes . For example if, as above, Mr denotes the maximu m

pressure in a (large) time T, and if pressure can be represented as say

a "stationary Gaussian" process then the probability p{a.(i:I - bT) s x}

is approximated simply by exp{-e-x} where aT and bT are known constants .

(If pressure is not Gaussian, but follows some other distributional law, one

of the other two limiting forms may apply.)
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Thus we may obtain the probability that the maximum pressure doe s

not exceed any given value, at least in a long time period T . Such
1

knowledge has obvious usefulness in determining the long term adequacy

of the pressure vessel, and other obvious possible ramifications . Similar

considerations apply to temperatures,- radiation levels and so on .

A quantity closely related to the maximum Mr , is the number rT x ,

say, of times our stochastic pressure (or other waveform) crosses a given

level x in the time T . (Clearly if Mr s x then NT ,x = 0 and in

fact P{p , s x} is closely approximated by P{i`T,x = 0} .) It is sometime s

possible to calculate the mean and other moments of P~. x and hence to

obtain Chebychev-type inequalities for this probability . This is true

even for small values of T . Thus from such inequalities we may obtain

bounds for P{?' s x}, i .e . the distribution of k . . . That is we usuall y

know not only the complete (asyrptotic) distribution for the maximum I4 .

when T is large, but also have bounds for it whatever the size of T .

Nbre details (and .precise results) are given in [2] .

Thus we see how a knowledge of the statistical properties of maxim a

and of level crossings, can contribute directly to the calculation o f

probabilities of certain kinds of failure . In the next section we consider

a related topic -- that of prediction and control in failure analysis .

4 . Prediction and control .

If our stochastic waveform is say, temperature, we may know that

the crossing of a certain level u (e .g. core melting) will involve
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a catastrophe . Clearly the reactor may need to be shut down in cases

where this is likely to occur, but at the same tine it is undesirabl e

to shut down more than necessary. Hence it is desirable to have some

sort of prediction system which will determine when a catastrophe i s

imminent. No doubt current reactor shutdown systems operate on . the basis

of numerous monitoring measurements . However let us suppose, for the

sake of simple illustration, that shutdown occurs when the temperature

reaches some level u0 (smaller than the critical level u ) . If u0

is too small we ' shall have many more shutdowns than necessary, whereas

if it is too large shutdown may be too late to avoid a catastrophe from

a rapid temperature surge .

Under certain assumptions it is possible to determine the "error

probabilities" of such a shutdown system (i .e. the rate of occurrence

of unnecessary shutdowns, and the probability that a catastrophe occurs

because a shutdown did not take place early enough) by means of the analysi s

of the properties of stochastic processes before and after a level crossing .

The decision mechanism may be improved by considering not just th e

present temperature, but by incorporating past measurements (and perhaps

other parameters) as well . For example if X(t) denotes temperature w e

might take Y(t) = ci X(t - ti) for some suitably chosen values ti ,

and shut down when the value of Y(t) exceeds a critical level u0 .

Y(t) is . an "alarm" or "control" process . By incorporating the past

values in the alarm process we would expect to obtain less unnecessar y

shutdowns for a specified probability of a catastrophe . Detailed calcula -

tions concerning this type of catastrophe prediction may be found in [5],
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within he context of natural catastrophes (e . g . floods) .

1

5 . Point processe s

As indicated in the appendix a (stochastic) point process is simpl y

a series of events occurring in time according to some statistical law .

A good example in the present context is the•occurrence of reactor shutdown s

(giving e .g. as reported in [6], perhaps 10 "events" per year) .

If the events are very rare -- as with catastrophes themselves - -

there are often good theoretical reasons for assuming that they form

a Poisson process (see appendix), giving exponential tines to occurrence .

1-lowever this will not necessarily be the case at all for other events o f

interest . It is quite possible that reactor shutdowns are Poisson, bu t

this ' should certainly not be assumed without checking .

In any case, two points seen to ne to be clear :

(a) ► .any aspects of power plant performance are Inst naturall y

regarded within a point process framework, even if there i s

no explicit use of special properties of such processes .

(b) Good explicit use can in sorte cases be rade of the propertie s

of particular point process rndels .

As regards (a), the reactor shutdowns referred to above clearl y

involve a point process model . The discussion of on-site and off-site

power in Section 2 may also be cast in such terms (the "events" occurrin g

when power fails or is restored -- in this case the events must be labelle d

by type such as on-site failure, off-site restoration) . Even the occurrence

s

F

yl
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of catastrophes . themselves may well be best regarded as forming a point

process (even if perhaps only at cost one event occurs!) .

This viewpoint is even somewhat implicit in [6] . For example rates

of occurrence of events are quoted and their natural interpretation is

as point process "intensities" . That is, the implication in quoting a

constant failure rate such as 1 0-4/year, 10/year etc ., is that either

the times between failures are exponential with this parameter (whic h

may or nay not be so), or more generally that these rates represent the

expected number of events per unit time in a point process (i .e . its

"intensity") . If a point process has intensity A the quantity At

may be interpreted as the probability of an event in time t when t

is small . In the case of rates such as X = 10-4/year this approximation

is probably valid for t of the order of many years so that the probabilistic

interpretation of the rates is essentially correct . However for the case

a = 10 (applicable to shutdowns) this is by no means necessarily th e

case . In any case the point process framework is natural and basic t o

the description of the failures -- even when not explicitly recognized .

Point (b) above may perhaps be best discussed in terms of the exampl e

of a stochastic pressure waveform in a vessel given in Section 2 . The

crossings of the level x by pressure form a point process . Certainly

under reasonable assumptions about the pressure waveform this point proces s

will be closely approximated by a Poisson process when x is very larg e

([1], Chapter 12) . However for realistic values of x it will be no t

necessarily at all Poisson in character . Nevertheless its intensity

(and other moments) can well be calculated under quite general conditions .
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That is one can obtain rates analogous to those reported in [6], when

failure rechanisms involve such threshold crossings . These are based

on theoretical assurptions (concerning the nature of the underlying process)

which, in many cases, should be relatively easy to check in practice .

Finally, the philosophy and methods here presented can at best be

sketchily described within a short paper . For more details on a number

of aspects (within the context of structural . reliability), reference

may be rade to [2] (and literature there cited) . For more recent theoretical

developments see [3], [4] and references contained therein .

s

.
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Appendix_: The Terminology of Stochastic Processe s

The purpose of this appendix is to briefly introduce some of th e

terminology concerning stochastic processes . vre detailed and precise

definitions may be found e .g . in [1] .

By stochastic process, we mean simply a family of random variables .

For example if Xn is a random variable (r .v.) for each, n = 1,2 . . .

the collection { Xn : n = 1,2 . . .} is a stochastic process . A family

of this kind is called a discrete parameter stochastic process, since

its indexing parameter n takes a countable number of values . Common

examples are Xn = rainfall on "day n ", U. S . population in the nth

year of this century, profit in the nth play of a gambling game, an d

so on.

On the other hand, many processes are indexed by a continuous paramete r

e .g . X(t) = temperature at time t, voltage in a circuit, pressure in a

vessel at tine t and so on . The quantity X(t) is a r .v. for each t

in some continuous "index set" T e .g . the set of all tines t O .

Such a family {X(t) : t e T} is called a "continuous parameter" process .

If X(t) is a continuous parameter process and we assemble all th e

values of the r .v.'s and plot them we ôbtain the sample function which

is "a random function of t, e .g
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Sometimes the statistical properties of X(t) do not change with

	

•

t (and in particular X(t) has the same distribution for every t ) .

Then the process X(t) is called stationary and its sample function

has the same general appearance as time proceeds .

If the distribution of each X(t) is normal (and if the joint distribu -

tions of all finite collections X(tl), X(t2) . . . X(tn) are all normal) we

say that X(t) is a normal or Gaussian process .

The tern "mixing" is used in the text . This refers to the case

when the dependence of Xt and Xs falls off in a particular way (cf .

[2]) when the times s and t are far apart .

Finally, by a point process we mean a series of events occurring

in time, governed by a statistical law. This may be put within the previou s

framework by considering r .v.'s of the fore N(s,t), the number of occurrence s

of events in an interval (s,t) . The family then consists of all such r.v.' s

corresponding to all possible values of s and t .

0

	

1

	

2

	

3

	

4

N(0,1) = 3 etc.

The stationarity concept may be applied to point processes . The intensity

of such a stationary point process is just the expected number of event s

EN(0,1) in unit time .
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SUR LA THEvRIE de le DECISION APPLIQ?1EE aux EVENEMENTS RARE S

G . MORI.AT

(Communication pour la réunion du groupe spécial d'experts du CSIN-OCDE
1 Agence pour l ' Energie Nucléaire, sur les problèmes d ' évènements rare s
dans l ' analyse de fiabilité des Centrales Nucléaires - 'I S P R A ,
8-10 Juin 1976

Résumé

L ' histoire de la statistique `ait apparaître des points de vue divergents ,
concernant l'interprétation concrète de l ' objet mathématique nomm é

" probabilité " : la controverse entre partisans de la limite de fréquenc e
et partisans de la probabilité subjective en est l ' illustration la plus

frappante . En fait, la fréquence ou la rareté des phénomènes auxquel s
on s ' intéresse apporte de forts éléments de justification au choix d e
telle ou telle attitude, selon le schéma ci-après qui résume grossière -
ment une situation complexe

OBSERVATIONS

Très' nombreuses

	

En nombre modéré

	

Rares ou inexistante s

Analyse des Données

	

Statistique inférentielle

	

Méthodes bayesienne s
classique

	

(probabilité subjective

La Théorie de la Décision destinée pour certains de ses promoteurs (Abraha m

Wald) A .renforcer les bases de la statistique classique, semble avoir at -
teint un résultat opposé, en justifiant très fortement les méthodes baye -
siennes (Léonard J . Savage) .

Cela peut conduire à lever de fortes réticences à l ' emploi de méthode s
probabilistes et "statistiques " dans le cas d ' évènements rares .

Mais un examen attentif des concepts et des axiomes de la théorie fai t
apparaître des exigences qui risquent d ' être difficilement satisfaites,

	

, '
dans la définition mime des évènements rares . Il sembla qu ' un effor t

collectif pour mieux remplir ces exigences serait extrêmement souhaitable .
il pourrait contribuer à l'amélioration de la situation présente, par u n
meilleur consensus sur l ' évaluation des risques .

F
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CSNI Task Force on Problems of Rare Event s

in the Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Plant s

ISPRA, June 197 6

4 DECISION THEORY APPLIED TO RARE EVENT S

G F!ORLAT

Conseiller Scientifique Electricité de Franc e

I - Statistical Methods and Decision Theor y

When speaking of Decision theory applied to rare events, it means eithe r

"Statistical Decision Theory", or "Decision Theory under uncertainty " - both

theories being strongly connected on the level of logical basis (the book

which presents the most complete version of the theory of Decision unde r

uncertainty has for title "Foundations of Statistics " ) .

The theory of statitical Decision has been first developed by Abraham Wald ,

to give a synthetic view of the methods . of mathematical statistics . Thes e

had been elaborated, in view of handling or planning observations, wit h

incompletely known probabilistic models . Other methods of statistics, today

largely developing, deal with observed data in a more descriptive manne r

(data analysis) .

Using the most part of statistical methods suppose that we have got observa -

tions - it was frequently said that numerous observations are necessary t o

have the advantages of statistical regularities and asymptotical properties .

When dealing with rare events, we have few observations, and often no obser-

vation at all, concerning directly the problem (as it is the case for th e

accidents of nuclear reactors) .

Which statistical methods are available in the case of rare observations ?

Certainly the Bayesian methods, for which it is the proper field, as Dr Vesel y

has insisted upon previously .
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When dealing with many observations, several authors have shown that the result s

of bayesian methods practically depend no more on the a priori chosen distribu -

tions . According to an incompletely clear mechanism, we think that, for a given

problem, when the size of the observed sample increases, we have to go from th e

bayesian methods to inductive statistics, then to data analysis .

Size of Observations

None	

Rare	

Moderate	

Many	

.Adequate Theory

Decision under uncertainty

Bayesian method s

Inductive statistic s

Data analysi s

So, we think that to appreciate the role of decision theory in the face o f

rare events, we have first to point the attention upon Decision theory unde r

uncertainty .

For a problem of choosing a decision being relevant to this theory, we must have

investigated and described the states (of nature) completely - the consequence s

(for the decision maker) - and the acts, which are described as applications of

the set of states into the set of consequences . Savage proposes to characteriz e

the coherence or rationality of the preferences on the acts by some postulates ,

which means,among other things, that the states (and also the events, subset s

of the set of states) will happen (or not happen) without being influenced b y

the choice of the decision maker . Consequently, Savage shows that :

- there exists a probability distribution on the set of states .

- there exists a utility function on the set of consequences .

- the preference order on the acts agrees with the values of mathematical expec -

tation of the utility of resulting consequences .

We shall only comment two points, which present some interest, for the appli-

cation of the theory to rare events, like "accidents of reactors" .

s
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II - On the Concept of States and Event s

The first point is a conceptual one, and consists in raising the question :

"Arefrare events really events, in the sense of the theory ?" . The answer i s

not obvious, and it depends on the nature of the decision that we want t o

represent in the model . We have previously noted that among the implications

of the postulates, there is the hypothesis that the choice of the decision -

maker does not affect the happening of the events . It results that rare event s

can be regarded as events - and the consequences of the theory are valid -

only when we deal with decisions having no influence upon the states . To illus-

trate this concretely, we shall consider a familiar rare event : the breakdown

of a motocar - and we shall distinguish two situations :

Situation1 : Do we have to let the car be revised before going for a trip ?

This situation can be described schematically like this (the table contain s

the main features of the consequences) :

STATES

Motor is good

	

Motor is bad

Revision

	

Cost of revision

------------------ ------------------- --- -
Revision a bit mor e
expensive
----------------------- -ACTS

No revision Minimum cos t
Good trip

Breakdown

In this problem, we cannot consider the breakdown as an event, since the chosen

action modifies its realization. In fact, the breakdown is a consequence .

Situation 2 : The motocar is in some unknown state, and the decision consist s

to choose : either the highway, with phones and a good service for repair -

or a small deserted road in the country .
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ACTS

	STATES

The car works

	

Breakdown

Highway

-----------------

Small road

Moderately good . . .

More pleasant trip

Fast repairing

Sleeping under th e
stars

In this second-problem, we can consider the breakdown as an event, since th e

chosen path does not influence its realization .

If we refer to more serious rare events, namely the accidents of nuclear reactors ,

which lesson can be obtained ? We, shall note only three remarks .

(1) If we deal with a decision without influence upon the accident, this ca n

be regarded as an event, and it is legitimate to admit (in the sense o f

the coherence of the choices) that we must affect a probability ; we have

to evaluate this probability at best, starting from observations in simila r

fields, judgements of experts, etc . . .

(2) If the decision does modify the reactor safety, then the accident is n o

more an event . We can try to define the states on another level, fo r

instance a level of more fundamental physical or technological uncertaint -

ies, not affected by the decision concerning the reactor(this is simila r

to the state of our car) .

This raises an important question : Could we hope that in displacing th e

level of uncertainty, the possibility of discovering new possible commo n

mode failures would open ?

(3) If we do not succeed to change the level of definition of the states, w e

can abandon the classical theory of decision under uncertainty and adop t

a more laxist theory (Jacques Drêze, Gérard Varet), in which the action s

can modify the probability of the events . But the difficulties of th e

evaluation of probabilities will be much greater . . .
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III - Modifying the Probabilities by Observation

The actions have to exert no influence upon the probabilities of events ,

but available observation do .

The second comment aims to call the attention on the influence of th e

realization - or of the no-realisation -of an accident, on the evaluatio n

of its probability .

Let a rare event be produced according to a Poisson process of density p

For reactor accident,

	

p can be of order 10
-6

to 10
-9

/year . This valu e

and its uncertainty result at a given time from analytical studies, lik e

Rasmussen, and from the fact that we have observed many reactors-yea r

working without major accident .

This can be resumed in an a priori distribution of u - we suppose a gamma

distribution, for classical reasons of commodity, (conjugate with Poisson

distribution in Bayes formula) .

--u y - 1

K e up

1
Its expectation is y pp and its coefficient of variation is /

-y

For example, if the density ' p is estimated to 10 -7 /year with an uncer-

tainty of one order of magnitude (two standard, deviations) these hypotheses ar e

represented by an a priori gamma distribution with y = .04 and

pp = 25 . 10-7

We want to see how this distribution will be modified, when N reactors/yea r

of observations will be available, with zero - or with one major accident .

The number of accidents, for N reactors-year, is a Poisson variable wit h

a mean Np , and if we have observed x accidents, the a posteriori densit y

p is proportional to :

y-1

	

-Np

	

x

	

-p(N + - )

	

y+ x -1

e Up U

	

e
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e

	

up

	

•11
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This is a new gamma distribution where po is replaced by
Nup + l

and y by y + x
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Comparing the properties of a priori and a posteriori distributions o f

we have the following results :

a priori

	

a posterior i

Parameters

	

(u0 . Y)

Mean

	

YU O

Coefficient of variation

	

1

i

(.

P O

Np 0

	 +	
1
	 , Y+ x

.(Y +x)U 0

Np0 + 1

It is interesting to consider the ratio of the a posteriori and a priori mean s

of p , namely :

	

+ x

	

	 	 1
(1

	

)

	

Y

	

1 + Nu,O

This expression shows that :

a) If we observe no major accident, this ratio decreases slowly with increasin g

N : 400 .000 reactors/year without accident are necessary for the estimate d

risk be divided by 2 .

b) If we observe one accident, even for N equal to several thousands, the

estimateirisk is multiplied by 25 .

(this has probably to be interpreted by : "the evaluation of risk has to b e

reexamined") .

IV - How to define Rare Event s

Instead of using a bound value for probability, we propose the followin g

definitions :

I . A rare event has to be an event .

2. An event is a fact or a set of facts whose probability can b e

modified by observations or new knowledge, but not by the choic e

of a decision (otherwise it ought to be regarded as a consequence) .

3. The quality of event depends on the decision one has to take .

4. Rare events we are concerned with imply important more or les s

catastrophic consequences .
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AN N E XE

SUR LA THEORIE de la DECISION APPLIQUEE aux EVENEMENTS RARES

Evènements rares et méthodes statistiques : il peut apparaître, à première

vue, une sorte d'incompatibilité entre ces deux termes, le mot "statistique "

évoquant souvent l ' idée de grand nombre . Cependant, depuis le début du

siècle, ont été développées des techniques statistiques dont l'emplo i

n' est pas nécessairement lié à la possibilité de disposer d'observations

nombreuses . Nonobstant le recours, fréquent, à des propriétés asymptotique s

dans la théorie statistique classique, on a même pu observer qu'en présenc e

d'un très grand nombre d'observations, les méthodes de la statistique clas -

sique sont en général mises en défaut, (car apparaît fatalement l ' inadequa-

tion des hypothèses, quelles qu ' elles soient) . On pourrait dire aussi qu e

ces mêmes méthodes sont alors inutiles, dans la mesure ol l'on ne s'inté -

resse qu ' à des conclusions indépendantes des hypothèses de lois de proba-

bilité .

Les progrès récents de la statistique sont caractérisés par deux tendance s

divergentes, à partir de la statistique inférentielle : celle-ci, dont

certains développements nouveaux semblent quelque peu académiques, avai t

produit ses meilleurs résultats entre 1900 et 1950 en fournissant à l'ex-

périmentateur des méthodes rigoureuses pour formaliser l 'induction, en pré-

sence d'observations moyennement nombreuses (échanti.Llons de quelques di-

zaines à quelques centaines d'observations) . Ses divers chapitres étaien t

couronnés par la théorie des fonctions de décision statistique d'Abraham

Wald, dont l ' objectif avoué était bien de faire une oeuvre de synthèse (194B .

A partir de là, deux choses fort différentes se produisent, qui concernent

de près l ' évolution de la statistique . D ' une part, une évolution techno- `

logique rapide, dont l ' ordinateur est le symbole, amène la possibilité de

recueillir et de traiter de très grand nombres d ' observations, effectuée s

sur de grands nombres de variables, faisant passer dans la pratique quo-

tidienne les méthodes multidimensionnelles qui avaient été déjà posées
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par les statisticiens des années 1920-1930, et affaiblissant les hypothèse s

jusqu ' à en faire des méthodes quasiment descriptives : c ' est toute l ' ana-

lyse des données, dont le champ s'étend chaque jour, et dont les succè s

justifient qu'on la considère comme la partie-la plus vivante aujourd ' hui

de la statistique . Nous sommes loin des évènements rares .

Mais, simultanément à ces développements, s ' est accentuée depuis 195 0

une autre tendance . Les efforts faits par Wald pour couronner l ' édific e

de la statistique classique ont conduit, de façon peut être inattendue ,

à en critiquer les fondements : c ' est le travail de Léonard J . Savage ,

• qui reprend de façon axiomatique le description des règles de cohérenc e

ou de rationalité, que doit vérifier le choix d ' une décision en présenc e

d ' incertitude . Utilisant les résultats partiels obtenus auparavant pa r

plusieurs théoriciens

	

notamment de Finetti, pour ce qui concerne la

probabilité subjective, et von Neumann, pour ce qui concerne l ' utilité -

Savage nous propose une théorie de la décision (en présence d ' incertitude )

complète et cohérente .

-Dans le cadre de cette théorie, il y a place pour les évènements rare s

- si rares soient-ils . Si le recours à cette théorie peut susciter quel-

ques difficultés spécifiques, elles concernant l ' identification des objets

de la théorie, et non pas la théorie elle-mime, comme on va le voir .

Pour Savage, un problème de décision dans l ' incertitude est décrit pa r

la donnée simultanée de deux ensembles : le premier, S , est l ' ensemble

des états, le second, K , est l ' ensemble des conséquences, et les acte s

sont les applications de S dans K . Il faut comprendre que tout élé- '

ment de S doit décrire un état déterminé possible de tout ce qui es t

incertain au moment où doit être choisi un acte, et que l ' état déterminé

qui se réalise n'est pas influencé par le choix de l'acte . Il faut com- .

prendre encore que chaque conséquence décrit exhaustivement tout ce qu i

peut être apprécié par le décideur comme un avantage ou un inconvénien t

- les états ne faisant pas l ' objet de telles appréciations . On notera

les éléments de S par des lettres telles que s , et les éléments de K

par des , lettres telles que c . Les sous-ensembles de S seront . appelés

des évènements, et notés A, B, . . .
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Dès lors, la thoérie propose un certain nombre de postulats, qui ne fon t

que traduire la possibilité et la cohérence des choix entre les actes .

Nous retiendrons ici, seulement les cinq postulats significatifs, laissan t

1 de côté plusieurs autres, qui n ' ont qu'un rgle technique mineur .

Postulat- 1

L ' ensemble F des actes (applications f de S dans K) est totalement

pr-éordônné . Ce postulat traduit seulement•l'hÿpothêse que la décision es t

toujours possible, dans tout ensemble d ' actes . On écrira ce préordre :

f a g (f non préféré â g) .

Postulat 2

Soit un évènement B , et deux actes f et g tels que f(s) = g (s) pour

tout s n'appartenant pas à B (on dira aussi : quand l'événement B

ne se réalise pas) . Soit maintenant f' et g' tels que f' (s) = f (s) ,

et g' (s) = g (s) , quand l'évènement B se réalise, et f' (s) = g ' (s)

quand B ne se réalise pas . Alors f .a g implique f' a g ' . Ce postu-

lat a été souvent controversé . Qu'il exprime une condition élémentair e

de cohérence des choix n'est pas niable ? si l ' on n'oublie pas ' les exigences

strictes qui ont été posées a propos de la signification des objets pri -

mitifs de la théorie (états et conséquences) . On parlera, dans un sen s

qui n ' est pas ambigu, de relations de préférence conditionnelle (pour

l'évènement B) entre les actes .

Postulat-1

Soit une conséquence e . L ' acte constant f c est celui qui associe l e

conséquence c a tout état s . De mime, l'acte conditionnellement

constant pour l ' évènement B, £B , est celui qui associe la conséquence . c

à tout état appartenant a B . Le préordre sur tous les actes induit un

préordre sur les actes constants et permet de définir de façon naturell e

un préordre sur l'ensemble des conséquences . Pour chaque évènement 1 ,

un autre préordre sur K peut être défini par la considération du préordr e

B - conditionnel sur les actes B - conditionnellement constants . cous ces

préordres sur K doivent coïncider (c'est le troisième postulat) et il s

doivent en particulier coïncider avec le préordre obtenu en partant du
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préordre S . conditionnel (qui n ' est autre que le préordre du postulat 1 )

appliqué aux actes constants . Nous avons donc maintenant un préordre sur

les conséquences .

Postulat 4

Soit deux évènements A et B , de partie commune vide, et soit deu x

c et c', avec c a c ' . Soit deux actes f et g tels qu e

f a' g implique f 1 a g 1 .

Ce postulat permet de définir un préordre sur l'ensemble des évènements ;

on dira par exemple que l'évènement B est moins probable que l ' évènement A

Postulat 5

Pour tout couple d'actes f et g, tels que f a g , et pour tout e

conséquence c , il existe une partition de S , telle que si l'on défi -

nit l'acte f' ayant pour conséquence c si un seul évènement arbitrair e

de la partition se produit, et ayant les mêmes conséquences que f autre -

ment, alors on a encore f' a g .

Tels sont les cinq postulats essentiels de la théorie, qui expriment ,

nous l ' avons dit ; des conditions élémentaires de cohérence des choix .

Il arrive souvent, et c ' est naturel, que des commentaires et illustra-

tions soient nécessaires pour faire apparaître aux yeux de tous ce ca -

ractère des postulats .

On peut en déduire, par des démonstrations données par de Finetti, von

Neumann et Savage, les résultats remarquables qui suivent .

a) il existe une mesuré de probabilité sur S , muni de l'algèbre de s

évènements ;

b) il existe une fonction d ' utilité sur l'ensemble K des conséquences ;

elle est définie à une transformation affine près, â multiplicateur

positif ;

c) le préordre de préférence sur les actes (premier postulat) coincide

avec le préordre arithmétigie> des espérances d ' utilité .

conséquences

f (s) = c e t

B se réalise ,

deux actes f 1

c' deux autres

g (s) = c ' quand A se réalise, f (s) = c ' et g (s) = c

= g (s) lorsque ni A, ni B ne se réalisent ;

définis de, façon similaire en substituant à

et f (s )

et g 1

conséquences, ci et e' 1 , telles

quand

e t

c e t

que e t a e ' 1 . Alors
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La probabilité introduite dans cette théorie est une probabilité subjec-

tive . Les résultats obtenus par Savage, corme . nous l'avons dit, dans le s

années cinquante, ont vivement encouragé le développement de méthodes . ba-

yesiennes, que la plupart des statisticiens de la période classiqu e

(1900-1950) avaient explicitement proscrites . Des économistes, qui ne

pouvaient évidemment fonder l'estimation des probabilités intervenan t

dans leurs nodales sur la ' fréquence observée dans une . suite d ' observa-

tions faites dans les mimes conditions, ont largement utilisé les mé-

thodes "néo-bayesiennes" .

Quels services peut apporter la théorie de la décision, que nous venon s

de décrire succinctement, dans l ' analyse des événements rares ? C ' es t

ce que nous nous proposons d'examiner dans la suite de cet exposé .

Le premier mode d'utilisation de la théorie de la décision qui peut venir

à l ' esprit, c ' est le recours .direct au modale de Savage : on cherchera à

identifier les objets concrets dont une image abstraite est donnée pa r

les objets de la théorie : états, événements, conséquences, actes, et o n

examinera ensuite comment il est possible d ' évaluer les probabilités et le s

utilités . Nous examinerons successivement un certain nombre de difficulté s

qui peuvent se présenter - qu'elles soient ou non spécifiques au problème

des évènements rares .

1 0 ) Comment faire l'inventaire exhaustif des états .

La première exigence est l ' inventaire des états ; il semblerait que ce t

inventaire doive être exhaustif, mais il faut noter que seul est à prendre

en considération l'ensemble des états pour lesquels les actions envisagée .t

peuvent impliquer des conséquences sensiblement différentes aux yeux d :.,

décideur (ensemble d ' états pertinent) . Cela lève la difficulté parfoi s

slléguée, mais illusoire, de prendre en compte tout ce qui peut arrive r

nl ns l ' univers . Reste que l ' inventaire des états pertinents n ' est pa s

teejeurs aisé, particulièrement lorsqu'on veut faire face à des évènement s

rp ° :s, qui sont souvent provoqués (c ' est un fait d ' expérience) par de s

phérâo•nénes inattendus . A ce stade, l ' effort d ' imagination est essentiel .
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Reste aussi que le concept d ' état au sens de la théorie n ' est pas aisé à

mettre en oeuvre, comme on va le voir ci-après .

2°) Lesévènements rares ne sont pas desévènements .

Dans son acception immédiate, la notion d'évènement rare ne coincide pa s

avec la notion d ' évènement de la théorie - câr nous avons•vu que le s

évènements, comme les états, doivent être définis comme objets d'incer -

titude "pure " - en ce sens que les actes choisis ne doivent pas avoi r

d ' influence sur leur réalisation . Dans les problèmes concernant la concep-

tion des réacteurs nucléaires et leur fiabilité, un accident donné ne de -

vrait pas être considéré comme un évènement, puisque les choix reténu s

dans la conception du réacteur peuvent modifier sa probabilité, voire l e

rendre pratiquement impossible . On peut .bien penser, en théorie, qu'i l

existe une possibilité de définir les états et les évènements, objet s

d'incertitude, à un niveau physique (et technologique) suffisamment pri -

mitif, pour n ' être pas affecté par les décisions envisagées : à notr e

connaissance, cela n'a pas été réalisé dans le domaine nucléaire .- e t

cela a été bien rarement réalisé dans des problèmes techniques, écono -

miques ou sociaux de quelque importance . C ' est pourtant une difficulté qu i

semble pouvoir théoriquement être résolue .

3°) Cornent décrire les conséauences .

De la :même façon, ce n ' est pas chose immédiate, que de décrire les consé-

quences, dans le sens exigé par la théorie . Une conséquence doit cornprendri

tout ce qui peut être objet de préférence du décideur, et qui peut varie r

en fonction de l'état et de l'action . Il semble que cette descriptio n

soit convenablement faite, pour ce qui concerne les accidents des réac -

teurs, en termes de pertes matérielles - concernant d'une part le réac -

teur lui-même, et d'autre part son environnement - et en termes d e

conséquences sanitaires pour les travailleurs et pour le public . La ques-

tion peut être posée, d'y adjoindre d'éventuelles conséquences de natur e

socio-économique, ou psycho-sociologique : désaffection pour l'énergie

nucléaire, consécutive â un accident grave, ou phénomènes de psychose col -

lective, si l ' on croit qu'ils peuvent se produire .

4°) Comment évaluer les probabilités .
_-

Les évènements rares s ' avèrent importants s'ils peuvent entraîner des .

conséquences dont l ' utilité (ou la désutilité) apparaîtra elle-mme très

1
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grande - c'est une constatation assez banale, qui se traduit en termes d e

théorie de la décision par l ' intervention du produit de la probabilit é

d'un évènement par l'utilité cue la conséquence qu'il entraîne, dans l'es -

1 pérance attachée â une action particulière . Naturellement l ' évaluation

de la probabilité d ' un évènement ,rare ne saurait se fouler sur l'obser -

vation de la fréquence avec laquelle cet évènement s ' est produit dans l e

passé, car il s ' est produit très rarement ou plus souvent jamais, dans

les problèmes qui nous préoccupent .

Deux voies sont offertes pour évaluer les probabilités :

décomposer l'évènement rare en une conjonction d ' événements moins rares ,

dont les probabilités p euvent être évaluées par l'observation d ' événement s

similaires - ou bien avoir recours à l ' appréciation d'experts . Ces mé-

thodes sont souvent combinées . Lorsqu ' on décompose un événement rare e n

une conjonction d ' événements moins rares, il arrivera qu ' on rencontre de s

évènements composants sur lesquels peut influer l ' action du décideur, met -

tant par là en évidence que l ' évènement rare primitif n ' était pas un évé -

nement au sens de la théorie . Une redéfinition des évènements permettan t

de se conformer strictement â la théorie n ' est pas toujours aisée .

5°) Comment évaluer les utilités .

-Les problèmes que l ' on rencontre pour l'évaluation des utilités sont d'un e

apparence plus familière .

Cependant, on a signalé souvent le problème du coût de la vie humaine, o u

du coût des atteintes éventuelles à la santé de personnes, des travailleur s

ou du public . Peut-on échapper à.la nécessité de commensurer des bien s

'matériels et,des vies humaines ? La seule recommandation que l'on puiss e

faire, c ' est de repousser cette opération le plus loin possibl e ., en consé r-

want le plus longtemps possible une représentation multidimensionnelle de s

conséquences . Il peut arriver, dans certains problèmes, qu ' un préordr e

partiel suffise à éclairer la décision, lorsque les pertes matérielles e t

les coûts humains varient parallèlement (mais, bien entendu, ce-n'est pa s

toujours le cas) . Si l ' on retient, dans le domaine de l'énergie nucléaire ,

des conséquences de nature p sycho-sociologique, cela donnera naissance à

des problèmes nouveaux, de commensuration, qui ne semblent guère avoi r

été abordés jusqu ' ici .

e
0 0
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Une seconde catégorie d'implications de la théorie de la décision n e

suppose pas que l ' on identifie complètement les éléments du modèle de Sava g

il s ' agit alors simplement de trouver dans la théorie-soutien et justifica-

tion, pour l'emploi des méthodes bayesiennes, et des probabilités subjec -

tives . Comme nous l'avons dit dans l'introduction, c ' est la théorie d e

la décision qui a encouragé les économistes à utiliser largement des mé-

thodes néo-bayesiennes . De telles méthodes peuvent sans doute trouve r

leur application, par exemple pour l ' évaluation des probabilités d'évè-

nements composants des évènements rares (c ' est-à-dire : dont la conjonc-

tion peut produire un évènement rare) ; mais il s 'agira de cas d ' espèce .

Plus important sans doute, dans le problème qui nous occupe ici, es t

l ' encouragement à utiliser des probabilités subjectives . A notre avis ,

il n ' y a d'ailleurs pas d ' autre manière de donner un sens aux probabilité s

des évènements rares . Que signifierait réellement la limite de la fré-

quence (d'une longue suite d ' observations) pour tel accident majeur d e

réacteur nucléaire, dont la probabilité est évaluée à 10 -' , alors que

l ' on n'observera vraisemblablement jamais un seul accident de ce typ e

durant toute la vie de la technologie nucléaire ? Même la probabilité

des évènements composants des . évènements rares (au sens indiqué plus

haut) ne saurait avoir qu ' une signification subjective . Et d'ailleurs ,

dans les études effectuées sur les accidents nucléaires, les valeur s

attribuées à de telles probabilités résultent autant (ou plus) da .l ' ap -

préciation des experts, que d ' observations de phénomènes plus ou moin s

analogues (cf . les probabilités de rupture de cuves) .

o
o o

Il semble bien que l ' objection la plus sérieuse à des applications de l a

théorie de la décision, en particulier dans les problèmes d'évènement s

rares, concerne la difficulté d ' énoncer des . états (et des évènements )

conformes aux exigences de la théorie . Ceci a été indiqué plus haut ,

mais il convient d'y revenir . Pour prendre une illustration concernan t

l ! énergie nucléaire, mais non point les problèmes d'évènements rares ,

nous rappellerons une anecdete . . Dans les années cinquante, on ne pou-

vait affirmer avec certitud,• la réussite de l ' énergie nucléaire, lorsqu e

les respons .shles d'Electri .ci.té de France eurent à décider de la corstruc-
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tion des premiers réacteurs de puissance, qui menaçaient, suivant l a

boutade de l'un d ' eux, de coûter aussi cher en investissement que le s

centrales hydrauliques, et aussi cher en fonctionnement que les centrale s

i thermiques (fonctionnant à l ' époque au charbon) . Fallait-il construire

ces premiers réacteurs ?

	

On formula le problème dans les termes du mo -

dale de Savage, en considérant que les incertitudes â venir pouvaien t

schématiquement être représentées par un. ensemble de trois état s., â savoir

. l'énergie nucléaire sera compétitive avant 1975 ,

. l ' énergie nucléaire sera compétitive entre 1975 et 1935 ,

. l'énergie nucléaire ne sera jamais compétitive .

?sais on s ' aperçut très vite que les actions que l ' on s'apprêtait à commettr e

pouvaient fort bien - et c ' était même leur principal objectif et la défi-

nition de leur succès - contribuer 3 rendre l'énergie nucléaire compéti -

tive plus rapidement, de sorte que les états n'avaient pas été définis en

conformité avec les exigences de la théorie . On peut bien imaginer qu'i l

aurait été théoriquement possible de formuler les incertitudes en se ré -

férant aux propriétés mal connues de la matière, mais c ' était une possi -

bilité toute théorique, dans le cas d'espèce .

Une autre issue aurait consisté â admettre que l'on peut étendre les résul-

tats fondamentaux de la théorie de la décision, â des problèmes formalis a: : s

d'une façon moins exigeante que ne le fait Savage . Sur le plan de l'ana -

lyse logique, une telle extension a .été proposée par plusieurs auteurs ,

notamment de Finetti, Drèze, 'érard-Faret . Ceux-ci pensent établir que l a

., règle. de maximatiQn de l'espérance d ' utilité est encore valable, lorsqu e

les actions peuvent influer sur les états - il faut alors utiliser des .

probabilités différentes, selon les actions . Pour séduisante qu ' elle ap p a -

. raisse d'abord sur le plan théorique, il semble malaisé que cette extensio n

puisse être utile dans une ap p lication concrète, car les difficultés d ' é-

valuation des probabilités seraient multipliées considérablement, et nou s

ne voyons guère comment, même des experts parfaitement rigoureux pourraien t

être en mesure de faire le départ entre leurs incertitudes et les désirs ,

les finalités du décideur, lorsqu ' il leur faudrait associer des probabi -

lités aux événements, pour chaque action envisagée .
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Si l'en revient aux évènements rares concernant la sûreté des réacteurs

nucléaires, nous croyons personnellement que ce pourrait être un travai l

utile que de chercher une reformulation de ces évènements, qui les rend e

conformes à la théorie de Savage . S ' agissant de questions qui relaven t

plus de la technologie, et moins de l ' économie, que le problème passé d e

la réussite de l ' énergie nucléaire, le cas est peut-tre moins désespéré .

C ' est en tout cas un point de départ pour une analyse critique des éva -

luations des risques d'accidents de réacteurs .

tAppendice - Probabilité subjective à priori et a posteriori :
l ' influence des accidents réalisés sur l'estimation
de probabilité des risques .
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APPENDICE

Probabilité subjective a priori et a posteriori :

l'influence de la réalisation (ou de la non réalisation) d'un accident su r

l'estimation de sa probabilité . .

Soit un évènement rare (accident majeur) qui peut survenir selon un procéssu s

simple de Poisson, de densité p pour les évènements que nous aurons à consi -

dérer, la valeur de p peut être de l'ordre de 10 -6 à 10 9/an . Cette valeur .

est estimée d'une façon imprécise, à un moment donné, compte tenu :

- des études analytiques effectuées, du type Rasmussen .

- qu ' on a observé le fonctionnement d'un certain nombre de réacteurs/e n

sans que l ' accident majeur se produise .

Ceci peut être résumé par une distribution•a priori de y , que nous sup-poseron s

être une loi gamma, pour des raisons-classiques de commodité (forme "conjuguée "

de la loi de Poisson), soi t

K e pp u y 1 pour la densité de probabilité a priori ;

on rappellera que cette loi a pour moyenne Y Po et pour coefficient de varia-

tion

	

1

/Y

Par exemple, si la densité .p est évaluée à 10 7 /an, avec .une incertitude d'un

ordre de grandeur (2 écarts-types), ces hypothèses se traduisent par une distri-

bution a priori pour laquelle y

	

.04, et po = 25 . 10-'

Nous voulons voir comment cette distribution sera modifiée lorsqu'on disposer a

de N réacteurs/an de fonctionnement sans accident majeur - respectivement avec

un accident observé .
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Le nombre d'accidents sur N réacteurs,izn est une variable de Poisson, de moyenn e

Nu, et si l ' on a observé x accidents sur N réacteurs/an, la densité a poste-

riori de u est proportionnelle â : '

.

	

Y-1

	

-NU

	

x

	

- u(N

e Pu u e (Nu) a e
PO

	

y+x- 1

• u

On vérifie que c'est une loi gamma, ou pu est remplacé par

y par y + x

uo
e t

Nu 0 +

Donc la nouvelle moyenne est (y+ x)	 u0	 et le nouveau coefficient de

1
variation est

3Y +x

En particulier, si l'on n'a observé aucun accident, le coefficient de variatio n

ne change pas, tandis que l'espérance a posteriori de la densité p décroî t

lentement avec N.

Si l'on a observé un accident majeursur N réacteurs /an, la loi a posteriori de

u est très proche d'une loi exponentielle, ( y est petit) et l'espérance es c

notablement accrue, tant que N reste inférieur à (Yuq) -1

	

Il faudrait un

seul accident majeur sur 107 réacteurs/an, dans l' exemple considéré plus haut ,

pour que l'espérance a posteriori de u reste égale â son espérance-a priori) .

En fait, pour N modéré, on constate que l ' expérance a posteriori, après le

premier accident, est 25 fois plus grande que l'espérance a priori. Naturellement ,

ce résultat est lié è l'hypothèse que nous avons faite, concernant l'imprécisio n

a priori dans l'évaluation de u .

Nup + 1
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Lois a priori et a posteriori de u après avoir observé x accidents en

N années

a. priori

	

a posteriori

Paramètres

Espérance

Coefficient de
variation

1

	

1

Yu 0

u p

Remarque

Il est particulièrement intéressant de cdnsidérer le rapport entre les espérance s

a posteriori et a priori de u , qui vaut :

1+N uo

:.ette expression met immédiatement en évidence les conséquences suivantes :

a) si l'on n'observe aucun accident majeur (x = o), ce rapport décroî t

lentement lorsque N croît : il faut 400 .000 réacteurs/an sans accident

pour que l'estimation de risque puisse être divisée par 2 ,

b) dès que l'on observe un accident, même pour N de l'ordre de plusieur s

milliers, l'estimation du risque est multipliée par 2 5 (il faut san s

doute traduire en pratique cette conclusion par : "l'évaluation du risque

est A revoir " ) .

1
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION OF PAPERS . OF SESSION 2

The session was opened by the presentation of Dr .Vesely who

elaborated on the methods of the Wash 1400 study, along with th e

rationale for them . Principally there were data aggregation ,

"discretizing continuous events" extrapolation, and the use o f

event and fault tree methods .

The speaker discussed a number of further topics such as th e

requirements for models based on limited amounts of data, Bayesian

and classical views, common modes of failure, and the hazards o f

extreme value theory . Following the presentation Dr .Bastl asked

for a clarification concerning the distinction between "probabi -

listic" and "statistical"rarity of events . Dr .Volta encouraged

the speaker to expand more on the role of Bayesian methods use d

in Wash 1400 . Finally a question was put to Dr .Vesely by Mr .Becher

who wanted to know more about how floods ,caused by hurricane s

were treated in the Rasmussen study .

The next paper was by Mr . van Otterloo who discussed the two existing

power stations in the Netherlands, and the simulation of the thir d

plant, based on methods similar to those of the Wash 1400 study .

Discussion on this paper included comments by Mr . Becher, who aske d

if testing was regarded as useful (in the light of Dr . Vesely's comment s

on the possibility of errors arising from testing) . The speaker replie d

that he felt the testing was useful . Prof . Garribba then asked abou t

possible differences between PWR and BWR systems with reference t o

Figs . 2 and 3 of the paper . The speaker replied that the situation wa s

too complex to allow conclusions concerning such differences . Further

comments from Mr . Bourne concerned common mode failures which were fel t

to be relevant and whether hardware and software combinations may lea d

to combined deterministic-probabilistic considerations .

Mr . Hofer's contribution was commented on by the chairman who felt tha t

it contained interesting observations and could well suggest interestin g

lines of inquiry .

r

r
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Prof. J . Tiago de Oliveira's talk contained an exposition of th e

important features of extreme value theory . The speaker pointed ou t

the different techniques available in large and small samples, urgin g

care in application . Mr . Bourne asked about the amount of data require d

for large sample methods . The speaker replied that this depends on th e

initial distribution but would be of the order of 500-600 for th e

normal distribution, with smaller samples for the other cases . He referred

to a recent paper by J . Pickands III in this connection . Mr . Becher

expressed his interest concerning Monte Carlo Methods, particularly

whether upper and lower bounds could be obtained (as for the bet a

function) . The speaker replied that bounds exist for the Weibull and

Fréchet distributions, but that for a distribution with an infinite tail ,

this is unimportant in view of the small probabilities involved . Mr . Green

then asked :

(i) if 'the approximations are optimistic or pessimistic and

(ii) what would be the effect of taking a partial sample from a

large sample of maxima. The speaker replied that the matter raised

in (i) is now under study, noting that for large values of the

parameter both the Weibull and Fréchet distributions approach th e

Gumbel . Regarding (ii) he suggested that the precision from a

sample of size 1000, say is 10 times larger than that from a

partial sample of size 10 . Finally Dr .Schuëller wondered whethe r

the speaket had considered physical as well as statistical aspect s

of extreme value theory . The speaker replied that his main interes t

was theoretical, but he knew of work by Thom, Gumbel, Freudenthal ,

Weibull, and Bastenaire who are very much concerned with th e

physical aspect of the application of a particular Asymptoti c

Distribution.

Prof, Leadbetter then introduced his own paper . He suggested that

a stochastic process framework very often underlies discussion of-

safety and reliability, and described special topics, (extrem e

value theory for processes, threshold level crossings predictio n

of catastrophes, etc .) felt to be particulary applicable . Comments

were made by Dr . Volta asking how stochastic models should b e

fitted . The speaker replied that there is no comprehensive theory,
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but it is customary to try different models, fitting parameters

by standard techniques, and determining "quality of fit" in each

case . Prof .Garribba then asked if there were comparable result s

to multidimensional (i .e . vector) processes . The speaker replied

that these were scattered . Dr. SchuLller, expanding on Volta' s

question above with reference also to models involving bot h

events and numerical values as discussed by Dr . Vesely, who

used the Poisson process in conjunction with the lognormal

distribution . Dr . Vesely commented in reply that the mixtur e

technique he used was slightly different . In answering a followap

question by Dr .Volta, Dr .Vesely stated that different

techniques can lead to different results . The speaker did no t

comment, but feels that the same "try and see" methods, suggeste d

in reply to Dr. Volta, will need to be used .

Prof . Morlat discussed during his presentation the applicatio n

of decision theory anti subjective probability in relation to

rare events . The discussion on this paper included-comments b y

Dr. Vesely, emphasizing the importance of decision making. Prof :

Tiago de Oliveira continued by making a plea for the definitio n

of a rare event and suggested that the speaker had defined rar e

events as the ones to which Bayesian methods should be applied .

He suggested instead a "frequency approach" based on the "thre e

levels of probabilities"("human", "natural", "cosmic") of Borel ,

in a closely reasoned argument . The speaker replied that he fel t

that the only proper attitude for a classical statistician woul d

be to assign a precise limit to acceptable risk, not taking accoun t

of the value of consequences . He doubted however that this woul d

gain public acceptance without further justification . Mr. Bourne

then commented on various aspécts including questions of whether

the approach deals well with subsystems . Further contributions

to the discussion were made by Mr . Aitken and Prof. Garribba.

Following these papers, Mr . Green summarized the papers by

Freudenthal and by Lieblein and invited discussion of these . The

full-length, text of these contributions is listed in this report

Linder the subheading of "Communicated Papers" . The chairman then

invited the meeting to comment on any of the topics of the day .

f+
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Comments were made by: Mr. Aitken, Prof . Morlat, concerning the

question of "confidence" raised by Prof .Tiago de Oliveira . He

asked whether it is possible to combine rare and less rare event s

and what confidence might be ascribed to these . He further

commented on a statement in a 1971 internal U.K .A .E .A . paper stating

that little discussion had been dedicated to attaching confidence

limits to a final probability estimate . He suggested that this

might also be the case in the present occasion . Prof . Garribba

suggested that the notion of "rarity" is conventional and

subjective and that it may depend on individual cultural type .

The chairman closed the session by remarking that we are

all subjective in one way or the other although we deny it .
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SESSION 3

DISCUSSION GROUPS

INTRODUCTION

Three discussion groups, each being multi-disciplinary, have been

formed at this stage from the participants of the meeting to dis-

CUSS the applicability of the methods of handling rare events in

the field of reliability analysis . Each discussion group prepare d

on the basis of the guidelines as listed below a short repor t

giving its conclusions . Discussion groups have been formed wit h

one chairman being a specialist in statistical analysis (group 1) ,

another automatic protection systems (group 2), and the other in

structural analysi s ; ( ,group 3) . The findings of these groups serve d

as a basis for Session 4 . The participants of the various group s

are listed in the section on Panel Members .

GUIDELINES FOR DISCUSSIONGROUPS

1. How do you define a rare event with reference to the safet y

of nuclear reactors ?

2. What is your summary of the main problem areas in handlin g

rare events with reference to the safety of a nuclear reactor ?

2 .1 Identification of rare event s

2 .2 Common- mode failure s

2 .3 Human influences

2 .4 Natural influence s

2 .5 Softwar e

2 .6 Changing situations with tim e

2 .7 Are there other significant problems which have not bee n

mentioned ?

What techniques are. available to deal with the problem areas ?

3 .1 Patterns of, event behaviour-cluster analysi s

3 .2 Extreme value-tails of distributions ; stochastic extreme s

3 .3 Catastrophic failure analysis
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3 .4 Capability of functional performanc e

3 . 5 Subjective judgement

4. What data and information required?

4 .1 Data collectio n

4 .2 Data analysi s

5. What gaps exist in our methods and techniques ?

6. Where do we go from here in the future ?

6 .1 Further collection

6 .2 Safety monitoring

. 6 .3 What are the present trends and indications

, 6 .4 What research should be undertaken into techniques an d

publications

6 .5 How do we carry out validation for rare event s

7. How do we interchange ideas in the analysis of rare events ,

reliability and safety of nuclear reactors ?

7 .1 What means of communication should we adop t

7 .2 Further meetings of the Task Forc e

7 .3 Larger meetings and conferences

7 .4 Other ideas

REPORTS OF THE GROUPS

Report of Group1

Chairman : Prof . Tiago de Oliveira

At the start of the meeting the group decided to consider the

following topics :

2 .1 Identification of Rare Event s

2 .2 Common-mode Failures

2 .3 Human Influenc e

2 .5 Software

2 .7 Decision Making with reference to the level of the "rare

event "

6. Where do we go from here in the future?

7. How do we interchange ideas in the analysis of rare events ,

reliability and safety of nuclear reactors ?

Items 6 . and 7 . were discussed only briefly .
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2 .1 Identification of Rare Events

There are many definitions e .g . <1 0-7 . For instance, Brown' s

Ferry was calculated as 5 x 1 0-3 , but was also classified a

rare event . It was proposed (and used) that a probability o f

1Ô-2 might be the level at which discussions could begin .

It was agreed that the level has to be related in some way t o

the consequences, although decision making has to be a method

of balancing consequences against probabilities .

Combinations of less rare events lead to smaller probability

rare events and conversely if the probability of an acciden t

in a large population of reactors operating for a number o f

years should be smaller than some value, any specific reacto r

per year should have a much smaller probability (e .g . 104/yr

globally might imply 10-8/yr for any specified reactor) .

2 .2 Common Mode Failure s

There are two techniques for evaluation :

- Direct estimates

- Decomposition Techniques

The latter are normally used in reactor safety assessments .

If a weak point is found, something can be changed . Methods

for evaluation of identifiable common mode faults using

computer techniques are available . There is still concern

about the unidentifiable common mode faults which might exist .

Redundancy used to be thought of as an answer to common mod e

but diversity is being introduced to a greater extent Human

factors are important when the system is tested .

2 .3/2 .5 Human Influences and Software

Most failures are due to design errors (about 70-80%) but

there are some "software" problems due to the interaction o f

humans with the hardware, including maintenance, testing an d

those errors committed in actual operation . Evaluation in this

area can also be done by (a) direct and (b) decomposition

techniques . In Wash 1400, 90% of risk was ascribed to human errors

so this could be a field of study'to reduce risk by an order of
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magnitude or more . Systems are in general well tested befor e

going into service, but there might be problems with lack o f

testing after some period of operation when there could be som e

relaxation in operator vigilance . Research is lacking in the

man/machine interface . Systems are designed to achieve greater

reliability than is achieved in practice due to operator errors .

The validity of testing by operators is an important featur e

and administrative controls are necessary to have tests carrie d

out effectively. Research projects in these areas are in progress .

2 .7 Decision Making

The problem is to decide at what level the rare event needs t o

be considered and criteria need to be established within th e

constraints of analysis and available data. The final decision

on acceptability must take into account uncertainties and a

confidence level should be incorporated . Certain qualitativ e

aspects, e .g. public opinion, must be considered and there may

be a need to consider various criteria and not just one . For

instance a double criterion based simultaneously on deat h

occurrence and loss curves should be used . Some assessments are

being made on tentative criteria with various groups making

decisions using different viewpoints and finally achievin g

consensus . Although the need for criteria to enable us t o

proceed with the discussion on rare events is recognised ,

some of these standards might be outside the terms of referenc e

of the Task Force .

There are sufficient techniques to Enable us to calculate u p

to certain levels . It is then important to realize what can an d

what cannot be calculated . Acceptability is the-problem in Pro-

bability versus Consequence relationship in view of sociological ,

political and psychological aspects .

6 ./7 . General Discussion on Items 6 and 7 of Guidelines

The following recommendations are mades

(a) More research is needed .

•(b) The Task Force should meet again in less than 1 year .

(o) There is a need for intercommunication, perhaps by exchanges

of bibliography and on"results of work already going on .
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Such exchanges should be centralized through Dr . Royen.

(d) Further reflections following the meeting should be include d

as addenda in the proceedings .

Report of Group 2

Chairman: Mr . A. J . Bourn e

Group nr.2 decided to, in the main, consider points nr .1 and 6 on

the guidelines for the discussion groups and to discuss what the y

felt were the general problem areas in the first instance and i n

the second instance, where we should go from here .

The group also took account of the fact that it might need in th e

course of the discussion to have a better understanding of what i s

meant by rare events . Taking the last point first the group con -

idered, in terms of definition of rare events, that one could no t

consider the concept of rarity in isolation since within our own

particular sphere of interest we were mainly concerned with th e

severe consequences . It was felt that some combination o f

both low probability and consequences, being the overall risks ,

were the main criteria of interest . The group also made the point

that whatever was fixed or determined as a possible definition of

rare events at this point in time, could be well change with time

as the actual population of nuclear reactors changed during th e

coming years or, in fact, as the potential for hazard from nuclear

reactors might change during the years .

In terms of problem areas it was felt that the most difficult area s

were those concerned with single occurrences where those occurrence s

could not be conveniently be broken down into elements . An exampl e

of this, which was discussed quite fully, was the question of

catastrophic pressure vessel failure . In this context it was mentioned

that the main method of approach tends to be deterministic in the

first instance : in other words trying to establish the functiona l

performance capability of such a device or component on the basi s

of safety margins . Such a safety margin then may be initiall y

deterministic . It was then recognized that in the actual real worl d

one 'is dealing with a probabilistic situation and with very muc h

the question of the interaction of the tails of distributions bet-
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ween the performance requirement and achievement for this type o f

component, without being quite sure how this could be adequatel y

dealt with, since our present information tended to be concentrate d

in the normal behaviour area of such devices and very little was

often known about the behaviour of the tails . It was suggested from

the purely statistical point of view that if data were only availabl e

in a limited area, that there was not a great deal that could b e

said on tail behaviour without additional information, althoug h

extreme value theory might be applicable under certain circum -

stances . Also it was considered that some aspects of a Bayesia n

approach to this problem could be useful . And it was said: was i t

possible, in fact, to derive some sort of probabilistic measur e

not from basic statistical data but from an increased understandin g

of the physical properties and characteristics of single componen t

devices .

This was followed by some comments about redundant and multi-component

systems . The point was made that basically the same approach was

adopted initially, which tended to be deterministic . In other words ,

there was always a need to establish whether a particular system

could or could not meet its stated objectives of performance . But

in this particular type of problem ., once deterministic capabilit y

has been established, the next approach on a probabilistic basis

tended to be somewhat easier because of the multi-element natur e

of such system . And in this particular context automatic protectiv e

systems as a case in point have been mentioned . However, automatic

protective systems could exhibit single occurrence propertie s

similar to those of catastrophic failures of pressure vessels when

one came to look at the common mode potentiality . It was suggested

that rare events associated with single occurrences did lead to

extreme difficulties and there were perhaps a number of possibl e

steps around this . One was, in fact, re-examining the design of th e

systems to see if it was possible to design out areas or element s

within the system which were highly critical from the point of vie w

of single occurrence faults . Secondly, it was suggested that th e

general method of decomposition in breaking the problem down int o

sub-elements, should in fact be further explored in areas perhaps

Y
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where it is not done particulary exhaustively at the moment .

There was some discussion about microscopic models in case o f

structures and mechanical aspects of systems . There was also some

discussion about chains of events leading up to unacceptabl e

consequences, and whether or not it might be possible in som e

instances to extend the chain of events that .needed to be taken

into account in order to again reduce the problem to manageabl e

proportions . In this particular context it was also said that if

one did decompose in this way, it was necessary to establish a

level for modelling or a level to which the chain of events i s

taken back, which in itself is unchangeable . In other words, a

subsequent decision or changing properties with time would no t

. affect the basic model .

In considering what further work might usefully be done, a number

of areas were highlighted :

(a) The group thought that the examination of possible methods for

deriving probability characteristics from the basic physical

properties and characteristics of devices and systems shoul d

be further explored .

(b) It was also felt that the breaking down of the rare event

problems into manageable sub-elements and the use of microscopi c

models should be further explored . In this context also it was

felt to be important that if such models could be produced ,

one would be able to say something about the sensitivities o f

such models to the various assumptions that might be involved .

(c) It was felt that the next point was perhaps one of the mos t
important . This was related to data collection and analysis .

Considerably more could be done in the common mode area by

examining information that is currently available, both within

the nuclear industry and in other industries where common mod e

occurrences are likely . The group felt in this way that

a further classification of common mode characteristics and
examination of their patterns of behaviour as well as the basic

,data would be_ very valuable .
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(d) A second area of data collection that was felt to be important

was that associated with material properties including the

manufacture, testing and inspection of materials . So that one

might have a further insight into the possible probabilisti c

characteristics of these various aspects .

(e) Also, with both these areas of data collection, it was felt that

human influence factors are very important, and once again

the group felt that further collection of evidence of human

behaviour and an analysis of the characteristics in th e

reliability sense would add to the state of the art .

(f) One or two comments at the end of the *discussion were als o

made on further areas which were important for further investi -

gation, although the group did not have the opportunity to dis-

cuss them in any detail . These were associated with sabotage ,

which was taken as being outside of the terms of reference o f

this group : the problems of confidence levels and intervals ,

particularly in multi-element systems :the comparative uses o f

various modelling techniques, like fault tree analysis on th e

one hand and cause consequence diagrams on the other hand .

Report of Group3

Chairman: 22r . P . E.Bechs r

Within the time alloted to discussion the group was able to addres s

itself only to items 1 to 5 of the guidelines .

1 . Definition of a Rare Even t

After some discussion the group concluded, that a rare even t

could be defined as an event for which none or few observations

exist, but ultimately with the potential of severe consequence s

to the safety of nuclear power plants . The group had mainly tw o

types of rare events in mind :

(a) Single events (e .g . rupture of the primary piping, pressure

vessel failure, containment failure, etc . )

(b) Sequence of events, each with a larger probability o f

occurrence multiple path, leading to an event with a smal l

probability of occurrence .
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2 . Main Problem Areas in Handling Rare Event s

2 .1 Identification of Rare Event s

The group felt that the analysis of accidents may lead t o

methods of identification of rare events interms of collecting

data and accident behaviour (sequence of events) . Further-

more, in selecting rare event sequences for consideration ,

one cannot set an acceptable probability level without re-

ference to the number of other sequences which lead to th e

same consequence . It is the opinion of the group that the

rejection of a large number of sequences, each with a very

small probability of occurrence, may be very dangerous ,

because the sum of the probabilities could add significantl y

to the overall risk of a system .

2 .2 Common-mode failure s

Concerning the subject of common-mode failures it was sai d

that among rare events, as defined , above, there is a pre-

sumably large number of potential common-modes, and from

those common-mode failures which have been observed so far ,

means should be developed to identify as many as possible .

2 .3 Human Influence s

The group felt that human influences play a very important

role in accidents which have been observed so far, a s

initiating events, and may therefore be considered as th e

cause of a common mode failure . It was also recognized tha t

there are obvious difficulties in handling the effect o f

human influence in a probabilistic manner . However the

group urged that in each case the fullest information shoul d

be made available to provide the basis for future studies .

It was stated that human influences should be considered o n

all levels (e .g . maintenance, etc .) .

2 .4 Natural Phenomena

The effect of natural phenomena like earthquakes, floods etc .

can be considered best by analysing different sites an d

mechanisms separately .
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2 .5 Softwar e

It was felt that software errors in computerized protectio n

systems and modelling errors in large computer programs fo r

simulation do present a severe problem . Efforts should b e

undertaken to deal with this problem probabilistically .

2 .6 Changing Situations with Tim e

To account for changing situation with time it was felt tha t

standard time series methods in connection with monitore d

data should be applied . This may be of particular importanc e

'with respect to fatigue .

2 .7 As additional problems which were not addressed by the guide-

lines the group thought that thé problem of the probability

of occurrence of man-made hazards such as airplane crashes ,

external explosions etc . should be discussed . Furthermore th e

problem of demonstration of adequate protection which migh t

include the interpretation of probability figures should b e

investigated . In other words methods of how to present the

results of the probabilistic analysis to the decision makers

and how can we justify acceptance .

3 .2 Extreme"Value - Tails of Distribution s

After discussing the aspect of stochastic extremes the group

turned to cases where the amount of data is very small . It

was felt that in these cases the application of non-parametric

statistics should be investigated . If none or extremely littl e

data is available subjective judgement should be considere d

as .a possible method .

3 .3 Catastrophic Failure s

After some discussion about .this subject, the group recommende d

that Thom's Catastrophe Analysis should be closely watched for

possible usefulness in the future .

4 . What Data and Information Required ?

.With respect to items 4 .1 and 4 .2 the group recommended that the

data collection systems in Europe should be unified with parti-

cular emphasis on commor mode failure . This should be seen in
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connection with the group's remarks on item 2 .1 where th e

collection of data on accident analysis was discussed . Th e

group felt that what is most important is collecting an d

"mixing" data or trying to determine different event paths .

5 . Gaps in our Methods and Technique s

It was felt that mixing techniques of stochastic (time dependent )

processes with distributions of magnitudes (intensities) ar e

urgently needed . Marked Point processes may help to solve thi s

problem but they certainly need more development . Furthermor e

it was pointed out, that particularly in systems reliability ,

too often mean values instead of the distributions themselves

are used .

V .
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SESSION 4

GENERAL DISCUSSION
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Following submission of the reports of the discussion groups the

chairman, to obtain some unification on techniques (state of th e

art), gaps and problem areas, called for reports on any. marked

differences as seen by the discussion group chairmen or individual

members . These differences would have to be considered carefull y

before recommendations were put to CSNI .

Group 1 oould not see any marked differences but in discussion

the chairman noted that there were several definitions of what is a rar e

event (with reference to the safety of nuclear power plants) .

Group 2 noted a few differences on some technical aspects ; there

was also a question on the use of decomposition techniques fo r

common mode analysis .

Group 3 foresaw problems in the definition of rare events an d

considered the most important points to be settled as (a) dat a

collection, (b) data mixing or (c) analysis of accident even t

sequences .

The chairman noted that in these points there would be quit e

considerable technical discussion . He proposed going through the

guidelines-given to the discussion groups and listed in•the sectio n

documenting Session 3 - in the order given, and if there was

agreement the point could be passed over . A list of questions had

been compiled from the papers received . Some were extremely difficul t

to answer but the attempt should be made to do so in discussion .

Before proceeding according to the guidelines the chairman proposed

to take first the comments of Dr . Vesely which were listed as

follows :

(1) Dr. Vesely was in disagreement with definitions of rare events

as given by Groups 2 and 3 in the respect that in those definitions

the probabilities were required to be associated with severe

. consequences,. There could be rare events with low or no severe

consequences .

(2) The 90 per cent contribution to accidents ascribed to human
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error in the Group 1 report required clarification in that

these errors included design, testing and maintenance as well

as operations errors, i .e . they included implicit (design an d

production testing) as well as explicit (maintenance and

operations) errors .

(3) He asked for clarification of the Group•3 reference to non-parametri c

techniques for handling small sample data and mentioned tha t

other methods were available, e .g . adaptive and Bayesian .

(4) In the context of Unified Data Forms mentioned by Group 3 h e

felt that as long as data were in a data collection syste m

the format did not necessarily matter .

(5)-The point value estimation was not ideal and the use o f

confidence bands instead of distributions could also b e

adequate .

The chairman opened the discussion on the above points .

Complex problems in computer program coding due to integratio n

instabilities were reported from Ris ' by Mr .Becher in reply t o

Dr . Vesely's point . In overcoming these problems mean values only

were used probably producing dubious results . Dr . Bastl felt that

codes were as good as the model and human influence factors needed

to be taken into account . Prof . Garribba commented on Dr . Vesely' s

first point with an exposé of probability and consequences in th e

definition of an event as follows :

Consequences, when defined by attributes (and possibly measured) ,

made a consequence C

	

represented by (CI, C2, ---), to a consequenc e

C it was possible to associate a Drôbability of occurrence .

Risk after consequence C~ could be defined. by the product Ri Pi C~ .

If design limits were sought for R
J
. -the following conditio n

had to be met :

♦'

There was a cutoff - at

high probabilities

(say 10 2 ) ; there was

also a cutoff at low

probabilities : 10-1
2

(age of earth) . Event s

were then defined by
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attributes : an event may be cause of other events or all event s

might be the consequence of other events . The object to investigat e

was a section of the spectrum of events .

Following this the chairman then guided the discussion to the firs t

item of the guideline s

1 . Definition of a Rare Event with Reference to the Safety o f

Nuclear Reactors

The chairman sought a consensus of opinion in the definition of a

rare event and stated the question : has a rare event (in the sens e

of the rare events to be examined by the Task Force) to be linked

with a low probability and some severe consequence ?

Dr . Vesely in explanation of his thesis cited the case of complet e

failure of a protective system (a rare event) which might in itsel f

have no severe cons equence . He defined a rare event as being associate d

with some probability below some given level taking into accoun t

population aspects . A criterion related to human lifetime led to a

level of less than 10-2 per year for a one generation rare event, 10- 3

for a ten generation rare event, 10' 4 for a 100 generation rar e

event, etc .•This criterion could be further subdivided . Below some

large number of generations the chance might be considered lo w

enough to be neglected .

Prof . Tiago de Oliveira agreed in principle with the definition

and commented that the upper limit might be 1 0-3 . He stressed how

important it was to think in terms of not one power plant but for

the global number of power plants : the definition of a rare even t

had to take into account the dialectic underlying the decision making

process . Dr . Bastl thought that the oorrect . categorisation of rare

events was highly necessary. The chairmah agreed that furthe r

consideration should be given to categorization but it could no t

at the meeting .

£prof . Morlat proposed another definition of a rare event .

(a) A rare event had to be an event .

b) An event was a fact or a set of facts whose probability could

be modified by observation or new knowledge, but not by the

choice of a decision (otherwise it had to be regarded as a
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consequence) .

(c) The quality of the event depended upon the decision one ha d

to make .

(d) Rare events with reference to the safety of nuclear powe r

plants implied important, more or less catastrophic consequences .

(e) The degree of scarcity of an event, to be considered as a rare

event, could not and need not be precisely defined :

since its consequences were assumed to be catastrophic, i t

was necessarily very infrequent - otherwise it should not even

have been conceived to be possible .

According to the foregoing definition, a nuclear accident was a

rare event when the plant was operating - it was not so when

desgning the reactor: at that time it had to be defined as a

consequence of a rare event ( the initiating event) . Moreover, th e

level of definition of the events did not need to be the same, when

considering failures of the structures, and failures of th e

protection system .

It seemed that sometimes the conditions of definition of events

were obviously satisfied - and sometimes they are not . In Prof .

Morlat's view, one of the first priorities in goals for the Task

Force to achieve was to check if, in the case of various nuclear

safety decisions, the events were correctly defined . This was to

avoid inconsistencies in formulating our probability judgements .

The chairman commented that this was a shrewd oberservation and

asked if anyone had any violent disagreement with such an expression

or definition . Dr . Bastl wondered if there was really a disagree -

ment between previous intuitive descriptions and what was no w

more of a definition . Prof . Morlat emphasized again that a logical

definition of a rare event had to be consistent with the theory

of decision. Dr . Bastl then felt that it was necessary to carefully

define what was meant by an accident or a catastrophe, taking into

account that it had to be made as rare as possible . If design

prevention implied not being aware that there might be a differenc e

in the probability used in the decision making process, we can

lose the reference point . What was needed was something invariat e

which was implicit in the event . Er . Bourne commented that Prof .

Morlat's discourse was more a method of approach rather than a

.

e .
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definition . If solutions did not affect the problem there was n o

need for a reappraisal, but if they did, the problem may not have

been specified correctly in the first place . It was necessary in

solutions to have a probability of an initiating event expresse d

in some invariant way. Dr . Vesely felt that Prof . Morlat' s

definition was really for a theoretical situation whereas the aim

in the previous discussion was on a more practical level . He

disagreed again that it was necessary to connect the definition

with a consequence . Prof . Tiago de Oliveira thought it, was ver y

important to consider the interaction between an occurrence at som e

probability level and the steps taken to make it lower . It was necessary

to review and define a threshold . He agreed that probability levels had t o

be considered in some way with the consequences .

Prof . Tiago de Oliveira gave a further plea for a definition of what

may be considered a rare event with reference to the safety of a nuclea r

power plant and stated, that in some way, and in a reverse mode ,

Prof . Morlat has defined rare events as events on which to apply Bayesian

methods . As a classical-frequentist statistician one can also advanc e

along different lines, i .e . from a classical statistical point of view .

Recalling Bcrel, one could - from a practical point of view -

neglect some probabilities . Borel stated 3 levels of probability :

human, physical or natural and cosmic . For instance, if one thought

that 10 3 was the human level and the probability of breaking a leg

in going outside the door was smaller than 10 -3 one would not ente r

with the negligible chance of breaking the leg ;'if one decided tha t

1 0-° was the level for natural phenomena then the "magic probability"

of 10-7 as used in connection with nuclear power plants should o r

could be neglected ; if 10-14 was the cosmic level and the probability

of life on the planet "Venus" smaller than that, one would no t

even bother to. think about it . According to the phenomenological

status and the importance of the conclusions it therefore seemed ,

that the level of neglibility, W should be decided upon on thi s

reasoning . If p was the probability of an unfortunate event and

there were N instances in which the event could occur (for instance s

p e probability of a nuclear reactor accident, N = 100 (reactors )

Jr 30 (years of use) = 3000 reactor years) granting independence,
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the probability of the occurrence of no event is (1-p) N and the

probability of having one or more unfortunate events is 1-(1-p)N .

Accepting this point of view, one should obtain (1-0-p) ‘ co or

p

	

1-(1-w) 1/N
= W +

(W -ll W	
for which the expression p'%

N -2N

was a good approximation .

This may be recognized as the test of hypothesis of p i W/l‘T agains t

p > W/N, to be dealt with in Neumann-Pearson terms, with a signi-

ficance level a (or error of 1st kind) . By this,a rare event states

a typical decision problem with a pair of probabilities (W,a) ,

denoting the negligibility and significant levels . It is a well

known fact that tests of hypothesis are equivalent to confidenc e

intervals .

Dr .Schutller referred to Prof .Freudenthal's definition who sa w

three types of rare events with reference to the safety of nuclear

power plants :

(a) those arising from combinations of simple, not necessarily

rare, events of reliably observable recurrence periods, .
(b) those that were themselves simple events, presumably of

recurrence periods far beyond any practical range of observation

and therefore predictable only by circumstantial evidence or by

combined physical-probabilistic modelling ,

(c) those simple events the prediction of which could be based an

extrapolation from extensive, systematic records of their pas t

occurrences .

.The first type governs the performance of all easily maintainabl e

and renewable "active" control systems, the second, non-renewabl e

"passive" major structural elements (reactor core, containment etc . )

and the third type governed the natural hazards . Prof .Freudenthal
in his work furthermore had pointed out the significant differenc e

in approach to the three types of rare events in the focus on th e

magnitude of the rare exceedance of a well defined "criterion" o r

"intensity" in the second and third types, while the information

provided by life tests for single events of the first type wa s

usually the mean number of exceedances .

The chairman, in summing up,thoight the question of a definition

should be developed further . He then noted, that item 1 of th e

guidelines for the discussion groups had been covered in the
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discussion ; he proposed to revert to the order of the guideline s

starting with item

2 . Main Problem Areas in Handling Rare Events with Reference t o

1 the Safety of Nuclear Reactors .

The group agreed there were problems in all the topics listed :

identification of rare events, common mode failures, human

influence factors (including software), natural phenomena (in

particular what must be known about the characteristics of natura l

phenomena in order to be able to choose a particular distribution) ,

changing situations with time .

The following additions to the problem list were noted in discussion :

- analysis of the rare situation associated with single component s

where decomposition techniques were not applicable ,

- justification of acceptance in the decision making process ,

- adequacy of modelling particulary where non-linearity is

is involve d

application of methodology to decision making ,

- evaluation of quality control in safety ,

- evaluation of operational effects ,

- calculation of confidence levels .

The chairman directed the attention of the meeting to a query b y

Dr .Bastl on the use of decomposition techniques in common mod e

analysis . Dr .Vesely discussed the example of human errors in two

relays . By decomposition the causes could be identified as follows :

~ cm 1
PA' PE • PD

when )em is the common mode failure rat e

where 1

= Frequency of human interaction

PA = Probability of the error being committed per ac t

PE = Probability of the error causing a failur e

PD = Probability of the error not being detected .

An example was given of two relays in which the combined relay

failure was 10-4 . If any probability was less than 1 0-4 the common

mode failure was not a problem . Quality control errors were small
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if the system were thoroughly tested, but the influence of to o

frequent testing could be significant . Dr . Bastl thought that thi s

. could be taken as a method of investigating analytical 'causes bu t

does in general not solve the problem of bypass errors which ma y
exist in redundant systems . Dr . Vesely agreed and noted that th e

above probabilities were conditional probabilities although the y
were not so styled .

The chairman in summing up referred to diakoptic methods involvin g

tearing up in the sense of decomposing with a view to reassemblin g
again . There was here an obvious field for research .

The chairman then directed the attention of the meeting to th e
next item of the guidelines :

'3 . What Techniques are Available to Deal with the Problem Areas ?

3 .1 Patterns of event behaviour - cluster analysis :

Mr . Bourne thought that, if event behaviour were known ther e

were techniques of classification to define patterns o r

trends that did occur, but he did not know how good the y

were . Dr . Vesely commented that these techniques wer e

applicable generally only for large data samples, and it wa s

concluded by the chairman that they might not be applicabl e
to rare events . Dr . Volta thought that such techniques applie d

only in incident detection methods, where the data samples wer e

large and the initiating event was a rare event . Prof .Garribba

expressed disagreement with the Group 3 conclusion that

there were two types of events : single events and sequenc e
of events ; he did not see why a distinction was needed. In
reply to Dr . Bastl's query on how decomposition technique s

could be applied to the rupture of a vessel, Prof .Garribb a

thought that it was possible, by going down to cracks and

crack propagation . The chairman felt that a warning should

be given that the method involved large data samples an d

might not be applicable to rare events . Prof .Leadbetter

commented that this has been very well considered i n

Dr.Buckland's survey . The chairman concluded that although

* The text of Dr .Buckland's survey is listed in the section
on "Communicated Papers" .
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techniques were available, they were not really helpful .

3 .2 Extreme values - tails of distributions - extremes . of

stochastic processes - mixture techniques :

The chairman queried whether the sample size would b e

significant and how this data could be obtained in the rare

event situation . Referring to the 600 case mentioned in th e

presentation of his paper, Prof . Tiago de Oliveira said a

good approximation could nevertheless be obtained with

smaller samples . Prof . Garribba felt the cost of data ha d

to be taken into account, and that there could always be a

trade-off between data and models in the allocation of

resources . When looking at extreme situations, Mr .Bourne

thought there could be bimodal or multimodal models which

may not pertain in the normal situation . Dr .Bastl emphasized

the question of independence of events ; common mode failure s

tended to be dominant . Prof .Leâdbetter however thought that

the theory applied also to processes that were not independent

and felt that it would be better to refer to "various

techniques" rather than being specific . The chairman commente d

that, for techniques not examined at the meeting, he woul d

appreciate receiving a list of referencea,or even one referenc e

for inclusion in the detailed record of the work of thé Tas k

Force .

3 .3 Catastrophic failure techniques :

Prof .Leadbetter thought that if techniques were to b e

mentioned at all (e .g . "fault trees") it might be good t o

add any other techniques which looked promising, e .g ."thres-

hold crossings by stochastic processes" . Prof .Garribba however

expressed scepticism about the possibilities of Thom' s

"Catastrophe Theory" . Mr .Hofer said that as the theory is not

limited to structures only, it would therefore be applicable .

It was generally agreed that an open mind had to be kep t

about it and that it could be included in the list o f

"possibly useful techniques" . The chairman then raised the

question if we did have sufficient techniques to deal wit h

catastrophic failures in terms of rare events . Mr .Bourne
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,replied that more needed to be known about the causes of failure

but methods of condition monitoring might be applied to see if one

was drifting to a situation where a catastrophic failure may occur .

3 .4 Capability of functional performance :

The chairman posed the question as to how to establish suc h

capability if full scale experiments in advance cannot b e

Carried out . Dr. Vesely said that there were techniques

available but they needed Ko be improved . Prof. Garribba

queried the adequacy of the techniques of physical models ,

particularly on the part of how to determine the scale of suc h

a model . Mr . Bourne pointed out that although techniques wer e

available where practical experiments could not be performed ,

they were subject to errors, such as inductive reasoning etc . .

Difficulties could also be due to basic design errors . He

gave the example of a fire detection system which contained

a conceptual error in thab .smoke detectors were specified fo r

a situation which when analysed could not produce a fire

emitting smoke . Dr . Vesely commented that problems might exis t

not only in establishing functional performance through, fo r

instance, modelling•, but also in the proof that there could b e

a quantified confidence in these or any other models . Mrs .

Carnino commented that sefoty margins could be established ,

but the level was not well defined with respect to functiona l

performance . Dr .Bastl however felt that safety margins wer e

well defined, but he was not sure if all influences were taken

into account in deciding levels . The chairman regretted that

there was not enough time to examine in great detail questions

referring to the -U.S . Reactor Safety Study (Wash 1400) ; he fel t

important, however, to briefly discuss whether the Task Forc e

had come up with anything which might modify the conclusion s

therein . Dr . Vesely did not think that anything had been presen -

ted' which would modify .Wash 1400 ; there . may be some problem s

in the risk interpretation area, but he did not think thes e

were analysis problems .

, 4
i t

1
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3 .5 Subjective judgements :

On this
ll
question the chairman commented on a paper by F .R .

Farmer sand quoted from g3 of that report : "To determine what

is an acceptable risk, a certain amount of judgement, detaile d

technical evaluation of a given reactor, and caution must b e

employed" . Dr.Vesely also referred to F .R.Farmer's paper p .1 3

where Farmer regretted the excessive attention sometimes pai d

to highly improbable accidents ; this diverts effort into long -

term research and into difficult and expensive engineering

devices which may or may not offer the advantage originally

thought . The chairman had had a conversation with Mr .Farmer in

which the possibility of developing the boundary approac h

through systems might be a fruitful method of proceeding . To

this should be added the comment that low probability was a n

expensive game . He thought it was almost certain that some

people would opt to use subjective judgement because it wa s

difficult to quantify and it had even been suggested to him

that there should be invitations to people who could b e

considered against quantification to participate in the Task .

Force . He put the question as to whether subjective judgement was a

technique recuiring further development . It might be considered as

falling into the "Fuzzy Logic" area . Dr.. Vesely commented that

subjective judgement was not necessarily arbitrary and Mr .

Bourne agreed . In many instances it may be desirable to give

a measure . This could be true of any judgement, but before

comparisons could be made of one techni que with another the

judgement processes would need to be in the same units . There

had already been discussion on some techniques which involve d

a measure of subjective judgement . "Fuzziness Concept" took

opinions and established a weight on the opinion given . Dr .

Schuëller noted that Bayesian methods expressed also subjecti-

vity- in numbers . In considering the technique of subjective

*) FARMER,F .R. :"Safety of nuclear Power in a Modern Society" ,

Accademia Nazionale dei' Lincei Symposium on Problems related

to the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy in Italy, Rome,12-14 April,1976 .
(This paper is also listed in the section on "Communicated Papers") .
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judgement in comparison with other techniques Mr .Tenaglia

thought there was a danger that some people might think tha t

one technique was enough for a decision to be made . He felt that

this might be the main problem in the discussion of rare events .

Dr.Bastl thought it was important to be careful in wording th e

objective . The chairman said that in his discussion with IIr .F armer

the need for laying down rules, codes of practice, came up . It

may be useful for CSNI to see whether such regulations have been

adequate in dealing with rare events . In his experience in other

fields(e .g. the aircraft industry) people have commented how now that
they are dealing with quantification methods they did not appreci -

ate how they did their job when they were using qualitative _

subjective judgements . Dr . Vesely questioned whether the proba-

bilities of man made hazards needed to be any lower for desig n

than probabilities of natural hazards . And how low should w e

take it . Mr . Gachot then queried whether there may be a need t o

take into account information collected on subjective judgemen t

(interviews of technicians) . He took an example from the missile s

field where opinions were taken from technical experts to produc e

rank ordering information . The chairman wondered whether there

were sharp differences in the approaches mentioned or whether i t

was considered that in the rare event situation man made erro r

occurrence predominated . Prof .Leadbetter said the basic questio n

may be whether a natural phenomenon level was satisfactory. And

Dr . Vesely reiterated his Question that if natural phenomen a

caused the same effect was it necessary to design to a signifi-

cantly lower level? Prof. Tiago de Oliveira agreed in principle,how -

ever he pointed out that because of political, sociological an d

psychological reasons a lower order had to be taken . He observed

that even estimates of natural phenomena were not always correct .

The chairman commented that the group appeared to be moving outsid e

its capability or terms of reference and it was up to other peopl e

to judge on these values . Prof . Morlat interjected that the questio n

of acceptance involved the recognition of two factors, viz proba -

bility and consequence the further step involved three figure s

with the third one being cost .
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There,was some discussion on other questions which would be brough t

up for further consideration later in the meeting for instance :

(a)the confidence to be placed in any evaluation, (b) the leve l

at which one stops taking into account low probabilities (Dr .Vesely

commented that this depended on the specific problem), (c) in wha t

form should safety criteria be specified for measurement of a rar e

event : does one have to use words or does one have to use numbers ,

taking into account all constraints ?

Mr .Becher commented that what was wanted in Denmark was a real

analysis of a system instead of looking for a precise figure . In

order to establish criteria one did not need to know all abou t

common mode effects etc ., provided one could appreciate that ther e

were limitations etc ., and that recognition of constraints was part

of criteria.

Mr . Hofer said that there had been a misleading use of the term s

"confidence level" and "confidence interval" respectively, which

are actually based on real data . As soon as subjective judgement ,

-meaning imaginary data (Bayesian approach), was used, solely o r

in conjunction with real data, the appropriate terms were "credibl e

interval" and "credible level" respectively . Dr. Volta expressed

the view that a quantitative analysis was not necessarily based o n

precise numbers . Numbers like 1 0-8 or 10-7 were "fuzzy numbers "

corresponding to logic rather than reality . Prof .Garribba stressed

that in dealing with low probabilities one point to be taken int o

account was public reaction .

The chairman now proposed that items ' 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the guidelines

should now be taken in that order .

4 . What Data and Information is Required :

After an extensive discussion on data collection and analysi s

the group agreed as follows : data collection was required t o

give information for purposes of modelling and extrapolatin g

for rare events . It was considered that an internationall y

unified scheme could have particular advantages for the analysi s

of common mode failure . By an unified scheme it was implied that

this would be for exchange only and did not imply common format s

for data collection . This required arrangements to be made for
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the pooling of resources, and it was felt that the method o f

intercommunication could be adequately organized by the CSNI

Secretariat . It was considered that the analysis of"incidents"

(unusual occurrences) would help the identification of the dat a

which must be collected and give knowledge on incident behaviour .

It was agreed that particular emphasis was to be placed on th e

collection of data on the man/machine interaction . It was

considered that experience from different industries, e .g .

chemical, aircraft etc ., would be very useful in common mod e

failure analysis . Where a single element or material could caus e

complete failure more detailed data was considered necessary .

Analysis of empirical data was to be undertaken on a continuou s

basis in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of

understanding . Mrs . Carniho felt that one of the most Importan t

points was not only the collection,ibut the 4nalysis of how i t

was collected and how failures were analysed . She saw a need for

a warning of the dangers of just taking raw data .

5 . What Gaps Existed in Our Methods and Techniques ?

The needs for improvement appeared to exist in our methodology

or applications of techniques for the analysis of rare event s

were as follows :

5 .1 Information and methods which could help to establish tail

distribution behaviour, e .g. in examining crack behaviou r

in pressure vessels .

5 .2 How to use physical properties to build probabilistic model s

which could be useful to study rare events .

5 .3 The development of suitable stochastic models for represen-

_ ting the time and space random phenomena .

5 .4 More clear-cut studies on safety and reliability aspect s

used in decision making .

Discussion on the above points were summarized by the chairman as

follows : on 5 .1 the meeting was producing the idea of a properl y

organized multidisciplinary approach (total technology) and this

appeared the only way to tackle rar e - event problems . With respect

to 5 .2 it was felt that the analysis of empirical data as well as
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the selection of a particular distribution should be undertaken

by combining the statistical and physical aspects of the problem .

This would also justify the extrapolation beyond the range of data

available . It was remarked that this definition agreed with what

was presented in Prof . Freudenthal's paper . In connection with 5, 2

the following points emerged : Mr .Becher pointed out that the

physical aspect of the problem may help to establish upper mad .

lower bounds of distributions (Weibull, Frichet) . He also referred
to the availability of Monte Carlo simulation techniques . Prot.

Morlat felt that Monte Carlo techniques were often used by engineer s

and physicists because they did not appreciate mathematically exac t

methods of calculating probability distributions . The chairman

pidked up this point and felt that there was a need for an edu -

cational program, and on this the Task Force agreed . Dr.Vesely

queried whether deficiencies existed more in the application o f

techniques to the problems rather than in the techniques themselves .

Mrs . Carnino raised the problem that we could miss the tails o f

distribution because of the assumptions and felt that perhaps it

was in these assumptions that the tails existed . Mr . Gaohot mad e

the point that one should make better use of. the probability

approach in designing physical models . It was recognised by the

group that there were uncertainties to be considered both for the

physical and probabilistic models . Mr. Bourne felt that it watt

possible to calculate the model itself and ita associated uncer-

tainty. Account should be taken of uncertainties in the data fed .

into the model and communications in these inputs and also in th e

results, all of which could lead to an escalating situation . He

pointed to the necessity for a logical means of assessing al l

these factors . Following an example given . by. Dr .Volta who discussed

three different models and their interdependencies it was agreed
that there should be development of methods to take into accoun t

the uncertainties in various alternative types of models, e.g .

physical, theoretical, probabilistic .

In relation to 5 .3 Prof .Morlat commented that stochastic. models

we're not necessarily like classical Gaussian but . could also b e

Cauchy-type random variables (Mandelbrot) . It would be .dangerous

to use. the Gaussian processtfor very large values since it would .
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mean underestimation .

Wboi neotion with .tem 5 .4 Dr. Vesely pointed to the works of

Savage, Raiffa•ctc . . but agreed . that more studies were necessary .

Â.g iacussion. ensued on the tYpe 4f educational program which may

be appropriate . Prof, Mprlat made the . points that the trainin g

should be . sash. that:

.(a) the
' theking of engineers' etc . in probabilistic terms shoul d

inobrporaie 'stetistical methods, and (b) in reappraising courses

fore stâ,tistlelar s' he felt that there' was too much emphasis on

classical'4nethods(Gaussian process, adding random variable etc . )

and there wasa need for teaching on extreme value techniques .

It was also generally agreed that there was a need for mathemati-

cians and statisticians to appreciate engineering problems, including

analysis and evaluation of common mode failures and human error.

Dr. Royen felt that it would be appropriate to recommend to CSNI

that there be seminars for the purposes of such education .

6o: , Where Do . . We Go ,fry Here in the. Future ?

More research was required to be initiated and this should be

'putto CSNI . There 'was a need to examine the problem areas an d

'deficienc'ies already mentioned .' The Task Force -could advise, i f

necessay, on the`typës of research that would be most advantageous .

În talking about défi'ciencie"s the ohairman noted that a synopsis

had been ' recorded from Shinoharà on "Fuzzy Logic" and called on

Dr.Vd to tb`gi-e a short talk (see Addendum) . Dr .Volta felt that

this technique could be used to improve modelling .

.Tie chairman then called on .Dr . Schuëller to highlight some of

the important points from Prof .Freudenthal's paper>Dr .Schuëller

referred to Prof .Freudenthal's definition of a rare event as

stated in item 1 . of the General Discussion and pointed out that

Prof .Freudenthal's contribution furthermore dealt with th e

pyhsical argument for using extreme value distribution for

• ' isôaelling 'thé ` load' as well as the resistance in the case of the

etructùral` analysis, and stated, that for a small test sampl e

s'ïzè bÿ using' the "scatter factor" approach - the Pareto-type

distributioh could prpve to be a very useful tool to predic t

*) The full-length paper is listed in the section on "Communi-

cated Papers" .
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the structural resistance . In addition it was stressed, that th e

quality of data had been shown to have a considerable influenc e

on the selected model . In conclusion Prof .Freudenthal had state d

that the interaction between the quality and the knowledge o f

performance parameters and the modelling of their distribution s

represented a serious problem in reliability analysis to whic h

insufficient attention had been paid so far .

The chairman emphasized the importance of Prof .Freudenthal' s

contribution and expressed his regret that Prof .Freudenthal was

not able to attend himself .

7 . How Do We Interchange Ideas in the Analysis of Rare Events ,

Reliability and Safety of Nuclear Reactors ?

The chairman noted that it was time to sum up the discussion .

The Task Force was recognized as a CSNI experiment and he pu t

it to the assembly "has the Task Force concept provided a

better format for discussion of this most difficult topic a s

compared with what might have been achieved in a large r

gathering" . The group agreed that the level and measure o f

discussion was greater than could have been achieved by an y

other means, and that other specialists should be brought i n

only when there would be something definite to put before them .

It was not for the Task Force to decide what should or should not b e

applied in licensing. Any discussion comparing qualitative subjectiv e

thinking with quantification methods could take place afte r

presentation of the Task Force report at the October 197 6

meeting of CSNI . Dr . Royen explained it was important to'have

two types of report and distributed well in advance of th e

meeting: (1) a short summary, (2) a detailed report of al l . the

views expressed . It was agreed that corrections should be sent

to the technical secretaries and the chairman before June 3oth ,

and that the detailed report should be made available to th e

CSNI-See.retariat before August 31st .

As a preface to his concluding remarks the chairman felt tha t

the Task Force had done the job it was asked to do . He emphasize d

that it had no power in terms of money or backing but had th e

function only to recommend and advise . The conclusions were

that a recommendation would be made to CSNI that there was a
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need for thinking, research, etc . The Committee would b e

invited to coordinate these efforts by informing people i n

charge of research projects or teams, by organizing meeting s

of experts and seminars, by setting up - should CSNI conside r

that useful - an ad hoc working group with the power to under -

take and manage the necessary research programme . It was agree d

that the Task Force could be called upon to act as and whe n

required in an advisory capacity to CSNI or the working group ;

in particular the Task Force would be ready to start planning a

larger meeting in, say, two years time .

In his concluding remarks the chairman said that this was on e

of the best meetings he had ever attended . It had been mos t

stimulating with a high level of discussion . It had been a

highly successful meeting showing a good spirit of adventure .

with exchanges taking place on a personal and human level . All

concerned had shown a willingness to extend the frontiers o f

knowledge in the given topic . He expressed thanks to all con-

cerned in the organization and the hospitality extended, parti -

cular to Dr . Volta and staff at Ispra and all the OECD and CSNI

members who had made the Task Force meeting possible .

A
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RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF NUCLEA R
REACTORS AND THE THEORIE S

OF RARE EVENT S

Alfred M . Freudenthal
George Washington University

The demand for exceptionally high reliability in high -

risk technological developments implicitely characterize s

all potential failures of emergency or of catastrophic natur e

as "rare events" . A credible assessment of the objective

probabilities of their occurrence, which constitutes th e

core of the risk analysis of a considered development i s

therefore predicated on the use of existing theories of rar e

events and their extension to situations beyond the usua l

range of their application .

There are three basic types of rare events :

(1) those arising from combinations of simple, not necessa-

rily rare, events of reliably observable recurrence periods ;

(2) those that are themselves simple events, presumably o f

recurrence periods far beyond any practical range of obser-

vation and therefore predictabl8 only by circumstantial evi-

dence or by combined physical-probabilistic modelling ;

(3) those simple events the prediction of which can be base d

on extrapolation from extensive, systematic records of thei r

past occurrences .

All three types of rare events must be dealt with i n

the risk and reliability analysis of nuclear reactors . The

first type governs the performance of all easily maintainable

I-

4
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and renewable "active" control-systems and engineered safe-

guards, the reliability of which can be raised to any desired

level by multiple redundancies of elements of performanc e

characteristics established in life-testing . The second type

governs the performance of the not easily maintainable, non -

renewable "passive" major structural. elements (reactor core. ,

reactor vessel, piping and containment), the reliability o f

which can be analytically related to their design
1 , but mus t

be systematically monitored and sustained by non-destructive

inspection since the recurrence period of failure to be de -

signed for is not only by several orders of magnitude larger

than feasible periods of life tests, but such tests would be

severely limited in numbers by economic reasons . The third

type governs the natural hazards that must be considered i n

the design of reactors and which may critically affect thei r

reliability .

A significant difference in the approach to the thre e

types of rare events is in the focus on the magnitude of the

rare exceedance of a well-defined "criterion" or "intensity "

in the second and third types, while the information provide d

by life tests for single events of the first type is usuall y

the mean number of exceedances of empirical performance para -

meters, out of which the reliability of the complex syste m

is obtained by algebraic manipulation or (in large system )

by event-tree analysis . The focus on the magnitude of th e

exceedance of well-defined conditions implies considerable
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concern with the probability-distribution of these magnitude s

and with the underlying correlation of the safety and integrit y

of the design of the structural components with their proba-

bility of failure and associated reliability functions . The

concept of the structural safety factor as the ratio of a n

unexpectedly low (rare) resistance and an unexpectedly hig h

(rare) load 2 by which the probability of failure is identifie d

as the probability of coincidence of these unexpected desig n

"limits", automatically focusses the interest on the sub -

populations of the (smallest) extremes of the resistance an d

the (largest) extremes of the load rather than on their tota l

populations and thus limits the consideration to the limite d

number of the (asymptotic) forms of the distributions of thes e ,

extremes, the theory of which is well known 3 . However, suffi-

ciently large samples of these subpopulations must be know n

through testing and observation to permit reliable estimation

of the distribution-parameters . In the not infrequent case s

when representative resistance values are known only from a

very small number, sometimes only a single full scale test,

prediction of the lowest value to be expected in a population

of specified size m at a specified reliability level can b e

predicted by using a "scatter factor" S by which the singl e

test result is to be divided . Under certain not too unrealisti c

assumptions the distribution of this scatter factor takes th e

simple Pareto-type form 4

F(S) = S a = R
m+S

4,4
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where a is the (known) shape parameter of an assumed Weibul l

distribution of the resistance, and the reliability R i s

defined by the probability of values < S . With the median

S .= m
l/a and s

	

S/S the above expression takes the for m

R = 1/(1 + s -a )

from which S at a specified reliability level is found . À

representative magnitude of a, which depends on material and

fabrication process, can usually be derived from the scatte r

of relevant tests on similar smaller elements . In the absence

of a sufficiently large sample of extreme (smallest) resistanc e

values for direct parameter estimation of asymptotic extrem e

value distributions, the outlined procedure leads to a relia-

bility-based estimate of the smallest design value .

The focus on the mean number of exceedances of empirica l

performance parameters in the first type of rare events em-

phasizes the assumption of pure randomness of the failure

processes leading to rare events of the first type and implie s

their modelling by Poisson processes with associated exponentia l

reliability (non-occurrence) functions . It should be note d

that, on the basis of information theory, this function repre-

sents a distribution p(x) of "minimum information" (or maximum .

uncertainty) compatible with the knowledge of nothing mor e

than the mean recurrence period x of the variable x and wit h

the accepted standard definition of "information" b y

I = fp(x) . In p(x) dx . It can also be derived as the distri-

bution of the "waiting time" for a rare event from the geometric
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distribution, the tacit implication being that the mea n

return period is known . As, however, such knowledge is only

obtainable from multiple life tests, it cannot be assume d

to be in the form of a unique number x, but only in th e

form of a single sample value x or of several sample values ,

from which a density function p(x) = pO = dG(E)/dE can be

derived and the effect of various forms of G(f)on P(x/E) =

1 - exp[-(x/E)) studied . Assumption of a Gamma density func-

tion for p(E) 5 results in a Pareto-type distribution of P(x )

with decreasing hazard function which, contrary to popula r

belief, leads to a decreasing reliability with time . Thi s

conclusion is of considerable practical significance for th e

risk-analysis of multicomponent systems : unless the mean

failure rates of the components are known with great precision ,

reliability predictions on the basis of constant failure rate s

may be misleadingly consèrvative .

In the design of the "passive" major structural component s

of nuclear reactors the fact that they cannot be designed t o

withstand by themselves reactor transients associated with

potential emergency conditions, makes safety and reliability

dependent on the reliable operation of the "active" contro l

and safeguard systems . Not even the containment can be ade-

quately designed to. withstand the exptected extreme, shor t

transient pressure pulses associated with a major loss-of-

coolant accident without the engineered safeguards provide d

by the additional "active" pressure-equalization and pressure

.
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suppression and ventilation systems . Thus the characteristi c

feature of the design and reliability assessment of the major

structural components of a nuclear reactor is their reliance

on the co-operation with and protection by active contro l

and safeguard systems in the control of reactor-transients .

The different character of the rare events represented b y

failures in the "active" and "passive" systems must be re-

flected both in the design and the reliability of the "pas-

sive" systems . Only with respect to extreme L .tensities o f

natural hazards does the design approach to the major "pas-

sive" structural systems resemble that used in non-nuclea r

structural design, since the"active"systems can provide no

protection . However the anticipated effects of minor inten-

sities of natural hazards on the "active" control and safe -

guard systems of operating reactors constitute a potentia l

additional source of failure of "passive" components through

inadequate or eliminated control of reactor transients . The

key to the assessment of the risks of such failures is the

understanding of the different character of the differen t

types of rare events from which they result .

In conclusion, the importance of the distinction, in the

risk -and reliability analysis of nuclear reactor systems ,

between the different types of . "rare events" encountered in

such system because of the complex interaction of "active "

and "passive" sub-systems cannot be sufficiently stressed .

This classification of "rare events" leads to a classificatio n

of the statistical theories available for their modelling,
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in which considerable attention must be paid to the procedure s

by which the data for the estimation of the model-parameter s

are obtained, since the quality of the data has been shown t o

have a considerable influence on the selected model . Thus ,

the conventional modelling with the aid of exponential relia-

bility functions based on the assumption of failure sequence s

governed by Poisson processes of known parameters 6 may be

incompatible with the actual quality of this knowledge an d

thus lead to unrealistic conclusions, while the frequent model -

ling of the resistance of structural components with the ai d

of Gaussian distributions represents a "minimum information "

approach applicable to knowledge consisting of mean and varianc e

of the significant variable only, an approach that cannot b e

relied upon to lead to a realistic assessment of true risk s

of (rare) failures 8 .

This interaction between the quality of the knowledge o f

the performance parameters and the modelling of their distri -

butions represents a serious problem in reliability analysi s

to which insufficient attention has so far been paid . The

emergence, from this interaction, of Pareto-type distributions ,

referred to in non-life insurance mathematics as the "most dan-

gerous" ' class of distributions 9 , suggests that conventiona l

methods of reliability analysis do not adequately reflect th e

engineering reality ; their uncritical, wholesale application

in the risk analysis of nuclear reactor systems may seriousl y

undermine the credibility of its conclusions on which, in the

last instance, public acceptance of nuclear power developmen t

depends .
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Reliability of Nuclear Power Plants

"We cannot provide absolute health and safety 	 If you Insist on being dead saf e

you . will have to accept being safely dead" (Dunster, 1976) .

Statistical Techniques for Analysts of Rare Event s

"The theory of statistical inference exists to serve those who are collecting an d

using empirical data, either to further natural knowledge or to improve the

making of decisions" (Barnard, 1966) .

I Introduction

1. The rare events contemplated by the title are the "failures" of man-mad e

repairable systems in the form of nuclear power plants . In this sense the term

"failure" includes any shutdown not amounting to a catastrophe but, clearly, a

shutdown resulting from a pre-planned management decision is not so included.

This latter aspect will, however, have to be taken Into account by the data-recording

system, where tt is related to wperational . time.The failures can be concerned with

the design/quality of materials/efficiency of construction/integrity of operation, a s

well as external natural causes such as earthquakes and floods . Events arising

from terrorist or similar activities are not included because, while they ma y

be the subject of subjective probability assessment, they are not amenable-to

analysts by objective statistical methods Some attention is paid, however t o

the aeroplane accident as another form of man-made external cause of failure . .

2. It will be clear that the events envisaged in this study will occur as points I n

continuous time and it can be noted at once that such event would have an associate d

vector of data recording the multivariate aspects of the event and its local

environment . Hopefully, Lt may be possible to produce a single "figure of merit "

as an Indicator of the importance of an event . These three characteristics, together

with the fact that the number of events for any one plant is likely to be small, I .e .

the rarity of the kind of event, conditions the system of statistical analysis .
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3. As the population of nuclear power plants grows it will be possible to make

analysesof the various aspects (environment) of events according to primary

groupings (strata) such as geographical area, type of power plant, etc . Thus it

may in time become practicable to examine the time-sequence of events withi n

and between these primary strata; a convenient description for the literature could

be "stratified multivariate events in time" .

4. Because nuclear power plants have been, and will continue to be constructe d

and brought into operational commission on very different scales in (real) time ,

it will be necessary to create an "operating-time" variable to bring each to a

common basis for statistical analysis . This is a well-understood feature of life

tests under service conditions where each unit requires considerable time t o

be prepared and enter the test; it also has affinities with some medical trials fo r

survivability under different forms of treatment for patients who present and ar e

identified sequentially over a period of time . It is suggested that the statistical

"time" variable has its zero at the time of commissioning - or some other pertinent

time to be agreed - and allowance be made for periods out-of-action for any cause .

The natural unit of record can be modified as time evolves as many appea r

demable, i .e . a recording unit in terms of hours can be enlarged to one of day s

in the light of experience .

5. A feature of importance is that the "sample" size will grow with time an d

thus permit of a special form of sequential analysis in the sense of continuous

re-assessment rather than the classical sequential methods . At some stage it

may become practicable to use techniques of sequential testing of hypothesi s

of interest that it appears unlikely that benefit will be derived from methods o f

sequential estimation . This is due to the nature of the processes generating

the data rather than deficiencies in that particular set of statistical techniques .

It is also appreciated that there may be some learning-effect and this shoul d

be brought out in the analysis rather than at the stage of data creation and capture .
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II A Broad View of the Statistical System .

6. We can see that a basic aspect of the statistical analysis will be the interval s

of time between the events - in particular the first interval between start-time and

first event . The statistical model for such events and the intervals between the m

in the stochastic point process, of whichthe Poisson process of random event s

in time is the fundamental form . This aspect is developed in the first half of

to report following this Introduction . Methods are outlined for dealing wit h

data from a main section of ordered events as well as the stream of events fro m

an individual power plant . This main section concludes with the applicability o f

extreme-value analysis .

7. The second main section of the report deals with methods for probing th e

multivariate environment of an event . Here the approach is somewhat more

data-analytic than in the first main section but developments of statistica l

technology is such that this imbalance of approach is likely to be redressed in

the future although it may be some time before analysis in terms of a multi -

variate stochastic point-process is practicable . The statistical methods are

broadly of two kinds ; the one seeking a method of initial appreciation of the dat a

structure - necessarily in two or three (transformed) dimensions - and the othe r

seeking to group (classify) units and cluster variables as an aid to the search

for relationships and patterns . The mode of failure will be important here an d

attention is also given to the possibility of eliminating variables which affor d

little or no additional information (principle of parsimony) and the difficult bu t

potentially rewarding topic of outlying observations .

8. A (smaller) third section deals with the problem of monitoring operation s

through statistical analysis of the .output from parts of the sophisticate d

instrumentation and recording systems . Here the discussion reverts to the area

of stochastic processes and in particular tc the "crossings" of certain levels

of key characteristics which creates such a point process : a form of dynamic

extreme-value analysis . Finally, a short section deals with the question of

how the various external influencès - man-made and natural - could be embodie d

in the overall system .
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9. The references cited in this report are intended to act as a "gateway to th e

literature" in support of prefered statistical procedures . No general account i s

given of methods and their relevant literature that have been considered an d

rejected for inclusion in the statistical system outlined in this report . One very

general reference should be mentioned here since its motivation and ideas hav e

been used frequently and mostly without specific recall :

Serfling, R . J . (1974) "Research in Point Processes with applications

in Reliability of Biometry" at pages 109-127 of Reliability and Biometry:

statistical aspects of life length (SIAM).

A vital point that must be recorded is that at all stages the statistical analysi s

will need to be illuminated by and reconciled with the scientific, engineerin g

and operational conditions of the nuclear power plants which form the subjec t

matter of the, system .

111 The Point Events

10. For each plant there will be an interval between the zero point of the commo n

pseudo-time variable and the first event . At any given point in real-time ther e

will be some plants for which a first event has not occurred ;- in similar fashion ,

there will be intervals between first and second events and so on . In order to

secure the fullest value from the available data, use must be made of these cross-

sections of censored observations . The primary objective is to determine whethe r

such intervals could have been generated by a Poisson process i .e. that they are

randomly occuring in time . The basis for this line of thought derives from page

12, Volume 2 of W . Feller "Introduction to Probability Theory and its applications "

(Wiley-1971) where he states :-
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Suppose that there is no after effect in the sense that the past history
permits no conclusions as to the future . As we have seen, this

condition requires that the waiting - time (x i ) to the first arrival

(event) be exponentially distributed . But at each arrival (event)

the process starts from scratch as a probabilistic replica of th e

whole process ; the successive waiting times (xk) between arrivals

must be independent and have the same distribution" .

11. Appeal is here being made to the waiting-time distribution of the rth event

which is :

(Y)

	

(A-t)'''t.->

and recognisable as the gamma, or Pearson Type IH, form for which the special
case oft= 1 (i .e . the first event) is

AL

which is the negative exponential distribution .

12. The initial problem for the statistical system is therefore to identify whethe r

or not the cross-sections of intervals are exponentially distributed; and this on

a basis of continuous re-assessment as the sample of plants is increased . If the

exponential form is confirmed then themanagement/engineering conclusion is o f

a different kind than otherwise; that Is to say, even though the individual engineering

system is repairable it is subject to ordinary natural forces . . Hence, any

improvement in the general level of the rate of occurrence of events can be achieve d

only by a major Increase in the resources employed in maintenance and/or th e

modification of design or operating procedures . If the exponential form is not

confirmed then further analysis will be required In order to identify the distribution

form and its implications for the kind of stochastic process thereby Implied .
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Identification of Interval Distribution

13. It is suggested than, for the basic system of continuous re-assessmen t

envisaged in the previous paragraph, use is made of a judicious blend of

graphical and numerical (siatistical) methods . Although the technique of thei r

paper is no appliable here, Shapiro, SS . k Wilk, M .B . (1972) Technometrics, 14 ,

355-370 strongly advocate this course of action . It seems likely that what will be

most useful is a simple and flexible method of data appraisal supported b y

statistical calculations where the indications are that they can be profitable .

Otherwise, as in many cases of regression analysis and time-series analysis ,

calculations could be made on a routine basis which are out-of-keeping wit h

the inherent "message" of the data .

14. The primary task indicated in paragraph 12 above is to see whether the

ordered cross-sections of intervals between events is negative exponential i n

distribution. While it is possible to use the quite general basis of a gamma

probability plot on chi-squared paper, using two degrees of freedom, as indicate d

by Wilk, M . B . , Gnanadesikan, R. & Huyett, Marion J . (1962) Technometrics ,

4, 1-20 and summarised in chapter 8 of "StatisticalModelain Engineering' s by

Hahn, G .J. & Shapiro, S, S . (Wiley - 1967), this is a somewhat cumbersom e

approach and a more direct method was given by Epstein, B (1960) Technometrics ,

2, 83-101 and 167-183 . The method is the common one of using a suitably

transformed (semi-logarithmic) graph paper which yields a straight line for th e

distribution under investigation . From this it is possible to make an estimate

of the parameter(s) implied by the plot . If the plot indicates the conclusion of

a negative exponential distribution it is better then to proceed by ordinar y

statistical calculations . It will be apparent that there is a third method, that o f

using the special Weibull probability paper with unit value of the shap e

parameter. This approach is well set out in Nelson, W . & Thompson, V . C .

(1971) J . Qual . Tech., 2, 45-50 but, although it is less cumbersome than the

gamma-plot, it is not. as simple and straightforward as the method given by

Epstein which must remain the preferred method.
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15 .- In his paper, Epstein also suggests that the simple method of plo'ting helps

with any evidence of abnormally short or long first (or subsequen order )

failure intervals, _:As mentioned in the previous paragraph, a graphical indicatio n

that the negative exponential distribution may exist requires to be followed by a

statistical 'est of the whole distribution and then appropriate estimatio n

procedures, based upon_ the sample statistics which are easy to calculate . While
the relatively old paper by Bartholomew, D . J. (1957) Biometrika, , 44, 253-25 7

still has attractions because of its small-sample capability, more recent wor k

based upon the cumula .ive distribution e .g. Kolmogorov Smirnov or Cramer -

von Mises is likely to be superior : it is noted in passing that some other portions

of the basic Epstein (1960) papers should not be lost to sight until the more

recent work has been confirmed by experience with sets of data .

16 . As with so many areas of statistical technology, the literature is no t

entirely explicit. Undoubtedly, the. best set of tables for the Kolmogorov -

Smirnov tests for the negative exponential distribution where the parameter i s

estimated from the sample are those given in Durbin, J . (1975), Biometrika ,

62, 5-22 . In these tables n-2 (1)10 (2) 30 (10) 100 . However, there are no

comments on the relative power of this test to detect, for example, deviation s

in the tails of a distribution -- and this is where the position is most important .

We turn, therefore to the work of Finkelstein, J .M . & Schafer, R . E . (1971) ,

Biometrika, 58, 641-645, who produc .e a K-S type statistic Sn for the negativ e

exponential which is better than the similar statist; ; r s proposed by Lillef ors ,HW .
(1969) J. Amer. Sta.4istAssoc, , 64, 387-389 and as good as the Cramer -von

Mises type statistics given by van Soest, J . (1969) Statistica Neerlandica, 23 ,

41-51•. This is not without importance because the Cramer - von Mises statistic s
is generally regarded to be more efficient than the Kolmogorov - Smirnov type

statistiesfor tests based upon the distribution function rather than the frequenc y

function, for which the classic test is the X 2_ test or one of its generalised

forms (gee Dahiya, R .C . & Gurland, J ., (1972) Technometrics, . 14, 791-801) .

There is one practical difficulty, however, in that the table of critical value s

for Sn are only for n = 2 (1) 20 (5) 30 and this range is (potentially) likely to be

exceeded for at least the first failure intervals . Therefore we must turn to
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the comparative account given in Section VIII, paragraph 30, of the r Biomerika

Tables", Volume 2, edited by Pearson, B .S. & Hartley, MO ., (Cambridge

1972), That paragraph gives a comparison of five statistics, vizt- Kolmogorov -

Smirno,v (D), Cramer - von Mises (W2), Kuiper (V), Watson (U 2) and Anderson-

Darling (A) and states that this latter form "appears to be the most powerfu l

statistics for detecting deviations in the tails 	 " The practical importance

of this reference is that. h gives the work of M. A . Stephens who produced in a

most compact form a set of (asymptotic) modified statistics (T) which are efficient

for all sample sizes . In Table 54 is given for Case 3 - negative exponential, the

percentage points which are most useful in practice .

17. Accordingly, the recommendation for this link of the statistical system is t o

use Durbin's tables and the results of Stephens in parallel, pending experience

of the type of data being envisaged.

Prediction and the Negative Exponential

18. Before turning to the course of action if the above mentioned analysi s

rejects the negative exponential form there are aspects related to the task o f

"taking a view" of the broad nature of future similar observations . e .g.

further items in the sample of first failure intervals . We must take note of the

possibilities for predicting a particular order statistics, a prediction interval

for a future observation or observations and a view on the likely range of value s

for the parameter of the exponential distribution if many more observation s

were to become available.

19. A statement of best linear unbiased predictor of a future observation (x r)

based upon k(r interval observations out of a possible (n) at any one tim e

where the interval distribution is negative exponential, was given by Kaminsky ,

K . S, & Nelson, P .I. (1975 ) J.Amer. Statist. Assoc., 70, 145--150 . It is

possible to give some small improvement in statistical efficiency by considering

best linear invariant predictors, as suggested by Kaminsky, K .S., Mann, Nancy

R. & Nelson, P .I. (1975) Biometrika, 62, 525-527, but the statistical form i s

so much more complex and troubled with difficulties over inverting a convarianc e

matrix that this slight advantage is not worth pursuing .
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20. .turning to prediction ir'ervals the recent li=erature requires very close

a :ertion inasmuch as a' leas` two papers, Hall,

	

& Prairie .

	

R, R, (1973 ,

Technometrics, 15, 857--914 and Kaminsky, K,S . & Nelson, P .I, (1974

Technome'rics, 16, 57-59 are judged not to apply to the kind of observations

envisaged by this study, Two very relevant papers are Lawless J, F, 1971 )

Technome:.rics, 13, 725- .730 (whose results were extending hose of Hewett ,

J. E, (1968) Technome rics, 10, 850-853) and Likes, J . (1974) Technometrics ,

16, 241-244 which in its turn extended the Lawless (1971) paper . A useful review

paper was provided by Hahn, G . J . & Nelson, W. (1973) J, Qual,Tech, , 5, 178-188 ,

The firs :: of these (Lawless, 1971) gives an interval estimate for the r `h ordere d

statistics ofthe single parameter exponential based upon (k) observations out o f

(n) and, in particular, where r k ± 1 . The paper also covers the nth observation

based on the same (k) observations . The second paper (Like g, 1974) extends

these results to the two-parameter exponential . By using these results it i s

possible, under conditions increasing sample size, to have a process of continuou s

re-assessment of the immediate possibilities and also an indication of a kind o f

"extreme-value" without resorting to the asymptotic distributions of extreme -

value theory .

21. The third point mentioned at the end of paragraph 12 concerns the estimate d

parameter of the exponential distribution . With a sample size that increase s

over time, the standard error becomes smaller and this will influence the width

of any confidence interval . However, in the situation of the kind envisaged i n

this study, it is suggested that the confidence interval approach is somewhat

unsatisfactory . What will be helpful is an idea of the range of values of the para-

	

` f

meter for whichthe available observations would not be inconsistent. (at different

levels of "probability°), An immediate reaction to this would be to suggest a

Bayesian, or empirical Bayes, approach . Unfortunately, without a great deal

more experience of the observations likely to become available and, indeed, the

existence of more observations than anyone wishes to have occurring, this i s

not. very practicable, It is true that sets of assumptions could be made but this i s

an unsatisfactory procedure for a statistical system . An approach by way of

fiducial inference is likely to be dogged by the usual difficulties over the statistical
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mathematics, Accordingly, i ; is suggested that resort should be made to the

of;her great principle coming from Sir Ronald Fisher _ thelikelihood approach

To quote from sec'ion of chapter 1 of his "S atis leal Methods for Research

Workers . .

What has now appeared is that. the mathematical concept; of probabili ty

is, in most cases, inadequate to express our mental confidence o r

diffidence in making such inferences, and tha the mathematica l

quantity which appears to be appropriate for measuring our orde r

of preference among different possible populations does not in fac t

obey the laws of probability, To distinguish it from probability, I

have used the term "Likelihood" to designate this quaniity l ; since

both the words 'likelihood" and "probability" are loosely used i n

common speech to cover both kinds of relationship . "

22 . The many basic references on this topic since the original (1922) paper

are collated in Edwards, A . W. F, , "Likelihood" (Cambridge, 1972), This,

however, is a difficult book to use and attention is drawn to an expository pape r

by Whitney, J.B. (1974) J . Qual . Tech., 6, 182-187 which introduces the

concepts of likdihood and the likelihood function with reference to the binomial ,

exponential and Weibull distributions - all of central importance to the fields

of life testing and reliability assessment. The outcome of the paper is that, for

example, with a set of observations from an exponential distribution, it i s

possible to derive an upper and lower value of'the .parameter according to levels

of the complete likelihood function which may be interpreted as "support." o r

"plausibility" values of the population parameter ; as Barnard has written

"likelihood serves to rank possible parameter values in a rational order of

plausibility on given data? Results are given for censored as well as uncensore d

data which is particularly relevant to the situation under review .. It must be kept

constantly in mind that the unusual nature of the observations likely to emerg e

1 A more special application of the likelihood is its use, under the name of
"power function, " for comparing the sensitiveness, in some chosen respect, o f
different possible tests of significance .
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under the situa ion contemplated by this s°udy not only merits but probably

demands a form of cor>'inuous re-assessmer. .' of their implications ,

Negative Exponen'ial Form Unaccep ; .able

23 . The paragraphs above have dealt with the statistical analysis leading '_o

and developing the negative exponential distribution of intervals as will resul t

from the basic Poisson process of events which wee random in time, It is no w

necessary to examine what should be done if the negative exponential form i s

rejected . Firs', i, must be noted that this situation could arise from consideration s

of the systems reliability model a major aspect being considered separately

within the Task Force, For example, a recent paper by Barlow, R . E, &

Proschan, F (1976) Matte. Opera., Res. 1, 32-42 entitled "Theory of Maintained

Systems : distribution of time to first system failure" states tha t

. . if repairable components (that are separately maintained )

have exponential failure law, repas distributions have decreasing

repair rate and nonrepairable components have increasing failure

rate, then the distribution of time to first system failure is ' Ne w

better than Used'' .

The authors state that their paper is of particular interest for problems o f

nuclear reactor safety and draw attention to an associated paper by S . M . Ros s

to appear in J. Stoch . Proc.Apel . It is clear that the outcome of the model-

s +audy within the Task Force project can exert considerable influence on the

ultimate statistical system for analysing such data as may become available .

24 . Beyond this it may be desirable to consider stratifying the data according

to rational design/engineering considerations in order to see whether only a

restricted group or groups is responsible for the non-acceptance of th e

exponential form. Whether there is complete or partial non-acceptance of the

exponential form, the next step is to continue the process of identification whic h

commenced in paragraph 13 above . There is now a different background in that

..

1r
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it is only for the negative exponential distribution of intervals arising from a

Poisson process that we can make use of the ordered cross-sections of first ,

second and subsequent. intervals . Even though the system may be fully restore d

after each failure, the unique character of the Poisson process -- as summarised

by the extract from Feller's book (paragraph 10) - does not hold for any othe r

point process . We have to adopt an approach which is somewhat more

(statistically) venturesome than hitherto but not unacceptably so .

25 . Firstly, we consider the set of intervals to first failure because these are

valid in their own right as a sample of observations based upon a common tim e

variable; there will also be those plants in service which have not contributed

a first interval to this sample . This situation is stated very clearly in (iii )

at the end of the paragraph at the top of column 1 on page 28 of J. Qual . Tech. ,

(1969) 27-52 by Wayne Nelson entitled "Hazard Plotting for Incomplete Failur e

Data•: reference should also be made to the same author's (1972) paper i n

Technometrics, 14, 945-966. This paper is basically a simple graphica l

approach-in line with the thoughts of paragraph 7 above - using the hazard rat e

for the purpose of identifying the form of distribution : the paper deals explicitly

with the Gaussian, log Normal, Weibull and extreme value distributions - a s

well as the basic exponential form already dealt with above . The central principle

is a series of special graph papers - for which the theory is given which enables

further distribution forms to be considered . In this connection a note of warning

is contained in ARL Report TR 75-0195 to the effect that care is needed over the

plotting scale if the shape of the distribution is not to be obscured . However, it

is considered that the alternative graphical method offered in the report - base d

on a Total Test time statisticsis in no way superior for the purpose of thi s

present study . A most important aspect of the papers (Nelson, 1969 and 1972)

is their manner of treating sample units which have not failed (for the first time

in this context) . In sum, this graphical approach is quite empirical, but guide d

by engineering insight as to which distribution could be relevant; if one plot

is unsuitable then others can be tried to find the form that is reasonable .
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What Next?	 _ .	 ar?d for individual plant data

26, From the thoughts of the previous paragraphs we are led to cor._sider some

more general aspec :s of stochastic point-processes : we may have 'o leave the

relative staais`lcal comfort of analysing sets of first, second, etc,, in_erval s

between failures and consider the series, stream or flow of evens for eac h

power generating station, The first question to ask is what are the likely alter -

natives to the Poisson process of random intervals? A simple alternative i s

the non-homogenous Poisson process where, in fact, the rate of occurrenc e

changes with time . This is quite possible because of engineering improvement s

resulting in reliability growth and, since we are not really violating the basi c

tenets of the Poisson process, the sequence of cross-sectional sets of first ,

second etc intervals should ultimately reveal this kind of improvement i n

the estimates of the parameters of the negative exponential distributions . The

readily available standard tests of significance may be appropriate here in due

course but experience with the data will be more informative than anything tha t

can be said here and now. The obvious point of reference would be Mann et al

(1974) "Methods for the statistical analysis of reliability and life data" (W[ley )

implications of the power function would need to be brought into account (see .

paragraph 21) .

27 . After this simple alternative - where the intervals are independent and

identically distributed in the exponential form but in blocks of time - we mov e

away'from the basic feature of the independent and identically exponentiall y

distributed interval to contemplate the situation where there is a significan t

pattern of serial correlation in the event stream and which must introduc e

another form of statistical distribution . This is the general group known as th e

Renewal processes and the distributions of interest in reliability and lif e

analysis can give rise to particular cases i .e., Weibull, gamma and log

Normal, with one of the extreme-value distributions and the Erlang distributio n

as special forms of the first two of these . For the renewal process generated

from a Weibull distribution reference should be made to Finkelstein, J .M . (197E)

Téchnometrics, 18, 115--117 and Crow, L .H. (1974) at pages 379-410 of

"Reliability & Biometry ; statistical analysis of life-length" (SIAM) .
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In another way, if 'here are (say) two basic modes of failure pmducirg wo

classes of even: and, hence, wo in'-erlockir:g sequences of irA ervals could

be appropriate 'o consider he semi -Markov process . It may be recalled ha :,

in fact, he Poisson, process is one form of the basic Markov process by

reason of its ''memoryless characteris tic : A further paper by Wayne Nelso n

(1970) on graphical methods of hazard ploting where different modes of failur e

are present is J . Qual, Tech, , , 126-149 ,

28. At this stage h would be unwise to quote, in any preferred sense, from

the extensive li :era : re of stochasic processes - in particular of stochasti c

point processes - because i' is impossible to see in which direction the data

may lead as and when i :: becomes available, What is clear is that at his

stage - of having the Poisson process model rejected - the analysis switche s

to individual plan's and at 'his level the number of observations is likely to

be very restricted for some time to come . I't should be noted here that there

is little or no help in enlarging 'he amount of da:a by combining plans into

groups because Lhe general result of such superposition is a tenancy toward s

the basic Poisson form and this could quite successfully mask the characteristic s

of the constituent series, 'This may, indeed, be an area where some furthe r

research effort. will be required, However, there is so much work going on

in this field, and the time is yet to arrive when the requirements could b e

appropriately specified, that the recommendation must be to accomplish th e

more basic portions of the sta'isiical system first and come to the considerations

of these last three paragraphs at a later stage when the position must be clearer .

Extreme value s

29. In this last . section before turning co the second main 'heure the environ-

ment surrounding an even: ;. - we must consider the place of extreme value

analysis concerning the point even's as such ; '.here will, of course be a paralle l

section it. the second par : of :this report The question also arises when dealing

with analysis of data from a s"v stem of corn nuous monitoring of plant performance :

this aspen' will be covered later in he Repir (se paragraph 44) . Extreme
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values are linked wi`h small probabilities related to the size of an (rare) ever:

rather than the number of such rare events so tha' we remain firmly interested

in the intervals between evens ; :.he '-size'' of any event is for analysis by quLe

different methods in the latter part of this report . Even there, if the ' figure o f

merit. .' can be achieved to summarise the environment of an event ; .hen it may

be possible to use the concep t of extreme values associated with dial of th e

"marked" stochastic point-process (see paragraph 33) .

30. In may ways is difficult. to see the direct applicabili ty of extreme -

value analysis to .he kind of data envisaged as arising from the background of

the Report, there are not regularly recurring samples of (n) items from

continuous variate of which the largest (smallest) values can be regarded a s

forming a distribution of extreme values . With this thought. in mind, it i s

somewhat irrelevant to relate and distinguish the exact theory - small sample s

from completely specified initial distributions - or the asymptotic approach - •

involving broad distribution types -- as given in detail by Gumbel,

	

J. (1958 )

"Statistics of Extremes" (Columbia) . For the kind of data that is envisaged

becoming available inwiving. intervals between point-events -- the aspect whic h

seems directly applicable is the method of exceedances : probabilities that

particular ordered values will be exceeded by future observations . This me:hod

is distribution-free in the best sense of the term and virtually all that can be

said was written in Chapter 2 of Gumbel (1958) . A point of some practical

importance to the present system of data analysis is that this use of orde r

statistics and exceedances can apply to observations for the individual plant a s

well as the sequence of cross-sections of failure intervals .

31. The basic reference to order statistics and the theory of exceedances i s

section 2 of Chapter 2 ofGumbel's "Statistics of Extremes" . However, not

all of this is required and the important sub-sections are 2 .2,0 -- Introduction;

2 .2,1 - Distribution of Number of Exceedances ; 2,2,6 -- Normal and Rare

Exceedances . There is one original reference, Epstein, B (1954) Ann. Math

S`at.ist: ., 4, 762-768 which is important because it contains the table referred

;o on page 60 of Gumbel (195k ) . The statistical distribution concerned with ar.alvs sof
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exceedances is the hypergeomerric ; accordingly, the preferred :ables are

those of Lieberman, D . J . & Owen, D. B. (Stanford 1961) where a full

explanatory no te on this application is given or pages 11- 15 .

IV Theenvironmentof anEvent - Summary"F ;gureof Merit !

32. From considerations of he point events and the intervals of time

separating these evens, we can move to consider the characteristics of the

events themselves . There is, however, an intermediate stage where, a s

mentioned in the Introduction, is may become practicable to allot . a single

"figure of meriP to an event . That is ':o say; event 1 would have the (first)

interval of time according to the common-time variable to be created an d

associated with

	

the ,firs. figure-of- merit giving a summary of the

environment etc ., for that event .

33. Immediately this raises thoughts of the . : marked" stochastic point-process

is introduced by Wittig . D . & Ma :ihes, K, (1963), Math. Nachr., 26, 45-56 ; the

term "labelled point process" is also used (see also : Daley, D .J . & Vere-Jones ,

D . at page 315, ''Stochastic Poir_ ; Processess', Wiley - 1972) . This aspect is

particularly relevant for data from the individual plant and in such terms on e

might anticipate analysing as a doubly -stochastic process; where the tim e

intervals and ► he "marks' , come from an (identifiable) stochastic process . Thi s

is unlikely to be practicable, however, and. he mind turns toward the simple r

approach of the bivaria .e--process(vi :hour a great deal of emphasis on the "process "

and more on the bivariao see whether, having regard to the small amount of

data likely to be available, there is arty form of relationship between the interval

and its associated evert 'figure of merit" . It may not be wholly defensible, but

as an initial aspect of rhe data analysis it would be illuminating to construc t

ordinary bivariae plo's of These two characteristics to see whether groupings

or sequences are apparel': wihin. the across ; the individual plants . At this stage

there is little or no evidence of .he likel, s , .a . istical specification for the kind

of data envisaged and r .o opporutll'y such as that fus: oulined can be ignored it the

quest for information at d ur .ders . andit l ;

	

it is no : wi :hou possibility that any
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grouping (or classificarion) shown on these simple scatier-charts could relat e

closely to any achieved by the methods outlined in the next part of this Repo t. *

(paragraph 37) .

An Event has many aspects	 an Environment

34, If we now look at an event as a situation possessing many aspects - an d

ignore the time intervals between events - :hen, by using certain techniques

which are relevant to this kind of multi-dimensional or multivariate data, w e

may be able to identify groupings of some practical importance, Groupings ,

or classifications, of this kind could be for the operating plants or of th e

variables recorded for each event . If such strata can be satisfactorily identifie d

then the "environment" of future events could be allocated to an appropriat e

sub-population . It. may here be noted that the time dimension of the multivariat e

concept of the event will be reintroduced in the succeeding section dealing wit h

the analysis of data arising from the continuous monitoring of plant operation

by sophisticated instrumentation systems (see paragraph 44) .

35 . The methods to be described in the succeeding paragraphs are, by contras t

with those in the foregoing paragraphssmore data-exploratory and descriptive .

It is true that methods of graphical analysis have been advocated in earlie r

paragraphs but they can all be backed with the methods of statistical probability .

For those methods about to be described, progress is being made in thi s

direction, too, but in an inherently difficult area more experience is required

with different sets of data . As was recently stated by A . P. Dempster (J . Mutt .

Anal ., 1, 316-346) the better attitude to adopt is "what question(s) are posed b y

the data" rather than "what question(s) can our methods of statistical inferenc e

answer", That there will be difficult problems of definition and data-recording

in this connection is well-understood but, for this Report, they must be regarde d

as solvable.
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A natural first requirement. by those responsible for operations an d

engineering management would be for a direct (arid, hence, visual) appreciation

of the data so as to reveal possible groupings of these multti-dimensional even's ;

a classification - although this term is also used as a Noun by the biological and

environmental sciences to denote he "scheme" or "order" of things itself rathe r

than the usually large amounts of data they have and have been used to havin g

for many years .

37 . The data of an event can be regarded as a matrix of "p" points (events)

in "n" dimensions : it is not a material factor whether these dimensions are al l

measurements or a mix ture of measurements and conditions or sates expresse d

as discrete numbers ; there may also be missing values on some occasions .

We need a method which will take the ' rn - dimensional geometry of the dat a

points and so reduce it to a space of two or three dimensions that the point s

can be plotted - using the isometric graph paper for the latter case - and giv e

a visual representation which preserves their relative positions . The preferred

technique for this is Principal Co-ordinates Analysis originated by Gower ,

J.C . (1966) Biometrika, 53, 325-338; another important paper is Gower (1967 )

The S,a:isician, 13, 13-28 ., I° is now concluded that the use of Principa l

Components as a method of studying the configuration of data-points is incorrect -

although it has been used in that way in the past - and that the method of Multi -

dimensional Scaling offers no advantages and could, by reason of its non-metri c

formulation, be an inferior me&hod . Support for this view is afforded by

Boratynski, K. & Davies, R .G . (1971) Biol . J . Linn,Soc., 3, 57-102 and the

Appendix to Sir Maurice Kendall's "Multivariate Analysis (Griffin - 1975) .

It should be noted here that she best source of computer--support for the principa l

co-ordinates method is the Genstat System of the Rothamsted Experiment . Station ,

In general, this report has not pretended to include that kind of reference bu t

this is a somewha? special case,
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If, or when, the principal co-ordinates analysis shows evidence o f

grouping then the visual approach can be supported by a numerical method ; and

this can take advantage of the "prior" visual evidence . The preferred approac h

is the use of an optimal partition method rather than one of the hierarchica l

forms, This is somewhat for'unate because,if we had decided to use ►t ,

the hierarchical form of greatest: applicability -- the agglomerative (bottom-

upwards) polythe is (using all variables) - is not well developed : moreover ,

according to Sneath & Sokal (1973) "Numerical Taxonomy" (Freeman) at page

206, it is not ' preferred when emphasis is placed on a faithful representatio n

of the relationships	 "° Hence, it seems that the methods of Macqueen ,

J. (1967) Proc . 5th Berkely Symposium, I, 281-297 are those currentl y

regarded to be the best, but note should also be taken of Friedman, H . P . &

Rubin, J . (1967) J. Amer. Statist. Assoc ., 62, 1159-1178 who expressly

provide for incorporating prior knowledge and Ball, G . H . & Hall, D.J. (1970)

Technometrics, 12, 17-31 who present a scheme for VDU computer interactio n

to attempt to find and develop potentially useful cluster centres . A useful

general review of these partitioning methods is to be found at pages 24-30 of

Everitt, B. (1974) "Cluster Analysis" (Heinemann) .

39. The last mentioned reference also reviews classification (grouping )

methods related to highest density, mode seeking and the recently proposed

approach of "fuzzy sets'" . These may become relevant as the data resources

develop but they appear to require more data points than (hopefully) are

expected to arise .

40. A practical difficulty which is inherent in any scheme of data-recording

is to ensure that duplicated redundant or correlated indicators are reduced to

a minimum, While this is a matter of administrative efficiency and has n o

important influence on he method outlined in the previous paragraph, it coul d

be of great importance if sophisticated analysis became possible, This problem

occurs in different forms in econometrics - questions of multi-collinearity - an d

clinical medicine where the number of symptoms recorded can be much greate r

than the number of patients presenting . (see, for example, Note 1 to page 1],
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`Multivariate _Aral•, sis' by Sir Maurice Kendall ! For he purpose of This study

the difficulties cart be reduced by carrying o,ai some form of cluster analysis o n

the variables recorded for an even' ,

41 . The most recen pronouncement on this particular issue is on page 32

(section 3 .6) of Sir Maurice Kendall's "Multivaria :e Anal sis'

	

Itis his view

that the clustering of variables is simpler than classification of individual s

because the procedures are scale-invariant and can be carried ou? by hand o n

the matrix of zero-order correlations . A necessary point . is to make due

allowance for variables that are not "continuous" in a stati3tical sense but this

is part of basic correlation analysis and no special references are required

here . The view is that choice of a critical value of the correlation coefficient

to separate those pairs which merit attention, from the remainder which shoul d

be retained, is somewhat personal depending on the circumstances . The usual

procedure is to go downwards from the largest value of ' r" bearing in min d

that it is "r2 " which has the more valuable basis of interpretation ; that. it is

the proportion of joint variability accounted for by the relationship . Hence, in

many cases a correlation coefficient of 0,7 would form a suitable limit since

that indicates a 50 per cent proportion of variability accounted for by the

relationship, When the "suspect ' pairs of variables have been identified the y

will need to be examined in the light of design/engineering/operationa l

procedures before deciding which variables should be discarded because they

appear not to provide a great deal of additional information and so warran t

inclusion in the recording system . The example given (p, 34) in "Muleivariat e

Analysis" is drafted from a somewhat different outcome but in terms of thi s

present report. the variables 10,11, 12, and 13 would be excluded - if supported

on non-statistical grounds - a saving of 4 out of 15 variables, This aspect o f

the . system of data analysis is, perhaps, the one which is in most need o f

experience in thinking about the data struniure and experience with any data tha t

may arise . Regrettably, the views on this problem expressed in "Numerica l

Taxonomy" by Sokal & Sneath Freeman, 1973) are quite indecisive .
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42 . In this particular section of the Report there remains one point :o be

covered - the outlier observation . As might be anticipated ;here are two aspects

of the outcome ; firstly, to learn from the outlier observation and, secondly, t o

accommodate it in the system of statistical analysis . There is little doubt that

the method of Principal Co-ordinates (paragraph 30) above affords direct help

in identifying the solo observation between groups or outlier(s) from all groups .

On the second aspect, however, the statistical literature is not well develope d

but, so far there is a general view, it is that the various classification method s

(paragraph 31) are sensitive to outlier observations . This is a feeling, however ,

rather than a demonstrated point of practice and, in the absence of good reaso n

to the contrary, should probably be acknowledged and followed until such tim e

as experience with the particular kind of data provides that contrary evidence ,

43, The underlying reason for this situation is that there is no natural scheme

for ordering multivariate data and the identification of outliers cannot avoid orde r

relationships . Even with the visual presentation under the method of principa l

co-ordinates, there will be an element of subjective judgment in nominating a

data-point in the (reduced)space of two or three dimensions. In their recent

paper, Gnanadesikan & Ketterring (1972) Biometrics, 28, 81-124, state tha t

"in higher dimensions an outlier does not retain its simple univariate expressio n

as the one that sticks out at the end of the sample" . Most of what literature i s

available - for a review, see Section 4 .2 of Barnett, V . (1976) J.R. Statist .

Soc . A ., 139, Part 3 (to be published) - deals with the multivariate Gaussia n

distribution and this is most certainly not applicable to the data arising in the

context of this study. It. should also be noted that an observation could be in th e

nature of a multivariate extreme value - based upon some distributional form -

without being on outlier . This is a very delicate point of statistical theory an d

the recent paper by Barnett (1976) reviews this in Section 3 .3: his conclusion

is that all the work on joint distributions of marginal extremes uses no overal l

concept of multivariate ordering, only ordering within the margins i .e, the

separate dimensions . This brings problems of ordering-within-ordering an d

so far has only been used with any success in connection with discriminan t

function analysis - technique which is not applicable for the purpose of this Report .
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V Monitoring of Operations

44 . I.' is well understood that opera' ienal entities such as nuclear power plan' s

are equipped wi t h sophisticated instrumentation systems -- for warning an d

cor. :rol, at leas . . I? is the '`warning' element that merits consideration here -

as mentioned in paragraph 29 - in the sense that some statistical analysis o f

recorded states of operation may afford warning of impending event(s) . There

will, of course, be many absolute levels or states of characteristics beyond whic h

the operating state should not go . These are not under consideration here . What

is in mind is a characteristic which varies through time, possessing a statistical

distribution and a spectral representation, where the transcending of one o r

more levels upward or downward would be of considerable importance . The

instrumentation for recording and/or display is either solved or solvable ; the

statistteal analysis reverts tothe continuous stochastic process with the adde d

feature of a point-process generated by crossing(s) of a predetermined leve l

or levels . In one sense this is a development of the theory of extreme values .

The fundamental review paper on "level-crossings" is by Leadbetter, M .R .

(1972) entitled "Point : processes generated by level crossings" from th e

conference volume S`ochasiic Point Processes, p. 436-467 (Wiley) . For the

extreme-value theory aspects we have two papers by the same author : Extreme

Value Theory and Stochastic Processes" (1969, published 1972) Int..Conf.

Structural Safety & Reliability, p. 71-89 (Pergamon) and the more recen t

"Aspects of Extreme Value 'Theory for Stationary Processes - a survey" (1975 )

in Stochastic Processes and Related Topics, p . 101-132 (Academic Press) .

In basic philosophy this is closely related to the classical statistical proces s

(quality) control chart of Shewhart, but the methodology is more sophisticate d

as befits the subject-matter ,

45 . There is a second aspect of crossings which must be noted because i t

may have considerable importance -- there is an interaction here with the

separate studies on reliability model-building. It is possible that ultimate

failure could be the result of a cumulation of shocks - and possibly each schoc k

at a lower level of record . A relevant paper on this topic is Esary, J .D. ,

Marshall, A . W, & Proschan, F . (1973) "Shock models and wear processes"
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Ann . Prob ., 1, 627-647: reference should also be made to Gaver, D .P . (1972)

"'Point Process P:vobl.ems in Reliability" in Stochastic Point Process Problems

in Reliability, pages 274--800 (Wiley) .

46. A concluding paragraph for this portion of the Report takes note that th e

whole body of modern time-series analysis can be harnessed to any plan t

characteristics that are recorded over time-continuously or at discrete intervals

of time . Here one can contemplate analysis in the frequency (spectrum) or time

(correlogram) domains ; with the former, In particular, it is possible to use the

modern theory of filters with reference to the problem of separating a basi c

process, or "message" from any random fluctuation, or "noise" . The literature

of time series is both vast but (now) reasonably well-organised . The best, latest

reference work in the field is Brillinger, D .R . (1975) "Time Series : data

analysis and Theory" (Holt, Rinhart and Winston) with an introductory volume

by Sir Maurice Kendal (1973) "Time Series" (Griffin) . It may also be noted that

there is a apart to be played by engineering control theory whose literature abut s

onto and merges with modern time series work . The most useful basic reference

which comes to terms in this way is Box, G .E .P . & Jenkins, G .M . (1970)

"Time Series Analysis forecasting & Control" (Holden-Day) .

VI External Influences - manmade and natural

47. There are three principal external influences that could initiate an event

which could upset the reliability or operations of a nuclear power plant :

L .

	

Aeroplane accident

R .

	

Floo d

Ili . Earthquake .

The likelihood of an aeroplane crashing on a nuclear power plant must be primarily

conditioned by Its site in relation to the flight-paths of scheduled and chartere d

aircraft and/or the incidence of local flying . Under many, if not all , political

regimes it will be practicable to create prohibition zones for local flying and i f

these are enforced then the situation should not arise except for the wilful law-
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breaker whose activities are akin to those of the terrorist/hijacker . With regard

to the flight-paths of the scheduled air carriers and charter flights, even i f

there is only a modest structure of authorised air-lanes, each flight is preceede d

by a route-plan which must be approved . Hence, and in general, these ai r

passages can be "sensibly" removed from direct or near traverse with nuclea r

power plants . Indeed this aspect is most likely Already included in the considerations

which lead up to the choice of a site for a nuclear power plant . If all this is so

then the question is reduced to the aeroplane which is off-course and suffers a n

accident for which the terminal impact is a nuclear power plant, or an aeroplan e

which is on-course but suffers an accident from which its emergency (partl y

controlled) flight-path terminates at a nuclear power plant . In such circumstances

full allowance must be made for the fact that in daylight hours at least the flight -

deck staff would be exerting all effort to avoid such a disastrous point of impact .

48. Reviewing this kind of scenario, it is clear that each nuclear power plan t

would require individual appraisal but any probability assessments can be combine d

as may be desirable in accordance with the ordinary rules because each plant coul d

be considered independent . In fact this particular aspect of the study seems to b e

outside a statistical approach to rare events . There are too many institutional an d

other factors likely to operate in a non-random fashion .

49. Turning to the question of floods, there is an immediate division between

locations subject to the influence of tidal waters and inland sites of various kinds .

The assessment of risk for the latter class is akin to the aeroplane accident i n

that it is unlikely that a nuclear power plant would be sited on an area known t o

be subject to severe flooding and for anything else the statistical approach is no t

relevant .

50, The case of sites proximate to tidal waters is a classic example of th e

field of extreme-value analysis and it is made practicable by the general availabilit y

of data on tidal height with sufficient detail for long periods . For some sites i t

may even be possible to investigate and ultimately specify a fully parametric for m

of the tidal height distribution but without a rational hydrological model this coul d

be a delusion in the sense that one might not detect a change in the distribution-
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free approach on a non-parametric hypothesis seems scarcely worthwhile in that

it would most likely exchange one set of difficulties for another . Accordingly,

the preferred method would be the use of extreme-value analysis set in the back -

ground of a stochastic pointprocess generated by crossings of a critical level ,

or series of levels, of tidal height . This would not only deal with the basic prob-

ability - of - occurrence effect but also the question of timing, even if only in a

broad fashion . However, flood as a hazard is so easily recognisable that

considerable attention must already have been given to this problem in relation t o

the siting of nuclear power plants .

51. The earthquake problemoccupies a position somewhat between that of th e

aeroplane accident and the flood from tidal water . Some data does exist, an d

there are no institutional constraints except gaps in the recording net-work, bu t

the geographical incidence and effect Is much more complex than with floods fro m

tidal. waters . It is fortunate that the topic of earthquake prediction is active fo r

all kinds of fairly obvious reasons and in the geophysical sciences some progres s

is being made with logical models . However, there is also a considerable body

of purely statistical investigation of earthquake records and this is centered o n

stochastic point-processes, a technique now seen to be of widespread importanc e

in the analysis of rare events . There are two principal features of a earthquake

(i) the time of occurrence and (ii) the energy released, or some function of It, e .g .

the Richter-scale measurement . The first of these can be viewed as a one -

dimensional stochastic point - process and the two features combined could be a

bivariate point-process : to go any further and include other aspects could severely

strain the current understanding of the multivariate stochastic point-process . The

best general reference to the statistical work is Vere-Jones, D (1970) J .R . Statist .

Soc . B, 32, 1-62 and two papers given at an international conference in Vienn a

viz Yagan Y .Y . (1973) Bull, Int . Statist . Inst., 45 (3), 437-453 and Hawkes, A G . &

Adamopoulos, L. (1973) Bull . Int . Statist .Inst ., 45 (3) 454-461

52. Some recent investigations in USA indicate that it may now be possible t o

extend the concept of "level crossings" in terms of the mechanism of failure o f

structures in relation to shocks at different (Richter-scale) levels . A structure
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which may have been stressed up to near its failure limit during one occurrence -

or the early part of an occurrence for a particular geophysical type of earthquake -

can fail at a much lower level of stress later on . This appears to bring into play

the question of cumulative change theory (see also paragraph45 above) and a

recent reference is section 6 of Koopmans, C .H . & Qualls, C . (1975) in The

Search for Oil(Dekker) pages 17-31 .

The Economist Intelligence Unit Limite d
August 20, 1976 351/0671 WRB/MAE
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Accadewia Nazionale dui Lincei . Symposium on "Problems relate d
to the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy in Italy", Rome ,

12-14 April, 197 6

SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER
IN A ,MODERN SOCIETY

P R Farmer
Safety Adviser to the Authorit y

. UKAEA, Culcheth, Warrington

'In this paper I explore a number of propositions which have

influenced the development of safety thinking in atomi c

energy. Safety considerations dominated the early developmen t

of nuclear power and the record of the first Geneva Conferenc e

on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy provides a background

against which the further progress in safety criteria can b e

followed . There have been many attempts to define safety

criteria ; those for continuous or low level exposure t o

radiations have been reasonably well agreed internationally ;

those relating to acizi.dents to nuclear installations or risk

situations have still to be resolved .

Throe themes had been well established by 1955, and these I

introduce quite briefly :

(a) "One of the current difficulties in evaluating reacto r

hazards is this lack of experience with reactor

accidents ." (1 )

"All other engineering technologies have advanced no t

on the basis of their successes, but on the basis o f

their failures . . .Atomic energy, however, must foreg o

this advantage of progressing on the basis of knowledg e

gained by•failures ." (2)
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This new situation - to progress without the benefi t

of accidents - has, .required a more systematic stud y

of lesser events from which accident potential may b e

anticipated .

"It is evident that radioactive poisons are more

hazardous than chemical poisons by a factor o f

something like 10 6 to 109
. (1 )

This comparison arises from the use of differen t

criteria for chemical and radioactive poisons, and I .

will refer to it later .

(c) The potential for harm to people and property is very

great for nuclear installations . Parke r(3) estimate s

a full release from a 1,000 MW(th) reactor could kil l

200-500 people in a region of population density

200-500 per square mile . WASH-740 estimates that ther e

could be a remote possibility of killing 3,400 people . (4 )

The proposition that we have no experience of accidents and w e

cannot afford to have one in view of the unusual hazard ha s

played an important part in the development of the engineering ,

operation and regulation of atomic e• .iergy and is, in part, the

cause of the nuclear debate today .

.Reverting now to the theme of accident anticipation, it is -

quite significant that a spokesman on behalf of the Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safeguards in the USA int 1955 and Hinton

in 1957 both drew attention to these new conditions unde r

which atomic energy was to be developed . It is important to
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realise that the ideas expressed by these authors reflecte d

the mood amongst the leaders of atomic energy at a time whe n

reactor safety analysis and reactor safety criteria were i n

a formative stage .

McCullough writes °

• "So far, there have been essentially no reactor

accidents leading to serious consequences . For thi s

reason, statistical information about reactor accidents ,

although all favorable, does not suffice-to give usefu l

statistical information of the type needed by insuranc e

companies, for example, in evaluating the nature o f

hazards . In other words, to determine what is an accept -

able risk, a certain amount of judgment, detaile d

technical evaluation of a given reactor, and cautio n

must be employed . "

and Hinton in his Axel Ax : Johnson lecture in Stockholm i n

1957 writes (2)

.

"All other engineering technologies have advanced not o n

the basis of their successes, but on the basiF of thei r

failures . The bridges that have collapsed under load have

added more to our knowledge of bridge design than th e

bridges which have been successful ; the boilers which

have blown up have added more to our knowledge of boile r

design than those which have been free from accident ,

and the turbo-alternator rotors which have failed have .

taught us more of turbo-alternator design than those

V .
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which have continued in satisfactory operation .

Atomic energy, however, must forego this advantage o f

progressing on the basis of knowledge gained by failures . "

. Faced with this seemingly new situation, various ideas wer e

put forward as aids to safety, such as safety by siting, b y

containment, by the consideration of and protection from th e

maximum credible accident . It seemed, on reflection, tha t

we sought safety by rule, longing for a deterministic solutio n

as if by proceeding one way we would be safe - some othe r

way unsafe . This is well illustrated by our search for siting .

criteria in the UK. Sites for the first phase of the British

Nuclear Power Programme were chosen against population limit s

stemming from Marley and Fry's accident analysis, Geneva, 1 955 ;

namely that in any 100 sector there should be less than 50 0

people within 11 miles, less than 10,000 people within 5 miles ,

or less than 100,000 people within 10 miles . (5) Many possibl e

sites were chocked in meticulous detail against these criteria ,

but the problem that arises from the use of defined limits i s

illustrated in Figure 1 which shafsdiagramatically the distri-

bution of population for sites having widely different populatio n

characteristics :

Site 1 shows a village of 4,000 people just . beyond the

12 mile radius and, having small population elsewhere ,

• 'fits within the criteria, but the limit of 500 to a

. distance of 12 miles is inconsistent with 4,000 jus t

.beyond 11 miles .
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Site 2 shows a site with heavy population beyond 8-10 mile s

and whether it could be accepted or not depended on the

precise selection of the 10° sector and whether the reacto r

site was moved one mile closer to or further from th e

populated area .

Site 3 shows 10,000 people just within 5 miles and is no t

acceptable, although it has a very low population elsewhere .

Site4 shows a fairly heavily populated site which, again ,

might or might not fit within the rules depending upon th e

precise location of the reactor .

The difficulties in the use of précise limits became more an d

more apparent and this led to changes which were first intro -

duced in an IAEA Panel Discussion on the Safe Sitin; of Nuclea r

Reactors in Vienna in November 1961 (6) , and later at a CNEN

Conference, Problemi di Sicurezza Degli. Impianti Nucleari in .

Rome in 1962 . (7) In the following years the UIC adopted a

graduated measure of assessing population devised to find site s

having relatively low population near the reactor .

Meanwhile, in the USA from 1959 onwards, siting criteria were

based on dose limits to population ; assessed as a result O f

a maximum credible accident ; the calculation model was prescribe d

and included the benefit of containment having a leak rate o f

. one part per 1,000 per day and assumed the release-from fue l

of 50/ of the volatile fission products . These assumptions

seemed largely independent of the real state of the reactor o r

its containment and supported the belief that safety was
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achieved by siting . An address some four years later by

Clifford Beck (8) confirgis this :

! "The reactors were remotely located anyway, and i f

oven this horrendous, incredible accident created n o

tolerable hazards, then any credible situations, posin g

lesser hazards, would also be acceptable . "

This carries a clear implication that the reactor on th e

site so chosen was safe because it could tolerate the wors t

accident, but in the same speech there develops a realisatio n

that the safety depends upon containment :

"A few years back, a containment vessel was considere d

to be just an extra feature of safety . . . But all aspect s

of this role for containment were ended when the sit e

guides defined the leakage rate of ,the containment barrie r

as a key Ingredient in distance requirements for reactor

sites . If the maximum credible accident, the upper limi t

of anticipated fission product release within the containment ,

is to be shaved to the lowest realistic level, and location

of reactors as determined by the potential level of radiation

exposure of people in case of accident is to depend on th e

containment leakage rate being exactly as intended, then th e

whole app.•each to containment had to change . And it ha s

changed .

"Most containment vessels are now tested for leak tightness ,

rather than just assumed to be that way . "

During this period in the development of safety ideas, th e

concept of maximum credible accident played a major part even
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if in a somewhat confused fashion, again quoting from

Clifford Dock :

"Thus, the maximum credible accident is defined as th e

upper .limit of hazard, ie fission product release ,

against which the features of the site must be compared . "

During this period there was a move to'bring reactors close r

to population ; this required an amendment of the maximu m

credible accident to become more realistic and required more

confidence in the functioning of safety equipment :

" . . .consequences-limiting safeguards must have a very high

degree of dependability . "

"In summary, 'high level dependability' in safeguard s

means systems designed with unreserved commitment t o

the concept that their effective performance at any time ,

under any conditions, when they may be called on, is a

matter of life and death . "

There is, at this stage, a move away from the simple concep t

of "safe" and "unsafe" ; a slow move into the recognition o f

risk or conversely the recognition of the need for a high

degree of dependability or reliability, but still a grea t

reluctance to be in any way specific in regard to the relia -

bility criteria or the acceptance of risk .

During the ten year period 1955-65 we, in the UK, wore als o

seeking absolute standards for reactor safety starting wit h

thé requirement that the Magnox reactor should survive a doubl e

duct fracture . A later realisation that this may not be the

A .
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.

worst accident led us to assume complet e , flow stagnation fo r

30 seconds - a critical 'period for temperature equalisatio n

in fuel and can - and to assume remedial measures then t o

.comp into operation . Various ideas were explored, such a s

the search for inherent safety - a requirement that any

perturbation imposed on the reactor would lead it to take ur :

a safer position . This we found an impossible target - even

large negative power temperature coefficients can be dangerous .

For a time in our accident analysis we used the device o f

tracing the effect of two coincidental faults - but not three .

I am again illustrating the steady search for rules, check-lists ,

or criteria, to assist designers and assessors to achieve a

safe design . We soon found the two coincident fault criteria

had little merit ; single faults could range from the trivial

to the catastrophic, and for any pair the logic of thei r

coincidencé . could be questioned .

By 1964 we were moving slowly and hopefully into the develop-

ment of realistic safety criteria (9) :

"It was recognised that the limitations placed on a

reactor at the design stage could not . forever remain

arbitrary but should be related to real and recognisabl e

criteria which could be tested . "

Part of the realism led to the acceptance of some risk
: (10 )

"The objective of the temperature control criterion i s

to avoid widespread can, melting during the temperature

transient following bottom duct failure . It is assumed
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acceptable to have some low probability of ignition o f

a single channel, or small number of channels . . . "

"The problem of specifying a 'safe' temperatur e

distribution is a statistical one for which a number of

alternative approaches can be adopted . .The one chosen

specifies that the distribution of fuel element temperature s

in . the reactor under normal operating conditions shall b e

such that in the initial transient following a bottom duc t

failure, the probability of can temperature exceeding th e

ignition point of magnox shall be less than 0 .1 at a 90%

confidence level . "

The foregoing has illustrated the difficulty of settin g

objective and meaningful safety standards in a new industr y

carrying seme risk . ' A not dissimilar problem`exists in th e

drug and pharmaceutical industry . In-both cases a recognitio n

in advance of the possibility of harm, even at a low leve l

of risk (frequency), and considerable difficulty in describin g

. the risk exists. and, as yet, there is no satisfactory way of
A

agreeing "what is reasonable" either within or outside th e

nuclear community .

I . have quoted various statements which have referred t o

risk - in general they have shed little light on the proble m

. .and often revert to a circular argument, as for example .i n

1966, in Part 100 of its Regulations, "AEC has in effec t

defined undue risk by establishing general guidelines fo r

' evaluating the safety cf reactor sites" - by implication, i t

is safe if it is sited .

r .
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We have a problem with the word 'safe' . The safety of a

plant - or its hazard depends on the framework within whic h

it is presented . Consider the record of vapour explosion

from petroleum products, as reviewed by various writers .

There have been 108 known cases of vapour explosion over

forty years :

Damage averaged less than $1M per year with
the exception of the accident in Clevelan d
when an explosion of LNG in 1944 led t o
136 dead, 77 missing, and a cost of several
million dollars .

Damage averaged loss than $1M per year and
since then there has been an increasin g
number of events and it would appear i n
recent times that the cost is running a s
high as several tens of millions of dollar s
per year .

Accident at Pernis cost ~46M

Freight car accident LPG killed 2 3

7,000 gallon truck led to a vapour . explosion .
Killed 10 .

Propane explosion killed 17 . Whereas
10 tank cars in Illinois caused majo r
destruction but did not kill anyone .

Do I conclude the oil refineries are safe or not safe? They

supply a need . I estimate the risk of major accident to any

large refinery site to be around 1 0-2 per year but the chanc e

that I might be killed living near a site to be far less tha n

10_~ per year '(these estimates are illustrative) . This is a

1968

1959

196 2

1966

Failure of a 10 inch valve led to the releas e
of 4,000 gallons of isobutylene ; the vapour
cloud explosion killed 7, with damage
estimated at $3511 .
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risk level to which I am already exposed in many occupation s

and social activities . •The UK average for the workin g

population is 5 x 10'5 per year, and accidents at home are

very age dependent but over many years is also 5 x 1 0-5 per year .

Hence I might well conclude that the petrochemical industr y

is just about safe . However, the assumptions made in acciden t

modelling and assessment are vital to this issue . On 2 June 1970

in Illinois, 10 tank cars of 33,000 gallon capacity were

derailed ; there was a vapour cloud explosion starting fire s

and subsequent explosions that destroyed the business sectio n

of the town, but there were no fatalities . This was due t o

the sequential explosion of . the tank cars ; had there been a

single explosion of nearly 1,000 tonnes of propane, it i s

possible that 1,000 people or more could have been killed .

To estimate in advance the result of explosions or escape o f

toxic gas is very difficult - and - as with the assessment o f

nuclear accidents - the result depends on the way in which th e

accident develops ; the population distribution ; the wind and

weather; local topography etc . Accidents involving explosive

substances have, on an average, killed about 1 person per tonn e

of explosive, but it is possible that the result could b e

lower or higher by at least a factor of ten . Similar numbers

might apply to the release of toxic gases, with the reservatio n

that the lethal range could be much greater, but might on som e

occasions be compensated by evacuation . Westbrook (11) mad e

a very detailed estimate of tai :: number of people who might b e

hurt as a result of transport :inc. chlorine by road or rail .

A
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He concluded that with normal emergency procedures applie d

after an accident; in anarea of average population densit y

that one person might be killed very infrequently, in th e

. range 3o-60 years . This is consistent with his assumptions ,

and presents a "reasonable" picture of what is "likely" t o

happen . In the analysis of nuclear accidents we have looked

for the unlikely, the maximum credible accident, and the

various estimates which have been made on this basis may

equally be consistent with the accident model used an d

assumptions made . An assessment of the result of an escap e

of chlorine on a maximum credible accident basis would use a

more pessimistic gas flow model, would assume a higher populatio n

density and little benefit from evacuation, and lead to the

. . possibility of 100 or 1000 casualties . Can the same acciden t

cause the death of 1, 100 or 1,000? Yes! It Fis not that on e

éstimate is right and one wrong ; they use different assumptions

and relate to very different frequencies .

Comparisons between nuclear accidents and toxic gases wa3 mad e

by Marley and Fry
(
'-1) leading to a rough equivalence

100 tonnes Cl 0 10 tonnes phosgene ".° 100 MW(th )

Today we would use different numbers for the gas toxicity an d

assume the release of mainly volatile fission products and a s

a result increase the nuclear component from 100 to 1,000 MW(th) .

It is generally supposed that radioactive poisons are ver y

much more hazardous than chemical . McCullough (l) gives a .

factor of 1 0 6-1 0 9 . The basis for comparison is important, a s

with the model for accident analysis . If we consider thàt
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quantity of "poison" which has a >50% chance of causin g

death, then. we find a rittio of 10 :1 by weight for CI :Pu .

If we consider the dose which might - on a linear hypothesis -

give a 0 .1% chance of death after many years, then we arrive

at a lower figure for Pu, by a factor of 1 1 000 . We should

. .not forget that there is a 1% probability of accidenta l

death in coal mining and 0 .3% as an average of all industrial

activities .

In this discourse, I am not attempting to justify risk a t

any level nor to justify one risk by comparison with anothe r

of different typo . I seek rather to clarify the nature o f

the risk we run in an industrial society - a society in whic h

the risk of accidental death decreases annually and in whic h

life expectancy increases annually . There is a small risk o f

serious accidents which we should endeavour to anticipate by

paying greater attention to the more frequent and lesser event s

which occur . This we are attempting through the Systems

Reliability Service in the UK in association with over 3 0

associated companies covering a wide spectrum of industry .

It might be thought that the amount of effort employed t o

prevent accidents should be related to their predicted severit y

and inversely to their predicted frequency. However, the worl d

is not such an orderly place and we have only limited skill i n

'prediction . ,T_ do, however, regret tho excessive attentio n

sometimes paid to highly improbable accidents ; this divert s

effort into long-term research and into difficult and expensiv e

engineered devices which may or may not offer the advantage
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originally sought .

Above all, we cannot afford to isolate the nuclear communit y

as this leads to schizophrenic activity, attempting to show

on the one hand a state of near absolute safety in which th e

worst accident causes trivial hur t (12) whereas on the othe r

hand employing more and more effort to reduce the risk of lo w

risk events .

I wish to encourage a more rational approach in which w e

recognise the risk of possible hurt to peopl e , through accident s

in atomic energy installations and also in many other industria l

and social activities and that we share our experience and our

efforts to reduce risk .
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Efficient Methods of Extreme-Value Methodology

Julius Lieblei n

This report present§ the essentials of modern efficien t

methods of estimating the two parameters of a Type I extreme -

value distribution. These methods are an essential phase of

the analysis of data that follow such a distribution and occu r

in the study of high winds, earthquakes, traffic peaks, extrem e

shocks and extreme quantities and phenomena generally . Methods

are given that are appropriate to the quantity of data availa -

ble--highly efficient methods for smaller samples and nearly as

efficient methods for large or very large samples . Necessary

tables are provided . The methods are illustrated by examples

and summarized as a ready guide for analysts and for compute r

programming . The report outlines further work necessary to

cover other aspects of extreme-value analysis, including other

distribution types that occur in failure phenomena such a s

consumer product failure, fatigue failure, etc .

Key words : Distribution of largest values ; efficient estimators ;

extreme values ; linear unbiased estimators ; statistics ; Type I

distribution .

1 . Introduction and Purpose

An increasing number of applications involve analysis of what hav e

come to be known as "extreme values" . These follow a statistical distri -

bution that is quite different from that which governs ordinary dat a

considered to come from a normal or Gaussian distribution . Analysis of
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extreme-valu' ; data requires estimation of the parameters of the extreme -

value distribution that gives rise to such data .

It is the purpose of this report to present the most improved version

of the essentials of such methodology, and make it available to thos e

carrying out extreme-value analysis or developing computer programs fo r

such purposes . Not alf aspects of extreme-value analysis are presente d

in this report, only those concerned with estimation of parameter s

described in Section 2 ; neither is much theory given . More detailed

treatment and theoretical development may he found in the sources indicate d

herein . Good general surveys that include extensive lists of reference s

and cover various approaches will be found in [3] and [9] .

2 . Best Linear Unbiased Estimator, Sample Size < 1 6

a . Type I Extreme-Value Distribution and Its Parameters

A set of data x1 , x2 , . . ., xn is said to follow a Type I extreme -

value distribution" if the set is an independent random sample from a
Q

	

i

	

V

population represented by the'cumulative distribution function (c .d .f . )

- (x-u)/b

Prbb(X<xi =e
-e

	

< x < co ; - o < u < co, 'o < b < œ

	

(1 )

in which u represents the parameter of location and b the parameter o f

scale.

The designation "extreme-value distribution" is based on th e

folloti,ing . If yl , y2 , . . ., yp are t random sample of data from, say, a

normal distribution, then the average value of such a sample also has a

normal distribution, whereas the extreme-the smallest or largest-ha s

quite a different distribution, whish of course depends on the amount of

4.

1 w
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data, p . However, for increasing p, such distribution approaches on e

of three types of limiting forms called "asyrnpto .':ic distribution of

extreme values", or simply, "extreme-value distribution" . The type

occurring most frequently in MBS applications appears to be Type I for

largest values, whose c .d .f . is given above, and to which attention wil l

be limited in this report . (See Addendum for discussion of amount o f

basic data, p, and sample size, n) .

b . Estimation of Parameters

Fitting an extreme-value distribution to a given 'set of data xl ,

xn , or what is the same thing, estimating the parameters of th e

distribution, means performing calculations on these data to obtain a

numerical value (estimate) for u and for b . Many different types o f

functions, called "estimators", have been utilized for this purpose, with

widely differing statistical properties .

It is generally agreed that an estimator function, f( xl , . . . ,

should have the following two desirable properties :
t

(1) Unbiased . On the average, the estimator function, f, which i s

a random variable with its own distribution, should equal the

parameter being estimated, say u, and similarly for a function ,

g, used to estimate b, i .e . ,

E(f) = u,

	

.E(g) = b ,

"E" denoting mathematical expection . Such estimators are said

to be "unbiased" .

(2) Minimum variance . Generally, as more and more data are taken

from the extreme-value distribution, the values of the estimator

function tend to be more and more concentrated about a constant

value . If this constant value is the parameter being estimated,
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the the estimates thus tend to become more and more accurate

with increasing sample size . This property of concentration

or dispersion is represented by the variance of the estimator

function . For a fixed amount of data, n, different estimato r

functions will have different concentrations, and it is evidentl y

desirable to have an estimator with smallest variance among al l

unbiased estimator .

Best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) .* The above two desire d

properties of estimators may be incorporated in the statement that th e

"best" estimator of a parameter is one which has minimum variance among

' the class of unbiased estimators .

Generally, a lower (non-zero) bound exists, called the "Cramer-Ra o

lower bound" (C .R.B .), for the variance of unbiased estimators of a parameter

based on a given sample size, n (see [1]) . This *lower bound could thus be

considered to be a standard against which to compare the variance of an y

proposed unbiased estimator, f. Their ratio thus cannot exceed unity, and

is generally less .

This ratio ,

(C .R .B .)/(variance of estimator f) _ (Q/n)/V (n) (f) = Eff(f)

	

(2)

is designated the (Cramer-Rao) "efficiency" of the estimator f fo r

estimating the designated parameter, where Q is independent of n .

The concepts of variance and efficiency have important implication s

for sample size . The variances of two (unbiased) estimators may be portraye d

as in the following sketch, showing the tendency of the variance to diminis h

with increasing sample size, for two estimators of the same parameter .

*Plural is also "BLUE", not "BLUE's" .
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Variance

V	
Estimator 2

f

	

'

	

--

	

-_

	

Estimator 1

	 _, .. Sample Siz e	 nl

	

n2
Estimator 2 is the less efficient estimator, having greater variance, a t

any sample size, than Estimator 1 . It is apparent that a given varianc e

V (or a given accuracy) requires a smaller sample size, n i , with

Estimator 1 than with Estimator 2, for which the sample size required i s

n1 . The corresponding situation for efficiency of the same two

estimators is indicated in the next sketch, showing its increasing

tendency with increasing sample size . Estimator 2 is less efficien t

Efficiency
Estimator 1

Estimator 2

E 4

p

	

I

n l

	

n 2
. .._ . . . _- . . . --ta• Samp1 a Siz e

L

Estimator 1 at a given sample size, n, and requires an increase in sampl e

size from nl to n2 in order to reach the same efficiency, E . Thus the

variance and its related efficiency have a bearing on sample size, and th e

most economical estimator to use is the one with smallest variance, or ,

what is the same thing, with greatest efficiency .

In the case of sampling from the extreme-value distribution, a n

optimally efficient estimator (i .e ., E = 1) has not been found for eithe r

n or b . However, recent investigations have shown how to obtain estimators ,

based on "order statistics", which have very high efficiencies .
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Henceforth, the sample values will be assumed arranged in ascending

order :

x l < x, < . . . < xn
. n

The x's are then called "order statistics" . The desired estimators of th e

extreme-value parameters then take the form of a linear function of th e

order statistics :

n

	

n

u(n) = x=laix i'

	

b(n) = jElbix i

The BLUE are then obtained by finding numerical coefficients, a i , bi ,

for which each of the two linear functions of the order statistics is an

unbiased estimator of u (or b) having minimum variance . These values ,

presented in Table 1 for n < 16, were obtained from [11] . Their effi-

ciencies are given in Table la based on [8] which shows that relativel y

little improvement is obtainable by increasing sample Size much beyon d

11, at which efficiency, for u, has reached 98%, and for u is 85% .

3 . Good Linear Unbiased Estimator, Sample Size Exceeding 1 6

The list of coefficients for increasing sample size beyond 16 woul d

involve increasingly cumbersome tables to use . Instead ? a method has been

.developed in [6] that produces the coefficients of an estimator, for an y

sample size, that is considered to be the best obtainable on the basis o f

the known coefficients of a best estimator (BLUE) for a smaller sampl e

size . This method is as follows .

Let the known coefficients for a sample of m < n observations b e

denoted by at and bt , giving the following BLUE for estimating u and b

(3)

(4)

J
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from a sample of size n :

m

	

!1btxt
u (m) = E atxt ,

	

b (m) =
t 1

Then coefficients ai and bi for good estimators u' m) and b
(
' m) to take

the place of the a's and b's in (4) are given by (see [7]) .

m
a! = E a • (t/i)p(n,m,i,t) ,

1

	

t=1 t
i = 1,2, . . .,n

m
b! = E b • (t/i)p(n,m,i,t) ,i t=1 t

where

p (n,Tn ,1, t) _ (
t ) (m- t )%-(m)

is the hypergeometric probability function tabulated in [5] .

A small example, for n = 6, m = 4, will illustrate how thes e

calculations arc made . A worksheet format ' is provided in Table 2, which

may serve as a guide for computer programming in the case of large samples .

Starting with the BLUE for sample size rn = 4 ,

4

	

4

u (4) .= tEla txt ,

	

b (4) = tEl btx t ,

with the at and bt shown in the first two columns of the worksheet, the

calculations represented in equations (6a) and (6b) are carried ou t

and produce the "good" estimators

6

	

6

u (6) = Eaix i

	

b (6) = Ebix 1

with coefficients (rounded to SD) as follows, compared to those of th e

BLUE taken from Table 1 for n = 6 :

(6a)

(6b)
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i a!
1

a .
1

(BLUE)

b!
1

b .
1.

(BLUE)

1 0 .34067 0 .35545 -0 .37241 -0 .4592 7
2 .24184 .22549 -

	

.11460 -

	

.03599
3 .17038 .16562' .04190 .0732 0
4 .11902 .12105 .12333 .1267 2
5 .08051 .08352 .15591 .14953
6 .04759 .04887 .16586 .14581

The variances and efficiencies for these estimators are given b y

Estimator (Variance)/b`
= V

(from [7))

(Cramer-Rao
Lower Bound)/b2 = B

(see

	

[61)

Efficiency
B/V

u (6) 0 .19123 0 .18478 .96627
A

u (BLUE) .19117 .18478 .96657 .

b (6) .13417 .10132 .75516

b .(BLUE) .13196 .10132

	

• .76781

According to reference [71, p . 548, the ' variance of this "expected

value estimator" for samples of size n (with regard to either of th e

parameters) will not exceed (min) times the variance of the BLUE for

will not be less than that of the BLUE for samples of size m ,

(2]),

= Q/n	 Q/n	
Fff (n)

	

4. (n)> Orkin)
	 `.	 (m) = Q/m = hf f (m)

Thus, the efficiency pertaining to subgroup size, ni, might be taken as a

rough measure of the efficiency associated wit ; this method . Table la,

which gives efficiencies for different sample -sizes, then shows tha t

little improvement is to be gained by using subgroup sizes greater tha n

10, a fact already noted above with regard to -total sample size, n .

samples of

efficiency

since (see

size in, where m is the s iZe of subgroup . It follows that the

Q
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4 . Estimators for Very Large Sample s

The preceding methods become less practical for very large samples ,

say SO or 1QO or more . Fortunately, it has been found that it is no t

necessary to use all the sample values in order to obtain good estimates .

In fact, as few as four suitably selected observations from a large

sample of observations can yield almost as efficient estimates as using

all n . Theoretical development and detailed accounts are presented i n

[4] . Some results from this paper are summarized in Table 3 .

The n sample values are first arranged in order of increasing siz e

xl < x2 < . . . < xn .

	

(7)

The idea is to find a small number, k, of the sample values ("quantile s ")

x ', xn
2

. . . , x
n1

	

n
k ,

which "space" the full set of n values in a manner analagous to the wa y

a median spaces values corresponding to the fraction, A = .S0, with hal f

of the observations above the median and the same fraction below-th e

median is then the "S0-percent quantile" of the sample . The "optimum

spacing" sought will then yield fraction s

o<al < X 2 < . . . <x k < 1

with the ni in (8) being given by

ni = fnx . }

where the brackets denote the next larger integer, e .g ., {4 .3} = S ,

{16 ; = 17 .

The À . (for each k) for producing good estimates given in Table 3

were found in [4] by minimizing expressions for variances simultaneously

(8)
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for estimatars of the parameters u and h by means of asymptotic norma l

theory results in large samples, under the constraint of unbiasedness .

This procedu-c also produced the other quantities in Table 3 . The ai and

b? are the coefficients that give the good estimators for u and b base d

on the k selected observations, k = 2, 3, 4 :

k
u* _

	

aux
i=1 1 ni

k
b* = F. b*x

n i

Asymptotic. efficiency is the ratio of asymptotic variance to the Cramér -

Rao lower bound . This variance, while not obtained from the exact variance s

calculated for the indicated order statistics of the sample of n (which

would require very extensive calculation) is based on normal theory which

becomes more and more exact as n increases indefinitely, and give s

surprisingly close results even for reasonable-size samples . Thus ,

asymptotic efficiency is a usable measure of goodness to compare with

exact efficiency ' for those sample sizes where the latter is available .

The comparison is made in Table 3 with BLUE for sample size 16,* wher e

the ratio

	

obtained to the exact values given in Table la . The relative

efficiency of the optimum-spaced estimators thus obtained for k = 4

selected observations, is more than 90 percent as good for the estimator

u*, and almost 85 percent as good for the estimator b*, as the efficienc y

of the best linear unbiased estimator obtainable for n = 16 . These high

ratios justify calling these starred values good estimators, although no t

best for the sample size n . What is very useful about them is that, for a

given value of k, both the same spacings, a i , and the same coefficients, a * i

*The largest size shown in Table 1 . -

t

K
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and hl, ca be used for all (large) n, and do not have to be recalculate d

for each different n . T; .us, a very compact table such as Table 3 ca n

serve for

	

} cases . As an example of the use of Table 3 in formin g

estimators, suppose n = 100 . Then, for the k = 4 selected ordere d

observations, xn , nn , xn , xn the spacing, using the X i , is that
1

	

2

	

3

	

4

given by ni = f.03(l00)I= 4, n2 = t25(100)1= 26, n3 = {63(100)1= 64, and

n4 = i90(100)1= 91 (the cut brackets denoting the next larger integer) ,

so that the estimators ar e

u* = .1893 x4 + .4566 x26 + .2772 X64 + .0768 x
91

b* =-.3127 x4 - .1123 x26 + .2607 x64 + .1643 x9 1

These four selected observations thus yield estimators that are almos t

as good as the best available from a sample of 16 observations, namel y

(from Table 3) 91% as efficient as the BLUE for u, and 84% as efficien t

. as the BLUE for b .

5 . Examples

The first example illustrates calculation of a BLUE using, as data ,

artificial random numbers from a known extreme-value distribution .

The second example applies the procedure for large samples to maximum wind

data to illustrate the calculation of good linear unbiased estimators .

Ex . 1 . The simulated data, reprqsenting a sample of n = 8 observa -

tions from the extreme-value distribution with u = 4, b = 1, are as follows :
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Unordered Ordered, x i . Coefficients to Obtain BLUE
a
i

b .
1

1 5 .41 3 .62 0 .273535 -0 .39418 7
2 3 .70 3 .62 .189428 ,07576 7
3 . 3 .97 .70 ,150200 .011124
4 4 .39 3 .82 .121174 .05892 8
S 4 .66 3 .97 .097142 .08716 2
6 3 .62 4 .39 .075904 . :10272 8
7 3 .82 4 .66 .056132- .108074
8 3 .62 5 .41 .036485 .101936

Check Sun 33 .19 33 .19 1.Ô000ÔQ -

	

.00000 2 '

The coefficients a . and b . are taken from Table 1 for n = 8 . Before
1

	

1

calculating the estimates there are a few useful points to be noted .

Check sums should be obtained for every column of values . The first two

columns should give the same sum because reordering does not change th e

total . The coefficients ai should add as closely as possible to unit y

and the coefficients bi should add to zero . It is shown by theory that

these are the conditions for the estimator to be unbiased . These checks

are satisfied above . When they are not, one should look for an error i n

transcription or some other arithmetical or "human" cause .

The resulting numerical estimates of the parameters u and b are ,

respectively,
8

	

8
u= E a x =3.8724,

	

b = E b x = 0 .4171 .
i=1 11

	

i=l 1 1

If small calculations such as these are done on the modern hand-held o r

desk calculators that give sums of multipliers simultaneously with the

sums of products then the above check sums will be found a very usefu l

protection against error. As a result of this procedure it is estimated

that the sample of 8 values comes from the statistical distribution o r

model' (eq . (1) )

-(x-3 .8724)/ .417 1
Prob {X < x} = e - e
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, s

From this one can estimate the probability that a given value of x wil l

not be exceeded, or, conversely, find what x-value will be exceeded a

small fraction, such as 1 percent, of the time . Detailed treatment o f

such matters, including variability of resulting estimates, involve aspect s

beyond the scope of the present report .

Ex . 2 . The second example uses a set of maximum annual wind . speeds

from Chattanooga, Tenn ., for the 21-year period 1944 through 1964 . This

example illustrates the simplified procedure for "very large" samples give n

previously in Section 4 . Although the sample size n = 21 may not be

considered "very large", it is adequate for illustrative purposes .

The 21 unordered values are (miles/hour) :

53

	

. 62

	

. 49 5 9
40 45 50 4 5
49 63 57 4 5
53 63 57 4 2
41 67 52 4 1

54
Check sum = TÔ8'7

Placed in ascending order, they are the quantities xl , x2 , . . ., x21 ; respectively :

.

Check sum = 1087 °

Table 3 allows us to make good estimates by using only 2, 3, or 4 selecte d

values out of the 21 . Thus, for 2 values, the fractional distances to

go in the ordered 'set of 21 is X 1 = .09, A 2 = .73, giving ni =f.09(211 =

{1 .891=2 ; and n2 =f.73(21)f= g5 .33}= 16 . Similarly, for k = 4 selecte d

values, we would have nl = f.03(211}= 1 ; n2 = {25(21)1 .1 6 ; n3 = {63(21)1= 14 ;

and n4 ={.90(21)I= 19 . The calculations, based on the values from Table 3 ,

40 45 52 57
41 45 53 59
41 49 53 62
42 49 54 63
45 50 57

	

• 63
67

are



x 2 = 41

x16 = 5 7

Ck. sum 98

260 -

k=2

a

	

b

0 .5673

	

-0 .4837

.4327

	

.4837

1 .0000

	

0 .0000

A 2 2
uk = E a.*x = 47 .9232

	

b* = E b .*x = 7'.7392
i=1 1 ni i=1 1 ni

k= 4

ai* b . *

xl

	

= 40 0 .1893 -0 .3127

x6

	

= 45 .4566 .1123

x14 54 .2772 .2607

x19 = 63 .0768 .164 3

.Ck . sum 202 .9999 0 .0000

A 4 • 4
u* = E a .*x

	

= 47 .9262 b* = E b .*x

	

= 6 .8672
" ~ i=1

	

i ..

	

ni
i=l 1

	

ni

6 . Summary of Instructions for Fitting a Type I Extreme-Value Distributio n

If we have a set of n maximum values that follow the "double exponential "

distribution, eq . (1), then the procedure for fitting the distribution ,

i .e ., estimating the parameters u, b, is to first arrange the n values i n

ascending order

xl < x2 < . . . < xn ,

and then proceed as follows, according to the magnitude of sample size n :

J
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a . n < 1 6

Form the product sums

n '

	

n

u = E a .x .,

	

b = E

	

b .x . ,
i=1.

1. 1

	

i=l

	

1

using the coefficients in Table 1 . These give the numerical values o f

the best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE) o f. the parameters u, b .

Further details were given in Section 2b .

b . 16 < n < about S O

For this range of n, take subgroup size m

Compute the coefficient s

n

a .'

	

E [at
. (t/i)p(n,m,i,t) )

t=1

n

bi ' = tEl [bt . (t/i)p(n,m, i, t) ]
t=1

	

71

where the at 's and bt 's On in number) are the coefficients o f

the BLUE for sample size m, given in table 1, and

p(n,m,i,t) _	
fit)(n-t)

is the hypergeometric probability function tabulated i n

(2) From the above coefficients, compute the estimator s

n

	

n
u'

	

E a .'x .,

	

b'

	

= E b .'x . .
(n)

r i=l ' 1

	

(n)

	

i

These give the linear unbiased estimators that are the best available o n

the basis of the known BLUE coefficients for samples of size m . Further

details were discussed in Section 3 .

(l)

(m)

10 and proceed as follows :

i = 1,2, . . .,n,
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c . n > about 5 0

This is the range of large to very large sample sizes . The .

estimators are obtained by using only a small number, k, of selecte d

valûes out of the n, and the procedure is as follows :

Take k = 4 and obtain A . and coefficients a .* and bi* from

Table 3, i = 1, 2, . . ., k .

(2) Compute n1 , 112 , n3 , n4 with ni =

	

the next larger intege r

to na
i

.

(3) Compute the large-sample estimators

k .

	

k

u* = E a .*x

	

b* = E b .*x .
i=l i ni

	

i=l i n
i

These estimators are unbiased and have remarkably high efficienc y

considering that only a very small portion of the observations are used .

Further details were discussed in Section 4 .

7 . Further Work

This report has presented a preliminary brief account of modern

developments in extreme-value methodology that can yield optimum or goo d

estimators of the parameters of the frequently occurring Type I distributio n

of largest values .

Current methodology concerns many additional aspects of extreme -

value analysis which would be useful to the applied scientist . The

possibilities for further work include the following :

a . Selection of extreme-value nodel . There are three types of

extreme-value distributions, including the Type I considered

in this report . Modern methclol.ogy include s

(1)
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(1) quick graphical aids for selecting the most appropriate

type ; there are a variety of such methods that apply i n

different situations ;

(2) computer methods for handling many sets of data . One

study involved analysis of 38 sets of data on maximum wind

speed with sample size varying from 15 to 53 . Over half of

the sets were found to follow the Type I distribution .

Further work will compare these methods and determine the

best ones to be recommended .

b. Fitting the selected distribution . The work of this report can

be extended to include the other two types . They each involve

a third parameter and require more elaborate methods of estimation .

It will be essential to develop computer programming for comparin g

the various methods and testing their sensitivity to simplifie d

approaches . For example, there is a whole class of estimators ,

called best linear invariant estimators (BLIE), which are biased ,

but have efficiencies exceeding those of the optimum unbiase d

estimators discussed in this report . Such estimators have found

widespread use in reliability studies of many kinds [10] . This

work will involve largest-value data but will be modified t o

include smallest-value data treatment in order to accommodat e

the Type III, or Weibull, distribution of smallest values that is als o

extremely useful in failure phenomena and reliability studies .

c . Statistical inference from fitted distribution . Specification of

the distribution complete with the fitted parameters implie s

considerable information on future events, provided the model
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continues to hold (and the parameters do not change) . Thus the

probability of exceeding any given large value is determinable ,

which is of importance in study of high intensity winds, earth -

quakes, floods, and natural catastrophes . Other applications

are extreme phenomena or peaks in general such as traffic peaks ,

as well as breaking strength and fatigue failure of materials ,

consumer product failure, etc . Conversely ; values can b e

determined which will be surpassed with given probability, o r

risk, which is of evident value in these fields .

v

r
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Table 1 . Coefficients of Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUE) for
Type I Extreme-Value Distribution

n i a i bi n i a i bi

2 1 0 .916 373 -0 .721 348 9 1 0 .245 539 -0 .369 24 2
2 .083 627 .72i 348 2 .174 882 -

	

.085 203
3 .141 789 -

	

.006 486
3 1 .656 320 -

	

.630 541 4 .117 357 .037 977
2 .255 714 .255 816 5 .097 218 .065 574
3 .087 966 .374 725 6 .079 569 .082 654

7 .063 400 .091 965
4 1 .510 998 .558 619 8 .047 957 .094 369

2 .263 943 .085 903 9 .032 291 .088 391
3 .153 680 .223 91 9
4 .071 380 .248 797 10 1 .222 867 .347 830

2 .162 308 -

	

.091 15 8
1 .418 934 .503 127 3 .133 845 .019 21 0
2 .246 282 .006 534 4 .112 868 .022 17 9
3 .167 609 .130 455 5 .095 636 .048 67 1
4 .108 824 .181 656 6 .080 618 .066 064
5 .058 350 .184 483 7 .066 988 .077 02 1

8 .054 193 .082 77 1
5 1 .355 450 .459 273 9 .041 748 .OS3 55 2

2 .225 488 .035 992 10 .028 929 .077 94 0
3 .165 620 .073 19 9
4 .121 054 .126 724 11 1 .204 123 -

	

.329 210
5 .083 522 .149 534 2 .151 384 . -

	

.094 869
6 .048 867 .145 807 . 3 .126 522 -

	

.028 604
4 .108 226 .010 03 2

7 1 .309 608 .423 700 5 .093 234 .035 284
2 .205 260 .060 698 6 .080 222 .052 464
3 .158 590 .036 192 7 .068 485 .064 071
4 .123 223 .087 339 8 .057 578 .071 381
5 .093 747 .114 868 ' 9 .047 159 .074 977
6 .067 331 .125 859 10 .036 886 .074 830
7 .041 841 .120 141 11 .026 180 .069 644

1 .273 535 .394 187 12 1 .188 361 -

	

.312 840
2 .189 428 .075 767 2 .141 833 -

	

.097 08 6
3 .150 200 .011 124 3 .119 838 .035 655
4 .121 174 .058 928 4 .103 673 .000 534
5 .097 142 .087 162 S .090 455 .024 54 8
6 .075 904 .102 728 6 .079 018 ' .041 27 8
7 .056 132 .108 074 7 .068 747 .053 053
8 .036 485 .101 936 8 .059 266 .061 11 2

9 .050 303 .066 12 2
10 .041 628 .068 35 7
11 .032 984 .067 67 1
12 .023 894 .062 906



Table 1 . Coefficients of Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUE) fo r
Type I Extreme-Value Distribution (continued)

n

	

i

	

ai

	

h . n

	

i

	

a .

	

b .

	

i

	

.

	

i

13 1 0 .174 916 .298 313 15 1 0 .153 184 -0 .273 606
2 .133 422 -

	

.098 284 2 .119 314 - .098 768
3 .113 759 .041 013 3 .103 196 .048 28 5
4 .099 323 .006 997 4 . .091 384 .017 934
5 .087 540 .015 836 5 .081 767 .002 77 3
6 .077 368 .032 014 6 .073 495 .017 77 9
7 .068 264 .043 710 7 .066 128 .028 988
8 .059 900 .052 101 8 .059 401 .037 452
9 .052 047 .057 862 9 .053 140 .043 798

10 .044 528 .061 355 10 .047 217 .048 41 5
11 .037 177 .062 699 11 .041 529 .051 534
12 .029 790 .061 699 12 .035 984 .053 267
13 .021 965 .057 330 13 .030 484 .053 603

14 .024 887 .052 334
14 1 .163 - 309 .285 316 15 .018 894 .048 64 8

2 .125 966 .098 77 5
3 .108 230 .045 120 16 1 .144 271 - .262 990
4 .095 223' -

	

.013 039 2 .113 346 -

	

.098 406
5 .084 619 .008 690 3 .098 600 -

	

.050 731
6 .075 484 .024 282 4 .087 801 -

	

.021 933
7 .067 331 .035 768 5 .079 021 - .002 16 7
8 .059 866 .044 262 6 .071 476 .012 270
9 .052 891 .050 418 7 .064 771

	

• .023 168
10 .046 260 .054 624 8 .058 660 .031 528
11 .039 847 .057 083 9 .052 989' .037 939
12 .033 526 .057 829 10 .047 646

	

• .042 78 7
13 .027 131 .056 652 11 .042 539 .046 303
14 .020 317 .052 642 12 .037 597 .048 646

13 .032 748 .049 860
14 .027 911 .049 912
15 .022 969 .048 602
16 .017 653 .045 207
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Table la . Efficiency of BLU

	

Listed in Table 1

n Crambr-Rao Efficiency for Estimators of

u b

2 0 .84047 0 .42700
3 .91732 .58786
4 .94448 .67463
5 .95824 .72960

6 .96654 .76782
7 .94315 .79606
8 .97605 .8178 5
9 .97903_ .8351 9

10 .98135 .84938

11 .98312 .8611 9
12 .98474 .87121

13 .98600 .87982
14 :98706 .88725
15 .98800 .89381

16 .98880 .89961



Table 2 . L.'ork heet for calculating i:o:~ffi.cierits a .', b .', i = 1,2, . . ., ; , for good extreme-value1
estimators based on coefficients at ,

bt
, t = 1,2, . . .,m<n of BLUE for smaller sample

size, n = 6, in = 4 :
4

b' = E b r(i,t), with r(i,t) _ (t/i) p(6,4,i,t )
1

	

t=1 t

4
E a r(i,t) ,

t=1 t

t at

	

s t
(From Table 1, for

n=4)
t/i °p(6,4,i,t)

	

= p (t/i) p t/i l p(6,4,i,t) (t/i) p

i=1 i= 2
1 .510993

	

- .558619 1

	

-7666667 .666667 .5

	

-733333 .266667
2 .263943

	

.085903 2 0 . 0 1 .0

	

.400000 .400000
3 .153680

	

.223919 3 0 0 1 .5

	

0 0
4 1

	

.071380

	

.248797 4 0 0 2 .0

	

0 0
Ck.Sum 1 .000001

	

0 .000006 TOT .666667 .666667 3-.Û

	

.933333 .6b666 7

al ' _ .340666,

	

b1 ' = - .372413 a2 '

	

= .241844,

	

b 2 '

	

= - .11460 4

i=3 i= 4
1 .333333 .2 .066667 .25

	

0 0
2 (values .666667 .6 .400000 .50

	

.400000 .200000
3 above) 1 .000000 .2 .200000 .75

	

.533333 .400000
4 1 .333333 0 0 1 .00

	

.066667 .066667
Ck .Sum 3 .333333 -.- .666667 2 .50

	

1 .000000 .666667

a3 ' ,m

	

.170380,

	

b 3 '

	

= .041904 a4 ' _ .119019,

	

b4 ' = .123335

i=5 i= 6
1 .20

	

0

	

0 .166667

	

0 0
2 (values .40

	

.

	

0

	

0 .333333

	

0 0
3 above) .60

	

.666667

	

.400000 .500000

	

0 0
4 .80

	

.333333

	

.266666 .666667

	

1 .000000 .66666 7
Ck.Sum 2 .00

	

1 .000000

	

.666666 1 .666667

	

1 .000000 .66666 7

a5 ' = .080507,

	

b5 ' =

	

.155913 a5 ' _ .047587,

	

b6' _ .165865

a i

4



r

Table 3 . Optimum spacings (A i), coefficients, and ratios of asymptotic efficiencies (A .R .E . )
A

	

A

of u* and b* to efficiencies of BLUE for n = 16, for k =
t
2, 3, or 4 selected

observations x <
x ` x `< x

	

nin

	

fn . 31

	

ll2

	

n3

	

n
4 ,

Ratio of A .R .E . to efficiency of
BLUE for n = 16, for

x
{na l }

	

x
{nx2}

	

x
{na 3}

	

x{na 4}

	

u* = Eai*
xn

	

b*
=

Ebi*
'ni

	

i
A.R .E . : .7335 .5660

2 X i .09 .73 Ratio : .7418 .629 2

a* .5673 .432 7i

bi * - .4837 .4S37

A.R .E . : .8564 .6709
3 X i ..06 .45 .85 Ratio : .8661 .7458

a* .3550 .5055 .139 5i

b* - .4456 .1700 .2756

A .R .E . : .9041 .7589
X . .03 .25 .63 .90 . Ratio : .9143 .843 6

a1* .1893 .4566 .2772 .0768

b* - .3127 ' - .1123 .2607 .1643
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ADDEN1x'i

Consideration of Sample Size

As pointed out in . Section 2a above, there may be two sample size s

involved in an "extreme-value" situation, namely, (i) the amount of data ,

p, from which an extreme is taken ; and (ii) the number of such extrem e

values, n, each extreme value in asense representing a different set of

data from the same population . It was also . indicatéd that extreme-value

analysis in theory depends upon an asymptotic situation, one where each

amount of data, p, is "large" . It would be useful to have some guide

lines as to how much is large .

This has always been recognized to be one of the most difficul t

questions by workers in the field, from the pioneering efforts o f

Professor E . J . Gumbel [b) to the present day, and the question is stil l

largely open.

As an illustration' of how p and n may be considered, take Example 2

of the text above, dealing with maximum annual wind speeds . . Records of

wind speed are obtained by means of continuous-recording instrument s

throughout the year. Maximum values for five-minute Periods are read and

the largest of these is taken as the'single maximum for the year . Thus

the amount of data "in back of" the year's maximum is represented not by

the 365 daily maxima, but by the much larger number of five-minut e

periods . Thus, p is at least several thousand, and there is little

argument that this is a large enou/h amount of data In the example ,

sample size n = 21, and this is the distinction between p and n . What may

be considered additionally is whether the maxima of all the five-minut e

periods are from the same population, as this is a basis for the
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theoretical Derivation of the extreme-value distribution . Here, discus-

sion must be heuristic, in the absence of definitive studies . Long

experience has made it seem likely that considerable departure from suc h

-a "stationarity" assumpti.oa can he tolerated without being detrimental to

the application of extreme-value methods . It is as though the limitin g

process implicit in use of the extreme-value distribution operates t o

"smooth" out irregularities in the fundamental data, which may not even

be accessible, and is not essential to application of the methods . At

any rate, it is true that in the cited example, and in many other such

cases analyzed by Simiu and Filliben [f] of the National Bureau o f

Standards, the maxima appear to follow the extreme-value distribution .

A large number of other successful applications will be found i n

Professor Gumbel's definitive book [b], substantial portions of whic h

have been updated by Mann, Schafer, and Singpurwa]la [d] .

It was stated above that the basic data behind the maxima may no t

even be available ; yet this need not impair the application of extreme -

value methods . Many successful applications where "basic data" are not

available occur in the fields of rgliability and in failure phenomena o f

materials, products, structures, and systems in general .

This can be illustrated by the simplest case, tensile strength o f

materials . It is epitomized by the saying "A chain is no stronger than

its weakest link", characterized as the "weakest link" hypothesis . The

idea is that a bar of, e .g ., steel is made up of many hypothetical smal l

segments, with tensile strengths represented by a probability distribution .

When the bar is subjected to tensile stress, its failure stress i s

determined by the strength of the weakest of its "segments", which acts

.

.
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as a "weakest link" . This idea is widely attributed to Griffith, in hi s

theory of flaws enunciated in 1920 (a) ; and the first statistical treat -

ment based

	

this, to Pierce in 1926 [el .l~

A practical problem involving tensile strength is, knowing th e

strenght of a bar of given length, can'we predict the strength o £ . a bar ,

say, twice as long? The answer is generally Yes, by considering the

larger bar as though it were made up of twice as many "small segments"

as the half-size bar, i .e ., the "amount of data, p" is twice as much, eve n

though the value of p remains unknown and hypothetical .

Thus, many practical problems are successfully tractable withou t

knowing the amount of "basic data, p" . This may be a-reason that littl e

attention has been given to this aspect of the methodology .

The methodology presented in this report is primarily intended fo r

workers who are already applying extreme-value methods to their problems

and may be using methods of estimation that may not be the most efficient

and best available in the present state-of-theTart . These: workers have

fcund, through other methods, outside the scope of the present preliminary

report, that the extreme-value distribution appears applicable to thei r

problems . This would imply, again on a heuristic basis, that the amount

of basic data, p, known or hypothetical, is adequate .

At present, only the most general guide lines can be given as to

how small a value of p would be adequate . Thus, if it is known that-th e

-,lohever, the writer of the present report has found evidence to justify
earlier priority, namely, to Chaplin in 1880 (see Lieblein [c]) .
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basic data (in amount p), come from a simple exponential distributio n

(a failure model used in many reliability studies [dl), then p can be a s

small as S or even less . However, for some other distributions of basic

data, such as the normal (Gaussian), . it is mown that such small values

of p are inadequate . On the other hand, it is felt that generally a

value of p of several hundred is probably sufficient, while for much

smaller values the situation is doubtful . But, as already indicated ,

this is a matter of conjecture and requires considerable further research .

In any case, if the user of extreme-value methods finds such .methods

applicable in a given case, he . generally need not be concerned about the

value of p .
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1 . General hac ground and scone

Catastrophic faiiure x of the steel pressure vessel in light water nuclea r

power stations is one of the major threats to safety .

The risk of such failure has been estimated from, on the one hand ,

available statistics of similar events in conventional plants and, on

the other from study of -the so called probabilistic fracture mechanics .

In principle such estimates of the-risk of catastrophic failure tak e

into account the influence of design, material properties, control an d

inspection, and operation on the probability of unstable fracture . To

some extent the influence of the variability of the unde :'laying data ca n

also be considered when using probabilistic analysis .

However, som doubts have been raised which suggest that failure rnigh t

occur due to other causes than " norfnal" deficiencies in, for example ,

design and material properties, such as "inconceivable ,events " o r

x

	

The term "catastrophic" . as used here is synony:rous with unstabl e

crack p ropagation or disruptive failure, eventually leadin g

to the release of radioactivity by the disintegration cf th e

containment of the reactor station . Such failure does no t

include entirely stable crack propagation, hence leakage throug h
cracks in pressure vessels or tubes is not considered to b e

"catastrophic" in this study. .

b
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"inconceivable accidents" x . "Inconceivable events" - unintentional o r

intentional, due to human error or not - are, for instance, the omissio n

of a certain non-destructive testing operation, mixing up of materials ,
misinterip retation or neglect of instructions, or misunderstanding o f

specifications . It should perhaps be pointed out that these mishaps

are not necessarily the same as humari errors or mal operati on of regulatory

or control devices, but rather complete blunders or exceptions to norma l

procedures . Sabotage may be included in this failure categoryxx .

It is true that most such deviations from normal or expected performanc e

are likely to be discovered or automatically counteracted in subsequen t

stages .of manufacture or testing of pressure vessels, but nevertheles s

there remains some probability of failure eue to "inconceivabbe events" .

While sone "inconceivable-events " might have been included in the usua l

probability of catastrophic failure of welded nuclear pressure vessels ,

the mere probability of further " irconçei°rab3e accidents " - coupled with

the consequences of such a catastrophic pressure vessel failure - call s

for a special investigation of the possible occ+uronce of this type of

failure : The aim or need for such a study is not to arrive any new figur e

for the risk of catastrophic failure but to assess, in a qualitativ e

manner, whether prescribed quality assurance procedures are effective o r

take all possible risk factors into account . This shculd issue i n

reconrnendations for preventive measures .

The word " inconceivable" is used throughout the present paper ,
despite the `act that it may perhaps be interpreted in othe r
ways than intended for the purpose of this project . Possibl e
synonyms are "non-systematic", "unpredicted", %epianr ee and
" undesired" . Another term with similar implication used i n
this context is "rare events" .

xx

	

Air transport provides several examples which clearly illustrat e
the concept of "inconceivable accidents " . In May 19/4 a ( :O--1 0
aircraft crashed at Orly in France, most likely because a doo r
fell off . According to the p ress there were iwo inconceivabl e
circuwstances connected with this accident . One ;ns that th e
manufacturer had guaranted that the door had been replaced b y
one of a new and safer design, but this had in fact not bee n
done ; the other was that the men who was tc follow the accom . .
panying written instructions was said to be an illiterate .
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of quality assurance of welded nuclear pressure vessels with regard t o

catastrophic failure . It should be observed that its scope extends both

beyond previous statistical evaluations of the rilk of catastrop hi c

failure beyond previous	 studies ofhuman malfunction. , ar=dbeyond curren t

studies of _,s•cabahi 1 sti c	 fracture mechanics . The latter deal only with

"normal" data and "normal" processes and procedures according to established

rules and regulations, where as the present study concerns deficiencie s

or more or less complete fallacies of normal procedures and processes .

Hopefully such events will prove to be rare enough to be characterize d

as "unique" ; this, in turn, means that the result of the investigatio n

will not be a new statistical figure but rather a survey of types an d

frequencies of errors and error-producing conditions :

The emphasis will be on the main pressure vessel ; related information

on the primary circuit will be included, only when this can be done , -
.

excessive effort or costs . (An extension to the peimary circui t

was once suggested, but has not been consedered feasible for severa l

reasons, one being the difficulty in managing a project larger than the

present one .

The avenues of approach in terms of ' technical-academic disciplines wil l

be reliability techniques and the psychology cf analysis work and contro l

processes .

As a matter of fact. we believe that those who take responsibility fo r

the safety of welded steel nuclear pressure vessels cannot abstain fro m

undertaking such a study, though complete success cannot be assured

.at the outset .

liroadly speaking, actions to imp rove safety against "inconceivable events "

are part of quality assurance . In order to conform to the usual terminology

in this field, the project is described as an analysis of the reliability
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2 . Aim

The project outlined in the following programme aims, in the firs t

instance, a t

making the best possible assessment of the reliability of quality

assurance for welded nuclear pressure vessels with regard to

catastrophic failure .

Expressed in other reliability terms, the aim is to assess the varying

degree of redundancy in quality assurance, including complete absence

of control, to prevent : causes of catastrophic failure .

Since it cannot be excluded that currently available data, on whic h

such an assessment must be based, will be insufficient for precis e

conclusions to be drawn, the study should also, as a more modest goal ,

issue in recommendations of procedures for the collectio n , and .

registration of relevant information for future use .

Again it may be noted that the general aim of the roject is ind^cd a

positive one -- ultimately to result in higher safety of nuclear powe r

stations - even if its direct objects are dificiencies in qualit y

assurance .

Z .	 Thereliability aparoach

In pr.inOple

	

ere are two approaches to . the present problem, in anale ,

with the usual assessment of the failure probability . One is to analys e

experience from actual design, manufacture, testing, control an d

inspection, and operation of welded pressure vessels, as well as from

similar processes in related industrial activities . The second is t o

construct a model, including the various procedures of design, selectio n

and production of materials, vessel manufacture, testing and cont:fol .; t

different stages, and operation, in order to determine the probabilitie s

of possible mishaps :
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The first approach •• preferred in this case

	

can be a difficult an d

;delicate undertaking in view of the lack of systematic information

relating to this particular purpose, and of the psychological barriers

to retrieval of such information . In practice it consists in examining

manufacturers' test records and interviewing personne ; engaged in, and

responsible for, various selected critical stages in man!' acture an d

control . To carry out this work one need specialists, not only wit h

high technical competence, but also with a feeling for the psychological

problems associated with searching,:for "inconceivable events" . Obviousl y

such an analysis depends on the existence of relevant information i n

sufficient quantity and detail ; this is not necessarily assured .

The second approach, i e using classical rules for assessing the

reliability of performance of a relatively large number of components

in structures such as aircraft or electronic equipment, is probably les s

interesting in the present case .

However, in evaluating the information obtained from analysing reporte d

experience (as well as quality assurance), the knowledge of and compe-

tence in statistics and the dependability of specialists at FTL

(Military Electronic Laboratory of the National Defence Researc h

Institute), acquired in their work on similar problems in the telecom-

munications field, will be extensively used .

4 . Psychological aspects,

4 .1General eot.l i ne;

The purpose and general strategy of approach as regards the psychologica l

aspects are the following : Together with specialists on the technical

'problems involved, psychology specialists within the General Psycholog y

Unit of the University of Gdtebory will collect information about the

frequency and type of erroneous actions and about situations arising i n

production and quality control of welded pressure vessels .

p



I It is the experience in other research projects carried out at thi s

institution that such parallel work by technicians and psychologist s

can be very fruitful in generating rich and adequate information . The

errors in question are particularly 'hard to deal with, in the sens e

that they are difficult or impossible to predict . Examples of psycho -

logical factors which can lead to such errors are forgetfulness, lac k

of attention, misunderstanding or neglect .

The causes of such events are likely to be factors relating to the

environment, such as unfortunately designed operating routines, prc saure

of time, quantity information etc, and factors which are more directl y

related to the responsible person involved, , Analysis of the firs t

mentioned type of factor must proceed from the point of vier of genera l

psychology, while the second type of factor May require a`more clinica l

approach .

After this general outline of the tasks of the psychologists in the

present project, we turn to somewhat more detailed discussions of thre e

points : the task of categorizing errors, methodology in observin g

errors, and comments on future research .

4 .2 Cateaorizin errors

A primary question is : Should a distinction he made between "
inconceivabl e "

errors and other types of error? It may be necessary to stars ; with a

complète survey of errors in order to understand more fully the naLoce

of error in the present context . Such a complete survey is also o f

interest for training the persohnel involved both in obtaining th e

information and in performing the çategori zati oat . We must also observe

the possibility of combinations of various errors .

This approach involves concentrating on human behaviour in productio n

and control in order to look for exceptions to normal procedures .



Before embarking on our own , empirical work we intend to study th e

technological and psychological literature . on control and errors as

well as documentation from various firms and organizations concernin g

the design of control systems, studies of frequency and type of errors etc .

Preliminary hypotheses about useful systems of categorization and possibl e

causal explanations may be derived from a survey of the literatur e

and then tried out in the empirical work, being successively refine d

and rendered more realistic .

4 .3 Methods of observatio n

Several methods will be used for obtaining the desired information

concerning erroneous actions . All methods are subject to certai n

errors and it is necessary to use several methods in order to 'minimiz e

bias .

Experience from diary reports of critical incidents indic a ted that thi s

method may be useful . However, it is not completely ' reliable because

of incomplete recordings . Therefore we also need to work with retro-

spective interviews . Still further information may be obtained by

asking for expert judgements and reports on errors and situation s

leading to errors . Such judgements . may relate to frequency, causes ,

seriousness, reliability of control systems, possibility of improvement ,

degree and type of responsibility, and so on .

It is obvious that several obstacles may create difficulties i n

obtaining the desired information . Both individualiorkers at variou s

levels and the firms themselves may be little interested in providin g

•information that they may see as harming their. own interest . For thi s

reason the project must be planned in close cooperation with the partie s

who are to be observed . Full anonymity must be guaranteed and the

possible benefits of the project to the parties under observation mus t

bd pointed out . Such preliminary work at thé administrative level, i s

however, not sufficient to guarantee a free and full flow of information ,

and skilful conduct of the data-gathering procedures is necessary .
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4 .4 Comments on future research and practical conclusion s

I

• Knowledge about type and frequency of various erroneous actions woul d
seem to be important in suggesting various types ofiiupr•ovement tha t
may lead to better performance .. Such work is not seen as a goal of
the present stud; : but may be the object of . future research . Examples ,

of improved procedures would be the development of better instruction s

and control methods, selection and education of personnel, the ,
optimization of control systems, etc . Several special questions ar e

of interest in c.ennecti on with control systems . How are such %/stem s

planned and what feed-back is obtained regarding their efficiency ;

How are they successively improved as 6 consequence of feed-back ?

Another important future development of research of the present kind '

would be a survey of erroneous actions in the larger context o f
production of other components of reactors, transportation,and t?ire

continuous control carried out during regular production .

5 . Preparatoryprole t plannin g

The basis of the present proposal was a series of discussions of these

problems with international experts on the safety of nuclear pressure
vessels, for instance within IAEA and EEC committees . in this field .

While confirming the relevance of the question raised, these expert s
have not been able to give any very specific guidelines for the study

now proposed .

Some discussions of the project, according to the general outlines ' above .

have been held with the UKAEA Safety and Reliability Directorate, SRO
In its programe for studies of nuclear ' safety SRD has several projects

'related to the present problem . Of Particular value is SRO's experience

of defects and failure of pressure vessels in Great Britain . FTL has
long-standing relations also with the associated Systems Reliability
Service, SRS, which is a leading institute in Europe in this field,
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O r(' nlza1,1o11

The •suggest ion of the present study was early discussed in the Working

Croup fer pressure Vessel Failure of the-Swedish Pressure Vesse l

Ccs :,, !issi(Ia . It is; proxsed here that this group shall servo as part

of th FCfei•feee or steering c'i . : ;!ittee for .the project, supplemented

by repre eetative (,f other agencies or industrial groups (see the

att?chJ

	

L :, ., ; .! :ers) The coii.'ii ttco ' s main task is to serve a s

an dvisee;,' ! ;are
;,

i e to review the progre! ::m and the results . Th e

project . :' ;11 be headed by a smaller group (see the enclosed list) . FTL

trill be for ; : : all r sppnsible for tiré budgetary and other econo:;,icel

aspects of the project .

The first st ,) in the project hes al re dy fieen taken . through an

intro(.'c.tor, ciiscu .sion .with representative 's of the Pressure Vesse l

Com!i!issi6 ;n and the Welding Co : ; ;iissloll under the auspices of Professo r

G Hei .brious, i nagini director of the Swedish Academy of Engineering

Sciences . Dircussions have tfere g ftcr been held with people who were

assumed to be hi oi!l erg h e in this field i n order to define the

problem end tha aim o the study . The present pwosal will be further

cxaiaine(i by . tire ri'ferirace co('. : : :ittce, in particular in order to obtai n

the nedess P appro :'al for t•hc acceptance of the programme by industries

concerned with' ii-anufactUrc and control indicated below.

The project croup will organize the collectien and examination of

technical i!lforimation on the manufacture and, in particular, contro l

of welded pressure vessels from the point of view of its relevance t o

safety . The data will be collec.i.ed by members of the project grou p

during visits to pressure vessel manufacturers, by observations, inter-

views and reviews of quality assurance proce ores, in principle an d

. practice . In coopera: i cn \with ;! nu îacturel's and those engaged i n

inspection and control we shall examine direc l;ly those steps in manufactur e

and control which • may involve

	

safety risk both from technical an d

psychological points of view .

•
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FTF_, in cooperation with Si;D and SRS, will be responsible mainly fo r

the statistical aspects of the problem . To carry out the work indicated ,

the project group will engage specialists in various fields as deeme d

necessary .

Since as far as we are aware the present study seems to be the firs t

of its kind, at least in this country, the plans and procedures

indicated in this proposal should be conceived of as exploratory and

will be partly developed in the course of the study .
x7

Frequent

reevaluations will be made in order to take advantage of experienc e

gained in earlier stages of the study .

Financial support for the project will be applied for by FR from the

Swedish Board for Reactor Safety Research (SKI) .

w

r

x) Another aspect of this pioneer effort is the likely effect tha t
it may serve as a pattern for slJ(scquedt evaluations of simila r
problems . This is pro ably true already after the preparatory
stage has been carried out, see below.
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% . Industrial c::,w peratio n

The following sources of information within industry in Sweden hav e

tentatively been identified :

Manufacturers of heavy section pressurevessels in Sweden : Uddcomb ,

Maskinverken, Avesta and other s

users of pressure vessels, mainly power utilities and chemical plant s

organizations for inspection and control, i e Tekniska f6ntgencentral en .

and Ângpannefcreningen

licensing authorities : the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, the

National Board of Occupational Safety and Healt h

Close contact will be kept with other similar, but separate, safety-

related projects on nuclear pressure vessels in Sweden, in particula r

a current study of probabilistic fracture mechanics as well as investi -

gations of human malfunction . x

The Pressure Vessel Cormission and the Melding Commission will be kep t

informed concerning all stages of the planning of the project and its

'progress .

x

	

The study of probabilistic fracture mechanics relates to probabilist-ice,
and variations within normal o r . specified p ;-ocedures, while the presen t
project concerns " inconceivable events " outside the bounds of code s
and regulations .



8 . Contacts with other foreign safety bodie s

discussions and exchang e of information will take place with a numbe r

of other foreign organizations engaged in similar activities . Among

them are the following, with whom we have al rc idy established contact :

Det norske Veritas (Norway )

Welding Institute (England )

Pressure Vessel Research Cor.mni ttce (USA )

Electric Power Research Institute (USA )

Southwest Research Institute (USA)

U .S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USA )

Institut fiir R.aktc,-sicherheit (West Germany )

EEC Working Group on Mechanical Materia l

Problems Relating to the Safety Aspects of Stee l

Components in Nuclear Plant s

MEA Internationa. Working Group on Reliability of

.Reactor Pressure Components

CSNI (OECD Cçmmi ttee on the Safety Of Nuclear Installations )

Task force on Problems of Rare Events in the Reliability

Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants
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The purpose of the contemplated discussions with these organization s

abroad is to widen our views, to enhance our understanding an d

technique in dealing with such problems, to avoid unnecessary dupli-

cation and to harmonize our work with current ideas in this field .

9. Publicatio n

Publication of the final report must be a ►natter of discussion among

all parties inolved . The same is true for the access to informatio n

collected from the industrial partners .

10. Approximate time schedul e

Following approval cf a preliminary programme . by the reference committee

in December 1974, and the expected grant from SKI in the winter o f

1976, the actual work will commence with an introductory stage . Th e

purpose of this is to explore the general possibilities of assessin g

the risk of "inconceivable events " by making a preparatory study a t

three vessel manufacturers .

	

.

About half a man--year will be spent on this phase tip to the ta rd of the

third quarter of 1976 . thereafter the major study of a manufacture o f

nuclear pressure vessels will be carried out, requiring about one man-

year until mid-1977 .

The statistical evaluation study, compri si r. a working time of abou t

one man-year, is expected to continue until the end of 1977 .

A final report, coupling the two parts of the study together, shoul d

be finished by December 1976 . Status reports will be issued every

quarter.
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1976

	

1977

Detailed planning (project group, principally G t~stberg
F----I

	

and E3 K] ingenstierna )

Preparatory study (If Hoffstedt and others, includin g
~- - •	 industrial partners )

pajor study

	

I
[-valuation of data (project group, FTL )

- -

Final report
(project group )

11 . Eudnet

The three man--years' effort, on the part of the i nvesti ga tôrs as wel l
as those partidpating at the pressure vessel manufacturers, will cos t
528 000 Mrs, including 40 000 5;e/Ors for trai'el expenses .

For the preparatory study 20% of the . total sura, or 106 000 Sv:Crs i s
needed .
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Synopsis of the paper to be presente d
at the Meeting of the CSNI Task Force

on
Problems of Rare Events in the Reliability

Analysis of Nuclear Power Plant s
(Ispra, 8-10 June 1976 )

Y. Shinohara
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institut e
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan
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Fuzzy Logic For Reliability Analysi s

Synopsis

The system of fùzzy logic, in which the logical variables can
take on continuous values between0 and 1, is associated with th e
system of fuzzy sets and can be applied to the reliability analysis
of various systems in which the states ofcomponents .and'system s
vary in a continuous manner rather than in a discontinuous manner .

In conventional reliability analysis, the states of component s
and systems are usually modelled such that their performances assum e
only two distinct states ; the functioning state and the failed state .
Thus, reliability of the system containing only the components with
such binary possible states can well be analysed by applying th e
Boolean binary logic which is associated with the ordinary set, or
the sharp set as called in contrast with the fuzzy set .

In most of technological systems, however, the performances of
components do not necessarilÿ vary in a discontinuous manner . They
may vary gradually in a continuous manner and various combinations
of such component states may cause the system malfunction . For the
analysis of the systems containing such components, it would be a
natural approach to ap ply the continuous logic instead of the binar y
logic . It is of course possible to approximate the continuous logic
by the multi-valued discrete logic but it would complicate mathematical
treatment unless the number of discretization is reduced to two o r
three, that is, to binary or ternary logic .

The present paper describes the basic concepts of fuzzy set and
fuzzy logic and some basic definitions of the systems which ar e
applicable to the reliability analysis of the systems whose component s
may take continuous states . Many of the concepts which have been
developed based on the Boolean binary logic may be extended to formulat e
basic systems in terms of the fuzzy logic .

Yoshikuni SHINOHARA

Reactor Engineering Division
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institut e

Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11
Japan
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LISTING OF PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS WHICH ARE

ACTIVE IN DEALING WITH 'THE PROBLEM AREA OF RAR E

EVENTS (APART FROM THE MEMBERS OF THE TASK FORC E

THEMSELVES )

INTRODUCTION

In order not to lose any pertinent information it was suggeste d

by the chairman to conduct a survey to find out about peopl e

and/or organizations working on the problems associated with th e

analysis of rare events . Therefore the following request was sen t

out to all representative to CSNI ;

(i) the names of any people in their own countries o r

international organisations who, to their know-

ledge, are currently working on problems associate d

with the analysis of rare events (apart, of course ,

from members of the Task Force themselves) ; .

(ii) the organisations to which such people belong ;

(iii) the particular type of problem on which they are

working (a brief account would be enough) .

The result of this survey was summarized as follows :



COUNTRY NAME
(i)

ORGANIZATION
(ii)

TYPE OF PROBLEM
(iii )

CANADA Dr . I . Burton

Dr .A.Whyte

Dr .C .Phillips

Dr .S .Naqviqvi

University of
Toronto

University of
Toronto

"Risk Assessment of Rare Events" :
(a) questions concerning the process of risk assessment in

national policy decision on nuclear power generation ,

(b) quéstions concerning the process of risk assessment i n
policy and decisions at the provincial and local levels .

Note : The research project is part of a three nation stud y
of disaster prevention in nuclear energy programs
(UK, USA, Cdn .), duration : 3 years ; (to be complete d
in 1977) .

"A Systems Analysis Approach for Establishment of Ris k
Criteria for Nuclear Power Generation" :

(a) questions concerning the determination and .placement
of the safety and environmental risks assocoated with
those associated, with other energy generation alter-

and with other societal and individual risks, and
(b) questions concerning the recommendation of appropriat e

risk criteria for regulatory purposes .
Note : duration of project is 2 years ; to be completed in 1977 .

•
DEN- Mr .J .R.Taylor Research Establ . Questions concerning :
I•IA.RK

Mr.O .Plat z

Mr .D .S .
Nielsen

Mr.J .Ras-
mussen

Mr . P .E .
Becher

Rist '

Research Establ .
Risii

Research Establ .
Ris9f

Research Establ .
Risri

Research Establ .
Risp

Common mode failures and failures from design errors ; statisti-
cal studies based on US abnormal occurrence reports

Extreme value distribution s

Systematic failure analysis of technical systems (cause + _
consequence diagrams )

Failure events resulting from operator error

Pressure vessel reliability . Research work on reliability o f
fuel cladding .

4
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COUNTRY NAME
(i)

ORGANIZATION
(ii)

TYPE OF PROBLEM

	

-
(iii )

FRANCE Prof . G . Morlat

Mrs .

	

A .
Carnino

EdF - CEA

CEA

(a) Studies to improve definition of events, their independenc e
and steps to improve safety ;

(b) Studies on human factors in nuclear safety ;
(c) Specialized teaching on extreme value theory in reacto r

reliability .

(a) Collection of reliability data on fast reactors ;
(b) Systematic check of protective systems against common mod e

failures, by a computer program - optimisation in main -
tenance and human operations ;

(c) Seminars regrouping statisticians and engineers (with Ed F
and universities) ;

'(d) Research work on statistical methods applicable to rare

Mr . B . Gachot EdF

events (with Prof . Morlat) .

(a) Collection of reliability data on PWRs ;
(b) Research on choice of statistical methods best suited fo r

studying and modelling rare events - application t o
accident analysis and to evaluation of reliability para-
meters of components for which little experience is
available .

F :R.GERMANY Dr .

	

G .I .
Schuller

Dr .W .Bastl

Dr .F.W .Heuse r

Dr .W . Rosen -
haue r

Mr .Schneeweiss

TUM, Milnche n

TUM, LRA Garching

Institut fUr
Reaktorsicherheit ,
KSln

International e
Atomreaktorbau
GmbH,Bensberg

Siemens AG ,
Karlsruhe

Reliability of containment structure of PWR .

Nuclear Power risk studies using probabilistic methods .

Rare events in nuclear system analysis .

Probabilistic assessment of seismic events and damage wit h
respect to nuclear power plants .

Probabilistic assessment of critical events with respect to
chemical plants .
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COUNTRY NAME
(i)

ORGANIZATION
(ii)

TYPE OF PROBLEM
(iii)

	

i

F .R .GERMANY
(cont'd)

Dr .L.Caldarola Institut fUr
Reaktorentwick-
lung,Karlsruhe

Rare events in nuclear system analysis .

ITALY Mr .E.Jaccarino
Mr .P.Giuliani

Mr .Turricchi a

Mr .A.Valeri
Mr . Noviello

Mr .G .Tenagli a

Prof .S .
Garribba

CNEN
CNEN

ENEL

CNEN
ENEL

CNEN

CESNEF,Milano

Study of natural rare events .

Study of natural rare events and man-made external events .

Reliability analysis of nuclear power plants .

(a) Investigation of decision methods .
(b) Research on external events and safety margins which may b e

obtained through structural design criteria and plant
lay-out arrangements .

(a) Stochastic processes in reliability analysis and evaluation ;
(b) Physical models of failure for determining shape and tail s

of probability distribution .

THE
'NETHERLANDS

WAL LAWALL van
Otterloo

KEMA, Arnhem Application of reliability analysis techniques in a number o f
areas which may include rare events .

NORWAY Mr .J .M .
DXderlein

Mr .jrjasaete r

Mr . Ostvik

Mr .H .Berge

Mr .T .
Fannelpfp

Institutt for
Atomenergi,Kjelle r

Institutt for
Atomenergi,Kjelle r

SINTEF-NTH,
Trondheim

Vassdrags-og Havne-
laboratoriet, NTH
Trondheim

Institutt for Aero -
og Gass-dynamik ,
NTH,Trondheim

General, educational, informing the public .

General reliability technology, including methods fo r
probability assessment of rare events .

Quantifying risk of explosions in a chemical plant .

Risk of leakage in hydro drams .
Consequence analysis of release of heavy explosive gases .

Dispersion of heavy gases and oil release .
Blow-Outs from subsea oil- and gas wells .



COUNTRY FAN.?
(i)

ORGANISATION TYPE OF PRCB1 .iN
(iii )

NORWAY . Mr .

	

C .

	

BpSe

Mr . A .Jensen

Mr . T .Sande

Mr . H .Asheim

Mr . N .Hopen

Det norske Veritas ,
Oslo

Norsk Hydro,Osl o

Statens Oljedi -
rektorat ,
Stavange r

Statoil ,
Stavanger

Kraftforsyningen s
Sivilforsvar ,
Oslo

Risk of extreme events (oil and gas release, potentia l
fires and explosions etc .) in Sea Transport and Off-shor e
activities .

Risk of fire and explosione do retrochemical plants .

Risk of extreme events in connection with Off-shor e
drilling and oil/gas production .

Risk of extreme events in connection with Off-shor e
drilling and oil/gas production -

Risk of Hydro Dam breakage .

PORTUGAL Prof . J .Tiago
de Oliveira

University o f
Lisbon

Contribution to seminars regrouping statisticians an d
engineers .

SWEDEN Mr .G .Ostberg

Mr .B .Klingen-
stiern a

Mr .L .Sjiberg

Mr .B . Rydnert

Prof .S .
Luthander

Lund Institute of
Technology

FTL, Military Elec -
r s Lab ., Nat .

Defense Researc h
Institut e

'Department of Psy -
chology, University
of Gothenburg

Department of Psy-
chology, Universit y
of Gothenburg

Ingenjtrsbr& AB ,
Bromma

questions concerning the analysis of reliability qualit y
assurance of welded nuclear pressure vessels with regar d
to catastrophic failures ; Q.A . applied to manufacture o f
nuclear pressure vessels and its aim to evaluate the pos -
sibility of such rare combinations of events or single gros s
mistakes that could jeopardize the safety of the vessel ,

Questions concerning "inconceivable events" ; this projec t
aims at studying the possible occurrence of mishaps or un -
planned, non-systematic undesired events during the manu -
facture of welded nuclear pressure vessels .

problems associated with human errors .



COUNTRY NAME
(i)

ORGANIZATION
(ii)

TYPE OF PROBLEM
(iii )

U .K. Mr .A.J .Bourne

Dr .C .W .Anderson

Dr .
Ramachandran

Dr .W.R.
Buckland

Mr .T .Beswick

Mr .J .N .Tweedy

Dr .A . Keller

UKAEA National
Centre of Systems
Reliability

Sheffield Uni -
versity

Fire Research
Station

Economist Intel -
ligence Unit

CEGB

SSEB

Bradford
University

Quantification of the occurrence of common-mode faults in
highly reliable protective systems .

Questions concerning analytical work on control and rod dro p
times .

Questions concerning the actuarial use of extreme value theor y
relating to large fires .

Questions concerning the statistical techniques for analysis o f
rare events .

Co-ordinates safeguards activities in connection with rare events .

Nuclear safeguards against external events .

Application to rare events of branching processes, orde r
statistics, maximum likelihood, interpretation of fire incidents .

U .S .A . Dr .W .E .Vesely

Prof . M .R .
Leadbetter

NRC

University o f
North Carolina

(a) Human error analysis - human failure rate data collectio n
and establishment of systematic, quantitative assessmen t
methods ;

(b) Common mode and dependency analyses - statistical analyse s
on failure data to deterine common mode behaviours an d
probabilities ;

(c) Decision analysis - establishment of methods and criteri a
for incorporating rare event analyses in a decision makin g
process .

(a) Structural properties of point processes relevant to th e
provision of stochastic models - application to nuclear safety
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COUNTRY NAME
(i)

ORGANIZATION
(ii)

.

	

TYPE OF PROBLEM
(iii )

U .S .A .
(cont'd)

.

(b) Stochastic extreme value problems in the use of specifi c
models to give direct estimates of failure or catastroph e
probabilities - collabor .-tion with a group of Swedis h
scientists working on the prediction of natural catastrophes-
application to raclear safety l

(c) Some practical aspects of the monitoring of stochasti c
waveforms to raise necessary alarms with minimal saf e

Prof . A.M .
Freudenthal

Mr .C .Muelle r

Mr . J .Vanrio

Mr .

	

C .Ott

Mr .V .R .R .
Uppuluri

Mr .

	

S .A .
Patil

The George
Washington
University

ANL

ANL

Purdue
University

ORNL

ORNL

"false alarm" rates .

Research in structural reliability, probabilistic structura l
mechanics, fatigue - application to nuclear safety .

Development of Probability Versus Consequence curves for post -
ulated core disruptive accidents in LMFBR's taking into accoun t
statistical variations. and uncertainties properties and pheno -
menology, as well as mathematical methodology within which poin t
in sample space may be chosen .

Inferences about rare events .

C .E .C . Dr .G .Volt a
Mr .A . Al

Euratom ,
JRC Ispra

Computerized method searching for and evaluating effects o f
common-mode failures .

Mr .J . Amesz Common-mode failure analysis, probabilistic analysis validation ,
Dr .A.G .Colombo
Dr .J .Larisse

fuzzy logic, small sample statistics .
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ADDENDUM

A short Introduction to "Fuzzy Logics "

by G . Volt a

Fuzzy 'logic can be seen as a particular case of multivalue logic .

It has been developed mainly by Zadeh (1st paper : L .A . Zadeh ,

"Fuzzy Sets" inform . Contr . Vol . 8, pp . 338-353, 1965) .

The basic concept is the concept of a Fuzzy set : "a class of

objects in which the transition from membership to nommembershi p

is gradual rather than abrupt" .

A fuzzy set A is characterized by a membership function EA (y)
which represents the grade of membership of yin A, £A(y) is
defined in the interval C0,1]

Example : y is the age, A is the set of the "old man", EA(y) i s
a curve passing smorthly from 0 to 1 in the range

30 - 70

	

.

Examp le basic operations on fuzzy sets are :

Union

	

C

	

=

fC

	

=

A V B

max [PA (x) , FB (x--)l

Intersection

An B

min EA (x) , fB (x)

C

	

=

fC

	

=

The applicability of fuzzy logic to safety is being explored, bu t
no examples are yet published .
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